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A GIS decision support system (DSS] was developed to resolve a land 

allocation conflict between wolves and humons. The DSS used an analytical 

hierarchy process, and provided an obiective, quantitative method for 

identifying and ranking preferences, handling spatial complexity, integrating 

ecological constraints in decision making and produced reliable, spatially explicit 

solutions. Position and classification error in raster coverages was assessed. 

The model was found to be ecologically valid, as it accounts for wolf habitat 

needs. The model can improve current decision practices and with 

modifications, such as the inclusion of multiple species, could account fully for 

ecosystem neds. Future research should address the sensitivity of the modei to 

changes in criteria and factor weights, alternative GIS-based ecological indices 

and multiple species modelling. 
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"Ws u prew good zoo, " 
Suid young Gerdd McGrew, 

"And he Mow who runs it 
Seems proud of it, b'' 

"But if / m he zoo, " 
Said young Gerald Mcûrew, 

'/'ci muke a few changes, 
Thot% just whd /'cl do ... " 

Dr. Seuss, 1950 
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCnON 

"Our research has weaknesses. Traditionally, we have sought answers (to 
ecological problems) fmrn ecological reseurch, as though the problems 
were merely technical .... We are realizing slowly that other fields of 
knowledge must be drawn on, such as sociology, economics, and ethics. 
This diverse knowledge must be integrated and synthesized to form the 
basis for effective carnivore actionN (Clark, Paquet and Curlee 1996). 

Investigations into the sensitivity of wolves and grizzly bears to habitat 

fragmentation, dong with population viability assessments, are currently being 

conducted in the Central Rocky Mountains (Banff-Bow Valley Study 1 996). 

Although these datasets will be useful for understanding relationships between 

wildlife and landscape change, Prim and Clark ( 1  996) have identified a need for 

improved methods of synthesizing this information for "making collective decisions 

and solving public [resource allocation] problems." Resource allocation and 

decision making exemplifies the inherent challenges of cornplex problem solving. 

It requires that one understund the intrïcak web of the ncrtural, social and 

econornic world, and challenges managers to allocate limited resources fairly 

between conflicting user groups. The scope and complexity of such problerns is 

beyond that which the human mind is capable of handling (McMillan and 

Gonzalez 1973, Saaty 1982). In fact, management by multiple objective has 

been identified as one of the more difficult topics in resource management 

[Singh and Trave-Massuyes 1 991 ). To deal with complexity, many decision 

makers have "turned to [cornputer based] analytical modelling techniques to 

enhance decision making capability" (Denrham and Goodchild 1 989). For 

example, GIS has emerged as a highly flexible modelling tool that greatly 

enhances resource management. Although few GIS incorporate decision 
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support system (DSS) capability, the IDRISI package is a notable exception. 

Despite the availability of this DSS a combination of database analysis, GIS 

mapping and interpretation remain the dominant tools in resource decision 

moking. ~t times, these methods may be subiecfive, present incomplete problem 

scenarios, lack a clearly defined process and can be guided by personal or 

political agendas. 

The GIS-based DSS developed in this thesis integrutes wolf habitat 

preferences and human values into a decision model that, in part, addresses the 

current deficiencies in resource allocation decision making. The decision model 

is based on Saaty's (1 982) analyh'cal hierarch~ process (AHP). Thus, the DSS 

provides an objective and quantitative method for identifying and ran king 

~references, handling spatial complexity, integrating ecological constraints and 

con rninimize future risk by producing reliable, spatially explicit solutions. 

Cornbined, these strengths are important for the preservation of protected 

areas and wildlife viability, as they may help minimize negative impacts to wildlife 

und may reduce the potential for conflict between humans and wildlife. 

The following chapters trace the develo~ment of a DSS for allocating 

land between wo competing user groups: wolves and hwmans. In Chapter Two 

the background, rationale and obiectives of this thesis are reviewed. Chapter 

Three explores the literature that is pertinent to natural resource management 

and decision making. Chapter Four explains the methods used to develop and 

test the model. The results of the round table process, the analysis of the 

solution sets and the error assessrnent are presented in Chapter Five. Chapter 

Six provides a discussion of the results and Chapter Seven offers concluding 

comments and suggestions for future research and development of the decision 

model. 



CHAPTER MO: BACKGROUND, RATIONALE AND OWECTIVES 

This chapter details the environmental concerns in the study area hot  

have prompted the investigations of this thesis. The study area, Peter Lougheed 

Provincial Park, is dexribed and h a  obiectives of this study are stated. 

Problem Context 

Carnivores are burdened by "the stigma of intraspecific 
cornpetition ... they not only occupy habitat where people could be 

ranching, recdng, building homes, logging or drilling for oil; they 
also compete for game animais, some prey or livestock and a few 
occasionally hann peoplen (Prim and Clark 1 996). 

The landscape in the front ranges of the Alberta Rocky Mountains is  

chamcterized by linear north to south trending valleys, that are bounded by 

mountain ridges to the east and west. Regional wildlife movement is spatially 

restrided by th is habitat, with the exception of limited passes that exist beiween 

watenheds. Wildlife habitat use is further constrained by temporal habitat 

conditions, such as those which occur in the winter, when snowfall ~recludes 

the use of high altitude areas by many wildlife species. The Naturai Resources 

Conservation Board, N.R.C.B. (1993) notes that "the foothills and mountain 

valleys of the front ranges have h o m e  the eastemmost edge of the ranges of 

many animal species fonnerly found over mort of north America." Given the 

importance of habitat to wildlife in the study area, there is mounting concern 

that habitat fragmentation may contribute to a loss in biodiversity and place at 

risk the viabiliiy of many species in the region. In fact, Wilcox and Murphy 

(1 985) orgue that habitat fragmentation is a primary cause of the current 

extinction crisis in North America. Landscape fragmentation in the study area is  
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characterized by human-use paiierns that reduce ha natuml habitat into small 

insular units, that are not as useful to wildlife as contiguous habitat. 

Con~equentl~, there is a pressing need to develop more effective tools to help 

managers make prudent rexwrce allocation and planning decisions. 

One of the foundations of modem ecology is the principle of cornpetitive 

exclusion, which states that: "...as a result of competition two similar species 

scarcely ever occupy similar niches, but displace each other in such a manner 

hait each takes possession of certain peculiar kinds of food and modes of life in 

which it has an advantoge over its competitorn (Gause 1934). One may -and 

this concept to argue that long term coexistence of humans and wildlife 

depends on each species occupying different niches. Given h a t  humons have 

a propensity for wildlife habitat, the latter is unlikely. As a result, there is  an 

inevitable environmental cost associated with any resource management 

decision and a need for twls to help managers moke better resource allocation 

decisions. 

In resource allocation decisions there ohm exist alternative spatial 

settings where a given objective may be accomplished with minimal cost to the 

natural resources. However, identifying alternative solutions and ~ r e d i c t i n ~  the 

impacts of hese decisions is usually subiedve, given that at present no decision 

making process exists that integrates the variety of datasets available. 

Moreover, no standard rules exist for the decirion maker rqarding how to use 

or prioritire the data collectively in order to formulote a reliable decision. 

Decision making is  further confounded because the texhnology is  ohen 

inaccessible to persons not trained in decision sciences (Eastman et 01.1 993). 

Consequently, it is difficult for decision ma kers to develop xienti fically rigorous 

solutions that consider environmental consequences or to explore alternative 



courses of action ho t  may minimize environmental impact. Thus far, our 

collective decision-making processes for carnivore conservation have been 

dysfunctional [Prim and Clark 1996). 

The recent integration of an SDSS into the IDRISI GIS begins to address 

the need for improved collective decision making. The IDRISI GIS provides 

managers with a means to develop objective solutions to cornplex, multi- 

dimensional problems and to represent alternative solutions in a spatially explicit 

forrn. This new tool should lend validity and scientific rigor to the decision making 

process, while allowing managers to explore more easily alternative courses of 

action. However, no tested mefhodology exists for the use of fhis GIS model in 

resolving wildlife-human conflicts. This thesis addresses the present deficiency 

by developing and testing a GIS DSS for resolving land use conflicts in the 

foothills of the Alberta Rocky Mountains. 

Study Area 

This research merges a multiple-criteria/muItiple-obiech've decision 

process with a GIS to solve a land allocation ~roblern in Peter Lougheed 

Provincial Park (PLPP), Alberta. PLPP is O 51 4 km2 park located approximately 

100 kilometers east of Calgary. The park is located in Kananaskis Country, a 

4250 km2 forest landuse zone characterized by hunting, ranching, resource 

development, recreotion, and tourism activities. Hunting and resource 

development are not pennitted within PLPP, with the exception of hydro-electric 

projects. The siudy region is characterized by a diverse mosaic of ecoregions 

including: Aspen Parkland, B o r d  Forest, Montane, Subalpine, Alpine, as well as 

many transitional ecotones (Williams 1992). The park encompasses portions of 

five watersheds, including the Elbow River, Highwood River, Kananaskis River, 
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Sheep River and Spray Lakes. Kananaskis Country is unique in that ii offen a 

broad range of habitats, unlike Banff Nafional Park (BNP) or Elk Lakes Provincial 

Park, where the habitat are predominanfly Subalpine and Alpine. 

Figure 1 : Study Area 

The Spray River, Smith Dorrien, ~ d l u m  and Loornis ValleYs were heovily 

logged in the past (Alexander 1994, while active Jogging continues in the 

Cataract-Etherington and the southern Sheep River district. The McLean Creek 

area i s  under review for logging in the near future. Furihermore, oil and gas 

development occurs in the Sheep River. Tourism and recreation are maior 

economic activities within Kananaskis Country. 
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A full cornplement of carnivores inhabit he area, including black (Ursvs 

americunus) and grizzly bear (Ursus or- horribilis), cougar (Felis concolor), 

lynx (Lynx lynx), wolverine (Gulo gulo) and wolf (Canis lupus]. There is al50 a 

significant population of ungulates including sheep, der ,  elk and mcose; the 

latter of which are scarce in the adiacent BNP (Alexander 1994). Forty-one 

high-mountain lake fisheries have been created or identified within Kananaskis 

Country (Alexander 1994). Wetkand communities provide essential habitat for a 

wide range of amphibbns including a breeding population of long toed 

salamanders. The park also supporn many indigenous waterfowl, raptors and 

small mammals. Notably, PLPP lies beneath a recenfly identified and maior. 

golden eagle migratoiy route. 

In this stwdy wolves were usad as the indicaior species for wildlife habitat 

needs on a large ecosystem scale (Noss et al. 1996, Paquet and Hackman 

1995). It has been hypothesized that species at the top of the food chain, 

apex species, can be used to indicate the health of an ecosystem and its 

biological processes. Large camivores, specifically wolves, grizzly bears and 

cougar are indicator rpecies becouse hey reside at the top of the food chain. 

have sixable range requirements, are generolly slow to reproduce and are 

sensitive to human encroachment and habitat loss: if ample, non-fragmented 

habitat is  provided to ensure apex species viability, then wildlife species lower 

on the food chain will remain viable (Paquet 1993, Prim and Clark 1996, Clark et 

al. 1996). In he study areo, the wolf's average home range spans 3000 km2 

and empirical studies have illustratecl a rektionship between wolves and other 

species: nineteen wildlik species were found to depend, in-part, on h e  remains 

of wolf kilis (Paquet 1 993). 
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Objectives 

Several objectives were specified at the outset of ihis study and served 

as  a guide in developing and testing the GIS model. The obiectives are I i s d  

below. 

To develop and test a multiple obiective land allocation model using GIS. 
To find a suitable location to develop a 0.5h2 campsite that maximizes 

the interests of each human needs group, while minimizing the negative 

impact to wildlife. 

To determine whether intuitive (non-expert) knowledge will produce useful 

models. 

To test the sensitivity of the model to changes in areal specifications for 

each obieciive and to changes in weighting. 

To test the reliability and risk of the GIS decision model through a 

detoiled error analysis. 

To test the sensitivity, reliability and genemlizability of h e  rnodel through 

its application to two other regional settings that will represent decision 

making at different ecological scales [i.e. small, medium and large 

systems) . 
To establish the most effective number of criteria (e.g. vegetotion, slope, 

aspect) and obiectives [i.e. user groups) that may be compred within 

one GIS decision model, where the results of the mode1 remain valid and 

reflect reality . 
To en hance ecolog ical decision ma king. 

The IDRISI GIS sohware was used in combination w ih  expert opinion to 

develop the decision support model. To test whether the model maximizes the 

needs of each user group, the most suitable cells derived for each obiective 

were cross-tabulated with a suitability rnap for the same obiective and for the 

competing objective. For example, the best human cells derived using the 

multiple obiective land allocation (MOLA) process were compared with a hurnan 

suitability rnap to detennine whether the model selected highly suitable human 
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habitat. In addition, the human use cells were compared to a wolf suitability 

rnap to assess the suitability of those cells for wolves. 

To determine whether intuitive knowledge is useful in this type of resource 

allocation problem, a panel of non-experts was intewiewed. To gouge the 

effectiveness of using intuitive knowledge, the level of detail of criteria providecl 

by the non-experts and their logical consistency in ranking criteria was 

compared with those of the experts. 

The sensitivity of the decision model to changes in objective weights and 

areal specification was tested for each expert model by ~~sternotically 

increasing the weights and then the areal requirernents of one objective (i.e. 

wolves), while holding the other obiective constant (i.e. humons). 

The reliobility and risk of the model was established by conducting an 

error assessrnent of each GIS coverage that was used to develop the decision 

model: a number of sites on the ground were visited and relevant data collected 

at each site (Le. dope angle, aspect, vegetation and elevation). These 

"ground-truthed" data values were compared with the GIS database values for 

each site. The error (i.e. the difference between the nground-tnithed" value 

and the database value) constitutes the risk of error in euch amibute coverage. 

The process required to detemine the most effective number of criteria 

that may be used in the GIS decision model was beyond the scope of this 

thesis. A sensitivity analysis would involve systematïcally changing the number of 

Factors and factor weights in each expert's preference set and evaluah'ng 

changes in the final decision -model. To determine if the model enhances 

ecological decision making, the MOIA solution maps were compared with 

actual habitat suitability on the basis of the number of suitable polygons, the 
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mean area and standard deviation of those polygons, the polygon orea to 

perimeter ratios, and the relative connectivity of polygons. 

C hapter Review 

This chapter noted that poor resource allocation decisions (Le. those that 

do not incorporate ecological values in an unbiosed monner) are contributing to 

fragmentation of habitat and species extinction in the eastern foothills of the 

Conadian Rocky Mountains. The potential for wildlife extinction reinforces the 

need to develop new and beiiar techniques for making land use decisions. GIS 

is  ernerging as the dominant technology for rercurce management, however its 

application in decision support remains largely subjective. The inclusion of a 

forrnal DSS in GIS has provided managers wih a new tool to enhance decision 

making. The objective of this study was to apply current GIS DSS technology 

to develop and test o process thot may be used to resolve land allocation 

problems between two competing user groups: humans and wolves. The 

process was used to allocate land for use as a campsite in the study areo, 

Peter Lougheed Provincial Park. The model wos developed by incorporating 

expert knowledge of user preferences into a DSS, then applying those factors 

spatially in a GIS. The model was tested by comparing a set of ecological 

indices k m  each model, including mean polygon size, number of polygons, 

fragmentation of habitat, and orea to perimeter ratios. The following chapter 

reviews the literature relevant to the methodologies used in th is  thesis. 



This chapter reviews current decision support system litera tu re and 

defines teminology gemane to the discipline. The rwts of systems analysis and 

decision rnaking theory are also examined, and computer based systems 

rnodelling techniques are detailed, with specific information about different 

decision support software applications. In addition, the divergence of 

ecological and economic systems is discussed, and hree different methods for 

assessing landscape preferences are reviewed, including paired cornparison 

analysis (PCAJ, repemty grids, and stotistical analysis using a GIS. Finaily, the 

potential sources of enor in GIS and habitat suitability rnodelling are examined. 

Decirion Making: Con- and ûefinitions 

"Decision Makingn is  the art and science of making choices. For 

instance, it may involve a choice be~een  different land allocations. and 

requires a rational evaluation of alternatives. based on available information and 

historic precedence. Since Gorry and Scott-Morton (1 971) first used the term 

"decision support system" (DSS), there has been confusion over its 

interpretation. The terni "decision support system" is  widely applied to an 

assortment of decision tools and models. Malczewski (c. 19871 contends that 

"the terminology has no commonly accepted definition ." Natural resource 

managers and analysts use "decirion support system" to describe databases or 

GIS, which not only store, manipulate and assess data, but also aid in problem 

solving. Such applications moy be better defined as decision support tools, 

since the decision process and solution remain largely subjective. Malcremki 

(c. 1987) defines a DSS as "an interactive computer-based system designed to 

support a manager in achieving a higher ektiveness in decision making, A i l e  
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solving a semi-structured problem." In this proposal, a DSS refers to a 

formalized, obiective decision making system that is integrated with a GIS to 

become a Spatial Decision Support System (SDSS) and that provides a solution 

set. 

The body of a DSS is an ensemble of daiabase management (DBMS) and 

information systems, such as MIS (Management Information Systems) and GIS, 

systems theory, systems modelling, and optirniration techniques such as those 

used in Operations Research (OR) (e.9. Linear Programming and Paiwise 

Cornparison). Refer to Figure 2. ~alczewski (c. 1987) describes some 

cornputer based DSS, including GIS, MIS, DSS and Expert Systems (ES). He 

suggests MIS and DSS have no clear boundary of distinction: MIS provides 

indirect support fhrough information that a manger must then interpret, wherws 

the DSS provides direct support through specific recornmendations. GIS and 

MIS are considered similar except that the GIS is designecl for spatial support 

through an analytical modelling procedure. Malaewski (c. 1987) considers ES 

to be a step beyond DSS in that ES integraies an expert knowledge base with 

decision rules (mathematical or "rules of thumb") and provides specific 

recommendations. Densham and Goodchild and GopaI (1989) note that an 

SDSS is  a tool "to help decision makers evaluate alternative [spatial] solutions for 

corn peting alternatives." The decision-ma king process %an be considered as a 

process of search For the best l o c a t i d a n d  a seorch to "maximire agreement 

among interest groups" (Massam 1980). When appl~ing DSS this process 

typically employs optim ization techniques such as linear programming . 

Notwithstanding the usefulness of computers, the obiective of the DSS Ys to 

support, not replace, judgement in such a manner that the strengths of both man 

and machine processes will be utilized to the fwllest" (House 1 983). 
8 
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Decision Making: Ecoiogicai Reahy and Anthropocenhic Volues 

Under conditions of finite resources, decision maken not only need to 

understand and respect ecological processes, but musi appease a number of 

interest groups that have different preferences for resource use (Le. the social, 

environmental, political, and industrial secton). Decision problems of Ais type 

ore crilled "social choice problems" and imply that the decision maker must make 

a 'iudgment of who shall receive Ae benefits, who shall bear the costs and in 

what amount" (Conner and Loehman 1974). 

~ifferent sectors of society have conflicting values about natural 

resources, which can make it difficult to achieve win-win allocation solutions. 

The attitudes and values of the individual decision maker (or those who can 

influence the decision maker) influence the decision process and solution. For 

example, a chernical manufacturer may decide to locate on a maior river 

because it is  cheaper to dump effluents into a river, han to transpo~ wastes to 

a toxic waste facility. The manufacturer likely has adequate information and 

knowledge about part waste handling methods and the potential environmental 

effects of waste dumping. 

How individuals respond to a resource dilemma depénds on how they 

perceive the consequences of their actions on the common resource or to 

themselves. Biel and Garling (1995) attribute the failure to coopemte in 

resource allocation problems to "qoistic bias". The egoist may know there is a 

negative collective consequence, but this result may not be perceived as salient 

to him or her. To the egoist, the "consequence of cooperation is viewed as an 

unceriain benefit (a sure b s ) ,  whereas the consequence of defection is a sure 

gain (or uncertain loss)". In addition, the egoistic individual may believe chat 

environmental degradation will correct i t d f  or that resources are unlimitecl. Biel 
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and Garling (1995) further argue that, if egoism is constrained by rewards, 

punishments, group identification or social pressure, then the consequences of 

cooperation are perceived as uncertain gain, and the consequence of 

defection as uncertain lors. In h i s  case, the egoist is more likely to act in a 

socially-just manner. Pro-social individuals understand the consequences of 

cooperating and defeciing in the same w y  as constmined egoists, "although 

collective rather than individual outcomes of collective consequences are 

salient" pro-social people have internalized norms hot favor collective interests 

(Biel and Carling 1995). The individual's norms may change over time with 

changes in society's values for the environment: the increase in demand for 

en~ironmentall~ friendly products and recycling are ~o examples. 

One of many challenges confronting resource decision makers is to raise 

environmental values to a position of equal or greater status than 

industrial/economic values. This challenge may be accomplished by re- 

structuring the hierarchy of decision power and empowering the lower level 

resource manager or field staff (Figure 3). The creation of strong environmental 

legislation may empower lower lwel decision maker authority and make upper 

levei decision makers accountable for their actions. In the absence of 

environmental legislation, a clwr, stnictured and repeotable decision process, 

such as the one developed in this thesis will oblige decision maken to be 

accountable for their actions. In the following sections ecological and 

industrial/anthropocentric values a n  contmsted to illuminate the dispariiy that 

has created a non-sustainable planetary ecosystem and economy. 
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Complexity: To manage cornplexity, decision makers break ecosystems down 

into discrete units (Kumar and Murk 1 992). This trend dominates most hurnan 

systems: continents are divided into countries, countries into states, states into 

rn~nici~alities and townships. An example in the irnmediate study area is the 

Rocky Mountains Ecosystem that has been divided into Banff, Yoho, Kootenay 

and Jasper National Parks. Until recentIy, these four parks were managecl as 

discrete ecolog ical entities, governed by iurisdictional boundaries. However, 

the iurisdictional management policy did not account for the fad that the entire 

four mountain park region is part of one contiguous ecosystem. For instance, 

wolves in the Banff National Park foray as far south as Idaho, USA. (present 

author, personal observation 1992). Problems can arise if management 

directives are different for each sub-system and if no consideration is given to 

other sub-sections or the whole system. That is, if one section allows hunting of 

wolves and another does not, wolf population viability may be ieopardized in the 

whole area. 

The focus on individual components rather than the whole complexity of 

an ecosystern has contributed to poor management and negatively affected the 

Rocky Mountain Ecosystem. For instance, the early 1950s predator contra1 

campaigns in Alberta probably contributed to an explosion in ungulate 

populations and devastation of aspen forests (Paquet and Alexander 1996). 

The cornplexity of a wolf system i s  depicted in Figure 4, which illustrates a 

simple, closed wolf system, including the landscape aitributes hot affect habitat 

suitability and two major agents that affect wolf survival: humans and elk, 

representing a dominant prey species. Each environmental component i s  

influenced to some degree by al1 other components in the system (n.b. not al1 

possible relationships and elements are show in Figure 4). For example, humans 
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may have a compound impact on the ecosystem through the uct of landscupe 

development: preferred wolf habitat may be lost to wolvei ho t  avoid humon 

populations, the more tolerant elk population may cluster around vegetated 

yards, a redudion in wolf-elk predation may result followed by an increase in 

predation on other ungulates, and ultimately changing wolf habitat preferences 

to areas where the new prey base is milable. Decision makers must strive to 

understand the compound interactions within and bebeen sub-systerns in order 

to make environmentally sensitive decisions. Moreover, the fact that 

necosystems are not only more complex thon we hink, but more complex han 

we con thinkn Egler (1 97'71, suggests that managers should err on the side of 

caution in al1 decision making. 

ümits: The material world is inescapably Rnite. About two centuries ago, 

Malthus argued that the demand for world food stocks would ultimately out-run 

supply and that the world system could not sustain unchecked population 

growth. More recently, Myers (1 990) noted that the earth can sustain an 

estimated 3 to 4 billion people: in 1988, h e  human population was estimated ai 

5.4 billion and is expected to double over the next forty years. At that rate 

people will require approximately three planet earfhs to support themselves by 

2028. 

There is agreement that human disregord for natural limits follom korn the 

belief that planetary resources are unlimited, that technology will surmount any 

limitation and that continued growth i s  fundamental to human success (Taylor 

1992, Miller 1979, Hawken 1993). However, reality suggests thot many 

resources are limited, that shortages in resources cannot always be remedied 

with technology and that unlimited growth may generate unpleasant 
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consequences. For instunce, the Oglalla Aquifer in the USA, an "underground 

river beneath the great plains, larger than any body of fresh water on earth, will 

dry up within 30 to 40 years ai current extraction rates" (Hawken 1993). It is  

unlikely this aquifer will regenerate on any "humanly accessible time scale" 

(Kumar and Murk 1 992). Similarly, the Canadian and USA east coast codfish 

was once thought an endless resource [Kunzig 1995). Despite scientific 

concern in recent years, the fish were harvested at rates that disrqarded the 

cycles of stock replenishment or natural fluctuations. Consequently, the codfish, 

a species that has probably existed for more than 10,000 years, has been 

depleted to a non-viable level in just over 20 years (Kunzig 1995). A Canadian 

moratorium was invoked on Newfoundland fish harvest in July 1992. At the time 

of the moratorium, spawning codfish were nearly extirpated and young 

recru itment stock severely depressed. The remaining codfish "have surrendered 

their dominance" on the east coast to species such as skates and spiny dogfish 

that prey on young cod. The east coast cod fish situation confirrns what ~ u m a r  

and Murk (1992) argue: that, "instituting controls when some harm has already 

been detected will probably goarantee that the ~roblern will get much worse 

before it gets better." These examples oblige decision maken ta realize 

ecological limitations when allocating resources to human development. 

Time Scales: Natural resource decision makers solve problems of resource 

allocation, by using the past to predict the future. For example, a resource 

decision maker may make a proiedion for sustainable harvest rotes based on 

information previously collected about resource abundance and regeneration 

rates. The use of prediction is a concern in resource management because 

people are rtot very at good at prediding the future, especialIy for the long 
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time frames obsewed in nature. Decision makers tend to interpret the world in 

human rather han natural time scales (Kumar and ~ u r k  1992). This rnay result 

from the limited human reference system h a i  reflects an average life span of 

approximately 70 years. In fact, Kumar and Murk (1 992) doubt that humans 

have the ability to ~ l a n  beyond 1 O0 years. As with complexity, the trend is to 

break time down into discrete time units. However, most natural phenornena are 

tied to a cadence of hundreds and thousands of years and cannot be 

understood through snapshots in time. 

Sowell (1979) argues that this partitioning of time "opens the possibility 

that behaviour will be tailored to the time ~eriod," without regard for long terrn 

ramifications, which can produce unexpected and unwanted resulk for decision 

makers. He cites the example of an individual who increases crop yields to 

rnuximize short term income, without regard for soi1 regenemtion requ irements, 

and who ultimately suffers from decreased productiviiy in the long terrn. In 

addition, the partitioning of time does not account for "built-in time delays" that 

occur in nature (Kurnar and Murk 1992). For example, the accumulation of 

toxic wastes in the biosphere occurs in a way that the effects of the 

may not be seen for several years or decrrdes after contamination (Kumar and 

Murk 1992, Miller 1979). Certain species, such as amphibians, have suffered 

major population crashes that have been attributed to pollution and toxic waste 

(Hawken 1993). Hawken ( 1  993) noies that the occumulah'on delay may be 

longer in humans because we gestate and breed comparatively slowly, relative 

to other species, but that pollution and toxic waste will eventually affect humons 

in a similar manner. 
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Cycles: The earth is a closed system, fundamental to which is the recycling of 

matter (Kumar and Murk 1992, Miller 1979, Myers 1990). Nature makes the 

output of one system the input of another. For instance, in a recent study in the 

Canadian Rocky Mountains, it was observed that elk, killed by wolves, are 

scavenged by up to 19 other wildlife species (Paquet 1993). This constant 

cyding of matter and energy occurs on a worldwide level and is  integral to 

ecosystem stability (Miller 1 979). 

In contrast, human industries operate on an open, flow-through basis: 

Raw materials enter the industrial system and consumer products and non-usable, 

non-&iodegradable and sometimes toxic wurte accumulate as output (Hawken 

1993, Kumar and Murk 1992, Miller 1979). ConsequentIy, a natural system, 

once capable of handling its own waste, becornes congested with 

unmanageable wastes. Hawken (1 993) identifies industrial waste as one maior 

cause of the environmental crisis and that these toxins have immediate impact on 

humans. The Agency for Toxic Substances and Diseare Registry (ATDSR) cites 

the following hazardous waste-related effects: increased risk of birth defects, 

neurotoxic disorders, dermatitis, leukemia, cardiovoscular abnormalities, 

respiratory dysfunction, disorders of the stomach, intestines, liver and kidney and 

immune disorders. Moreover, hozardous industrial wastes pollute soil, water 

and air, endangering international ecosystems and species diversity (ATDSR 

1995). Despite the known hazard, there are at least 1,296 recorded 

hazardous waste sites in the United States, within 1 mile of "about 11 million 

peoplen ATDSR (1 995). The public and wildlife health implications of the latter 

are enormous. 
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Diversity: Diversity enhances the stability, renewal, and self-regenergfion of 

natural ecosystems (Kumar and Murk 1992). However, species diversity ir 

being lost daily in a variety of ways. First, human expropriation of natural habitat 

(for resources or housing) displaces wildlife or exposer wildlife to non-natural 

mortality (e-g. highway mortality). Second, the process of urbanization 

homogenizes the environment by replacing diverse niches with roads, houses and 

lawns and excludes wildlife that depended on those niches. Moreover, 

urbanization inhoduces exotic species like grass, dandelions or domestic animals, 

which can d u c e  biological diversity through competitive exclusion. Third, 

genetic engineering is an increasing source of decreased diversity. For 

instance, the high yield single strain wheat that the agricultuml industry derives 

through cross-pollinating species, eliminates diversity. This iype of homogeneiv 

increases the ~usceptibil it~ of the ecosystem to introduced disease and 

catastrophe. Finally, people kill species for pleasure or sport, which affects 

species viability. For instance, a study of elk by Paquet (1 982) showed hot the 

hunter hamst, when compared to wolf harvest, disproportionately extracts the 

prime breeding individuals fmm a population, and reâuces the overall viabilit~ of 

the elk population. 

Decision makers have a crucial role to play in maintaining ecosystem 

diversity and stability. Understanding and modelling natural systems and the 

complex responses to resource use is  key to sensible resource management- 

The following section explains general systems theory and outlines the basic 

types of natural system models ha t  may be used in resource decision making. 
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Geneml Systems Theoy 

General Systems Theory is discussed below and may be applied to the 

study of complex economic and ecological systems. Systems theory focuses on 

the study of system phenornena (obiects and attributes] and their common 

relationships, with an objective of composing a general theory about system 

behaviour (Chorley and Kennedy 1971). It forms the framework for  

undersianding the complex interaction between components of a given system. 

For instance, a predotor-prey system (Richmond et al. 1987) o r  a stock-flow 

business system (Openshaw 1989). McMiIIan and GonzaIez (1973) describe 

severa l useful schernes for classifying systems, which include the distinctions 

between natural and man-made systerns, open and closed systems, and 

adoptive and non-adaptive systems: "Social, economic and political systems are 

mon-made, while physical and biological systems are mostly natural." More 

recently, the structural distinction between man-made and .natural systems has 

become less clear. McMillan and Gonzalez (1 973) amibute this to the 

emergent understanding of the links between man and the environment and 

concerns about ecosystem conservation. 

Detailed evaluation of system structures can be found in Chorley and 

Kennedy (1 971 ), Reif (1 973), McMiIIan and Gonzalez (1 973), and MacMillan 

(1 989). Chorley and Kennedy (1 971) explain that most systems of interest to 

geographers are functionally open: there is an exchange of mass and energy. 

The ecosystem model, consisting of plants, anirnals and the inanimate 

envi ronmen t in forrns the selections of systern entities for bio-ph ysical systems. 

Two of the systems most relevant to socio-ecological decision making are briefly 

detailed below. 
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Process Response Sysïems: Of much relevance to naturai resource managers is 

the process-response model, which links the morphological and cascading 

systems (Chorley and Kennedy 1971). The inputs of the process-response 

system at time t include mass and energy and the prior configuration of 

morphological variables: the result of system operation is the output of energy 

and rnass, "together with a new configuration of the morphoIogica1 variables." 

Chorley and Kennedy (1 971 ) detail the point, line, plane and irregular surface 

systems and note that analysis progressively becornes more difficult for each of 

these systems. 

Control Systems: The control system proceeds beyond the simple process- 

response system and may be used in resource management. For instance, key 

components in the process-response systern may be manipulated in order to 

produce certain contrdled responses from the system. Control systems forrn the 

"intersection of spatial process-response systems with non-spatial socio- 

economic systemsn (the intersection between human and physical geography) 

and are part of the field of cybernetics - the science of control. The 

geographic system is a "dominantly spatial control system together with ik non- 

spatial socio-economic inputs. ' Moreover, "al1 ecosystems are process- 

response systemsn as well os control systems, "since the living components - 
bacteria, plants and animais - act upon and modifyn inert physical components 

and control solar energy flow as well as water and nutrient cycling. 

Naturai systems strive for equilibrium where input equals output - they are 

self reguloting and adoptive. Chorley and Kennedy (1 971) refer to the self- 

regulatory tendency as "dynamic home os ta sis:^ the equilibrium that results as o 
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"steady state of operation." Both are closely tied to the concept of feedback 

loops. A schematic description of feedback is  provided below in Figure S. 

Feedback occurs when a change introduced into the system through one 

variable lads to a change in the structure that produces a change in the initial 

variable. 

Figure 5: Positive and Negative Feedback Loops 

Negative feedback is  the most common type of feedback, especially in 

natutal systerns, where the effects of change to one variable are reflected ai 

some point in the structure as a "dumping down" or stabilization of the system 

(Chorley and Kennedy 1 971 ). Paquet (1 993) studied the relationship b e ~ e e n  

wolf and elk in a natuml system. His model illustrates peaks and troughs in both 

populations, which over time maintain a balance or dynamic homeostasis in 



predator and prey populations (Figure 6). Negative feedback is produced by 

the presence of the wolves, which cause a damping in elk populations, and the 

resulting depressed population of elk causes a damping effect (negative 

feedback loop) for wolf populations, bringing the system into a dpamic 

equilibrium. Positive feedback results in a reinforcement of the change 

introduced to the system: "a snowballing effectn of change, which cannot be 

sustained indefinitely. ~nchecked positive feedback is common in economic 

sysiems, where continued growfh is  the dominant paradigm (Hcwken 1993). 

Figure 6: Wildlik Population Change Over Time 
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Thresholds 

Chorley and Kennedy (1 971) note hat the passage of a system condition 

across a threshold is  commonly irreversible: "A ssmall change in one critical 

variable may force the system to adjust itself as a whole to a mdically different 

dynamic equilibrium." The latter would be paAcuiarly relevant in control systems, 

where human interaction may provoke sorne large scale readjustment of the 

system in a way that is  detrimental to the success of h e  system. For instance, a 

slight increase in hunier harvest of wolves and elk may push the system to a new 

equilibrium where no predators exist, affecthg the balance of the overall 

system. ~ikewise, a decision to develop human infrastructure on a small portion 

of an already fragmented landscape, rnay push the system to a new level where 

wildlife cannot survive. 

Systems Modelling 

Once a systern is separated into elements and relationships between 

those elements, it may be modelled. McMillan and Gonzalez ( 1  973) state that 

"systems analysis and model building are inseparable notions: to describe a 

system means that we constnict sorne kind of representation or model of it." 

Systems modelling involves the symbolic or mathematical representation of our 

undentanding of the real world and the interactions of its components (Reif 

1973). ~ e i f  (1 973) describes two broad subclasses of models: physical and 

conceptual. Physical and conceptual models are respectively categorized as 

iconic and analog, or verbal and symbolic. Physical models "retain sorne of the 

entities of the system they represent" (McMillan and Gonzalez 1973). Chorley 

and Kennedy (1 971 ) note, "several types of models have been identified, 

particularly, ... those which describe, and...those that reveal causal 
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relati~nshi~s," symbolic (i.e. mathematical) models are the most common of the 

latter and are used in the construction of a DSS. 

Mathematiccd models are cornprised of variables, parameters, structural 

relationships and an algorihm "whose solution explains or predicts changes in the 

state of the system" (Reif 1973). The mathematical model may be used to 

explain or predict changes in the state of a system: to simulate the real world 

system dynamics. McMillan and Gonzalez (1 973) assert that simulation 

modelling is not a substitute for forrnal decision analysis, but i s  a legitimate 

undertaking that provides useful information about the behaviour of a system. In 

addition to malelling a system, Reif (1 973) explains, decision models introduce "a 

measure of performance" into the model and a process of optimization is 

employed in reaching a solution. Moreover, he disthguished between 

mathematical models that were deterministic (i.e. no uncertciinty) and those that 

were probabilistic (i.e. stochastic processes involved - some uncertainty). The 

general process of modelling is illustrated in the Figure 7. 

Figure I: Mathematical Modelling 

I Souree: Modifd fiom Chorky and h n d y  [1971) 
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The system mode1 defines the entities and mathematical relationships used 

to develop a decision function that con be optimized in a decision support 

system. Chorley and Kennedy (1 971 ) oudine the decision making system: it is 

inherentiy complex, not inherently spatial in structure, operates Iargely in ternis of 

cumulative cousation characterized by positive feedback, and is characterized 

by innovation, growth, elaboration and change. They contrast this with the 

physical process response systems (the real world), which is essentially 

conservative, operates in terms of negative feedback, and is  susceptible to 

being pushed through thresholds. The application of an abstraction of reaiiiy to 

the management of reality has its problems: there are gaps and uncertainty 

produced through the reduction of a complex system into a socially constructed 

model. The challenge of systems modelling is to develop an accurate 

representation of rwlity while maintaining mathematical manageabiliiy (Chorley 

and Kennedy 1 971, Reif 1 973, Densham and Rushton 1 987). 

Cornputer-Bad Systems M d i n g  and ûecision Making 

A variety of cornputer modelling techniques exist for decision rnaking 

support. Makzewski (c. 1987) notes that "most of these come frorn 

management science and operations research and rest on an optimization 

methodology." Geographic ~nformation Systems (GIS) provide indirect 

assistance to decision makers through modelling and spatial analysis tediniques 

like critical path assessment. ~alczewski (c. 1987) suggests that forma1 

Decision Support Systems (DSS) rnay more adecpately address locational 

decision moking. However, most DSS lack a spatial component, which is  

valuable to resource management. Currentiy, a combination of database 

analysis, GIS, optimization techniques and subiective interpretation remain the 
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dominant tools in resource decision makipl phd 'although these perform useful 

Lnctions,%ey are limited in the suppott dhision rnrrking processes (Spmgue 

1980). Some of the more popular C(~?/'\~P~ bosed DSS methodologies are 

discussed below, followed by a discussion 4 ( w ~  sp&c SDSS. 

Operation Rerw rch (OR) and Gome Th*. A,4~themoticol syrtem relations h i pr 

are used in OR techniques such as lii>\/d ppgmmming or game theory to 

determine optimum uses of resources wib\/' paf sy~te~fi. Hillier and Lieberman 

(1 990) trace the roots of OR to the ed94 *II miiitary strategies used for 

allocating "score resources to military \ (qfions Qnd activities within aach !\ 
operation." Due to its success in militqfl P~&ions, OR was eagerly adopteci 

by business and industry, which at the ti?! ,,îp9 chardcterized by rapid growth 

in sire and complexity (Hillier and c ~ ~ L P ~ Q ~  1990). Accordingly, the 

improvement of OR techniques, for ind&e W e  simplax method for linear 

progmrnrning (LP) by George Dantzig in \!fi ~ n d  *e odvent of the cornputer 

age hava inspired the wide use of OR \/\bqiaire~ i~ organizational decision 

making and conflict resolution (Hillier and Vfb&@on 1990). The simplex mehod 

involves the introduction of slack v o r i ~ b l q  jQ+o the ~ptirnization rnotrix. The 

objective function is then maximized by ~QGQSS of selecting "entering" and b 
"Ieaving"variables and perforrning Gauu$r Ji&atioii mathomotics on the set of 

equations, until increases in the independ~i j\&bles no longer cause increases 

in the dependent variable. 

Competitive situations may be haii'll/$ the OR technique garne heory, 

where the outcome depends on the s t r d v \ p  empl~yed by adversaries in the 

system (Hillier and Lieberman 1990, Wl}! 1969, ~ciontific Arnerican 1995). 

Hillier and Liebenan (1990) note hat  '& ~ Q m e  &otegy can be solved by 
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transfoming the problem ink  a linear programming problem." In h i s  way, the 

optimization techniques of linear progmrnming con be applied to realize optimum 

cooperative solutions. Gould (1 969) describes game hemy as an "imposing 

structure" that deals with "rotional" decision making under uncertain conditions. 

To exernplify, Gould (1 969) describes a situation where "man" and "naturea are 

the cornpetitors in a game, where the obiective is to determine the amount and 

combination of each crop type that a famer should plant in order to maxirnize his 

personal yield and income. The constraints are imposed by the uncertainty of 

natuml hazards, such as dry or wet growing seosons. A payoff matrix is  

constructed, reducing the system to a îwo by two game based on the payoff in 

wet and dry years for each crop type. Optirniration of the payoff matrix 

provides the percentoge of each crop that should be grown to safeguard 

against major losses due to environmental hazards. 

The extension of this OR t h e q  to resource management is clear: OR is 

"concerned with optimal decision moking in ... systems that originate from real lifen 

and that are characterized "by the need to allocate scarce resources (Hillier 

and Lieberman 1990). However, Maluewski (c. 1987) cautions that the 

practical application of OR (optimization techniques) are lirnited for location- 

allocation decisions. He contends that optimization models are not a perfect 

representation of the complex decision making environment and should not be 

used to resolve conflicts over locational decisions. Likewise, Crema (1 996) 

found Iinear prograrnrning to be effective when only a few alternatives are 

incorporated into decision analysis, and hot "LP does not consider that different 

objectives may not be compatible with one another." 
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Decision Analysis Systems (DAS): DAS is proprietary software that uses a 

system of prioritized alternatives in the form of a decision mabix to assist in 

making optimal choices (Armada 1990). DAS employs both the paimise 

comparison method (PCM) developed by Thomas L. Saaty (1982) and a decision 

matrix method (DMM), to provide a series of optimal ranked solution alternatives 

for multiple criteria/multiple obiective problems. DAS requires the decision rnaker 

to decompose the sysiem into a hierarchical model of ifs basic elements 

(criteria). In PCM the comparison of criteria is made using a 1 to 9 scale, 

where a score of 1 meons that A and B are equal, a score of 9 that A is  far 

better thon 8, a score of -9 that A is  far l e s  important than B. PCM 9 s  most 

beneficial when you wish to model complex problems, and the only data 

available is the subiedive iudgemeni of yourself or those in a groupn (~ rmada  

1 990). PCM is also used by IDRISI, discussed below, and is "applied exiensivel~ 

in decision theory, conflict resolution and in models of the brainn (Vargus IWO).  

The DMM is used to develop a matrix of alternatives and criteria where each 

crikria is  assigned a weight and a cutoff level. Alternatives that faIl outside the 

cutoff levels ore removed from the decision matrix and a series of ranked 

alternatives is  providecl to the decision maker. DAS is capable of handling 50 

criteria and 60 alternatives (Annada Systems I W O )  but has no bvilt-in capability 

for sensitivity analysis. Yates (1 992) suggesis the overriding problern with DAS is 

its lack of an explicit spatial component, which Iimits application to spatial 

problerns. 

Dynamic Interactive Network Analysis System (DINAS) : DINAS "works with 

problems formulated as multi-objective trans-shipment problems with facility 

locationsn that are organized as  a network of nodes and arcs [Ogryuak et 
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~1.1988). DlNAS is used to find efficient "paretooptimal" solutions to multiple 

obiective problems. A pareto-optimal solution is one "which cannot be improved 

in any objective without some other obiedive being worsened." DINAS is an 

interactive DSS that "does not solve the multiple obiective problemIn rather it 

provides a series of solutions that the decision maker con evaluaie. DINAS 

does not provide a weight assignment option for criteria and is less intuitive than 

DAS. DINAS is  also restricted by the lack of sensitivify analysis capabilities. 

Yates (1992) notes that the inabiiity to perform sensitivity analysis may be 

overcome by adjusting aspiration/resemition levels br each obiective, one at a 

tirne. DINAS can handle "problemr with 7 obiective, 15 alternatives, 100 fixed 

nodes and a few hundred arcs" (Ogryczak et al. 1 988). Yates (1 992) 

sumrnarizes the advantages of DINAS over other DSS: it is network based and 

explicitly spatial, and the user can indicate the number of locations to be 

selected versus a rank order of choices. 

Structural Thinking Experimentd Learning Laboratory with Examination 

(STELLA): STELLA deals with modelling change over time, or system dynamics. It 

is currently used for futures modelling, cumulative effetzts analysis and population 

dynamics modelling in the Bow Valley adiacent to the study area (Cornwell 

1997). STELLA i s  aimed at "understanding dynamic behaviour through an 

itemtive process"(Richmond et al. 1987). It uses "simulation techniques as a 

way of tmcing out the dynamic behaviour that is  implied by the particulor 

arrangement of the auumptions." This involves developing a specific system 

structure symbolically, using a dedion of built-in iconr that represent obiects, 

processes and relationships. The seledon of criteria, obiects and relationships 

will Vary depending on the individual who defines the system: no iwo individuals 



will observe exactly the same process of interactions (Thompson 1992). 

Because "people are not very good intuitors of dynamic behaviour," whereas 

cornputers are, "STELLA allows people to lay out and gmsp assurnptions and 

then the cornputer can trace out the dynamic behaviour." 

Systems theory i s  the maior underpinning in the design of STELIA. For 

instance, STELLA deals with negative and positive feedback loops, 

interrelationships between system variables, external pressures, interna1 

conditions and thresholds. Criteria relationships in the model are developed in 

mathematical format. Importanfly, the ability to mode1 changes over time is a 

useful tool, especially in natvral resource management. One disadvantage of 

STELiA is  that no models have an explicitly spatial component. Moreover, there 

are some limitations in STEüA's capacity to provide decision support, which are 

add ressed in STELIAStack. STEUAStack also provides a mechan ism to create 

hierarchical interfaces, to change the equations and parameters that run the 

mode1 and the assumptions, to perform sensitivity analysis and optimization. As 

such, STELIAStack introduces OR/DSS techniques into the modelling sysfem. 

Expert Systems (ES): ES use the expert knowledge of individuals to develop a 

series of weighted attributes for a given system. An ES differs from a DSS 

because of its knowledge base and may be considered as an extension of DSS, 

or an intelligent DSS. The ES p v i d e s  inexperienced users with a "flexible and 

responsive tool for decision-making" that is  expected to improve the 'efficiency 

and effectiveness of a DSSn (Malczewski c. 1987). The analysis is based on 'if- 

then' logic. The main problem with ES is acquiring expert knowledge waters 

1989, Hoffman et al. 1995). In addition, ES do not typically povide spatially 
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explicit solutions. Coulson et al. (1987) describe two problerns using ES in 

natural resource management: 

1. Rdes are the primary way of representing knowledge and are not well 

suited to providing advice about natuml syskms. 

2. Management itself is a broad based problem. 

Geo-data Analysis and Display Sysfem (GADS): GADS was likely the first 

spatial decision support system that provided "decision makers with interactive 

access to a geographic database" and supported them "in structuring and 

solving a decision-making problem effectivelyn (Malaewski c. 1987). Keen and 

Morton (1 978) provide an exhaustive discussion of the GADS sofiware. GADS 

was intended for applications that "involve data most meaningfully presented 

and interpreted visually" (Keen and Morton 1 978). GADS "essentially draws 

maps"Keen and Morton 1978), has the capability to "displuy them, to overlay 

previously defined maps for the purpose of cornparison ... to use the light pen to 

redesign boundaries on the map" (Waters 1989). GADS has been used to plan 

urban growth, design police beots and redefine school district boundaries: 

except for planning urban growth, decision makers found GADS to be of 

"substantial helpn in decision making (Keen and Morton 1 978). However, 

despite i ts effective use, the success of GADS seems to depend on the 

"effectiveness of the personnel who represent the interface between the 

system and the usern (Waters 1989). GADS is now primariIy of historic 

significance. The recent integration of a DSS into the IDRISI GIS, discussed 

below, is based on the same premise as GADS: it provides formal decision 

support to geographic problems and represents the solution spatially. 
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Geographic Information Syshms (GIS): The advent of GIS and hb ability to 

perform truly spatial analysis has provided resources manager7 with on 

advanced support tool for spatial decision making. In the GIS, ahtibute datu 

are spatially referenced on an (x,y) coordinate plane. GIS are typicdlly used to 

perforrn spatial analysis, manipulate coverages and to store datab~ses. The 

GIS provides a tool for handling highly complex and large scale problerns. 

Spatial pmblems c m  be addressed by manipulating digital GIS nrpps. For 

example, the GIS user may wsily develop an habitat suitabilify map, b a d  on 

empirical observation dota, and use that to analyze the elfacts of a 

development. The amount of useful wildlife habitat lost to a hotel debelopment 

rnay be quantifieci. Moreover, the effects rnay be modelled and rep~eseqted as 

a map. Stevens and Thompson (1 996) argue hot the use of different decision 

models should enablo managers to have a broader perspective 01 dacision 

pmblems. They caution fhat the latter point may not be a correhfe of better 

decision making. Stevens and Thompson (1 996) drew the following c~nclusions 

regarding the use of GIS in decision making: 

GIS helps 10 clarify the decision process (it provides $Vudure to 

unstnictured decision processes). 

GIS enables consideration of broader range of alternatives. 

The gap between what is  wanted and what is proposed ir horrowed, 

leading to beiter decision making. 

The use of GIS increases the possibility of discussion and change of 

decision criteria. 

The possibility exists of exploring conflicting decision ~(ibria and 

conflicting obisctives, and the incorporation of methods f ~ r  rasolving 
these spatial conflicts. 

GIS is  emerging as a dominant tool in wildlife and resource vonagament 

decision making and is brgely based on habitat suitability modeIline Decision 

support using suitability models requires an understanding of h a b i ~ t  prebrences 
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for each objective group. ~rekrences may be acquired by using a variety of 

techniques, some of which are detailed below. 

Methods for Assessing Landscap hiderences for Use in a DSS 

Paimise Comparisons: Paimise comparison, developed by Thomas Saaty 

(1 982) for DSS, is  used to establish and evaluate the relative importance 

(weight) of foctors that contribute to the suitabiliiy of an area. "In developing 

the weights, an individual or group compares every possible pairing (by rating 

rows relative to columns) and enters the ratings inb a paiwise comparison 

matrix" (Eastman et al. 1993). To illustmte, when determining wolf habitat 

suitability, if one felt that proximity to water was absolutely more important han 

vegetation type, thon one would enter a 9 in the matrix cek the inverse, 1 /9, is 

entered for comparisons showing a variable to be absolutely less important. The 

ranked value for each paired cornparison would normally be determinecd throvgh 

consensus. 

Reperto y Grids (KSSO): Repertory grid systems require a knowledge engineer 

to act as an intermediary between an expert and the knowledge elicitaiion 

program. The expert is  lead through a series of questions to identify the 

attributes and constructs h o t  define a specific problem. Constructs are then 

used to generate Yf-then"ruies that may be incorporated in on expert system 

shell for use in a specific planning ~roblem. A repertory grid program, KSSO, 

was developed by Gaines and Shaw (1 986) and Goines (1 987) a i  the 

Universily of Calgary, Alberta. It is  an interactive elicibtion program hat  

applies a repertory grid technique "the methodological ofkpring of Kelly's heory 

of personal constructsn (Pearce and Waters 1983). Pearce and Waters 
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(1983) used repertory grid and paired comparison techniques ta identify 

attri butes that influence public preference for landscape scenes. They 

concluded thai the process was effective in identifying the key variables 

underlying landscape preference. Waters (1989) applied KSSO to the problem 

of regional planning of Fire stations and concluded that although it does not 

provide ail the rules necessary for problem solving it does provide the 

fundomental building blocks. When using the repertory grid process in KSSO, 

the user must identify the important attributes pertaining to the ~roblem. The 

user is then osked to detemine what constructs define how these attributes are 

different. This process i s  repeated for a number of combinations of three 

attributes (triads). Pearce and Waters (1 983) found that approximately " 1 3-20 

triads are necessary ta exhaust a given subjectrs repertory of constructs."in 

the Final stage the expert may be asked to rank each ottribute using a semantic 

scale (Pearce and Waters 1 983). FinaIIy, a matrix of attributes by location is 

created, which illustrates clusters of common low to high ranking attributes. A 

cluster anal~sis and ~ r i n c i ~ a l  component analysis may also be conducted. 

Statistical Analysis using GIS: Statistical onalysis using GIS is a valuable tool 

for identifying habitat preferences for wildlife. This type of analysis may stand 

alone, or be used collaboratively with other elicitotion procedures to develop a 

set of habitat criteria for decision rnodelling. Paquet (1993) used a statisticol 

GIS analysis and observed that wolves have a preference for specific 

landscape attributes and that these preferences can be used to predict 

patterns of habitat use by wolves. For instance, south and south-west facing 

dopes were observed to be statistically preferred over northern and north- 
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eastern slopes. Likewise, certain vegetaiion types such as dry and mesic pine 

were observed to be used more frequently by wolves. 

Error in GIS ModeIr 

"Since the results of a GIS analysis will be interPretad by 
reference to geographic truth rather thon to source documents 
used to create the database, the existence of large source errors 
is  a problern of maior significance" (Goodchild 1 996). 

Source Error: Source error is  the uncertainty in basemaps, such as Digital 

Elevation Models (DEM), vegetation and topographie maps. Many source maps 

are derived through approximation (e.g. a contour map), which can lead to 

position and attribute classification error. Two common methods of developing 

GIS basemap data are photo interpretation or classified satellite images and 

both may have high error rates (Chrisman 1994). The United States Gecdogic 

Survey (USGS) requires that no more than 10% of points tesied be in error by 

more than 1 /30 inch, on scale :2O,OOO. It is assumed that this error is equally 

spread across the map. However, there is potential for al1 10% error to be 

accounted for by one feature that is out by several inches. Institutions such 

as the US National Cornmittee for Digital ~artographic Data Standards have 

been developed to set standards for: definitions of cartograp hic obiects; 

interchonge formats; data quality documentation (Chrisman 1 994). All map error 

is not a result of human or machine interpreiation and design. Erron rnay also 

result from poor stabiliiy of source material: changes in humidity c m  shrink or 

stretch base map paper as much as 3% (Chrisman 1994, ~oodchild 1989). 

Finally, inaccumie source maps may have variable accuracy dependhg on their 

lineage. Lineage error i s  a measure of the age of the data, the agency of 
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collection and the steps used to process the data and derive the source map 

(Chrisman 1994). Map documentation is  usually a good source of information 

about lineage error, although reliable map documentation may be difficult to 

Iocate. 

Input Ermr: The mort common method of getting spatial data into a GIS i s  

through digitizing. When digitizing, the technician uses a pointer device to trace 

lines on a paper map and these lines are recorded as a series of connected 

nodes, or points. The pointer is  connected to an electronic board that tracks 

the distance moved beiween points on a line, geographically references hem 

and creates a digital map that attempts to mirror the hard copy. Digitized data 

are encoded in x-y coordinates and the resolution of these data depend upon 

whether the point or stream-mode of digitizing was used (Chrismon 1994). In 

point-mode the operator selects points that are critical to represent geographic 

variation on the line. In stream-mode the digitizing keypad automatically selects 

points using a distance or time parameter, which may produce excessive 

coordinate pairs. Point-mode error con arise from lack of experience with 

digitizing liner or frorn a poor choice of points that define lines. Chrisman (1994) 

defines two types of error that rnay occur in both models of line digitizing and 

considers fheir remediation: 

Physiological etrors are caused by involuntary muscular spasrn thot tend 

to paraIlel the longitudinal axis on the centerline or create duplicate coordinate 

pairs. Physialogical errors are "fairly simple to remove automatically" and xime 

sohware has cleaning capabilities for non-cornplex errors (Chrisman 1994). 

Psycho/logiu/ e m  arise from psychomotor problems in line-lollowing. 

For example, the digitizing operator may be unable to see the line or cannot 
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coordinate the digitizing moure with the Iine, but may also involve 

misinterpretation or over-generalization. Chrisman (1 994) notes that the genaral 

result is a diagonal line being displaced latemlly (rom its true position. Boundary 

errors are difFicult to correct given hot they are rareiy dixrete in ~aliiy. 

Logical Conrishncy: Once digitking is  complete, the map attributes and 

features murt be corrected and Iabeled. Logical consistency is  defined by 

Chrisman (1 994) as the intemal consisîency of the data structure. For example 

questions obout consistency may include: "If there are polygons, do they 

~ lose?,~ ".I there exactly one label within each polygon?,' "Are there nodes 

wherever arcs cross, or do arcs sometimes cross without forming nodes?" 

(Chrisman 1994). If such requirements are not met there may be increasd 

chance of error in the digital maps. Intemal consistency error cari be eliminated 

through rigorous editing of the database and ground tnrthing. In addition, some 

software systems will not allow the user to proceed to data analysis i f  the 

databare i s  not logically correct. For example, IDRISI wiIl not allow vedors to 

be rasterized if al1 polygons are not closed. ARC/INFO GIS provides a module 

to check for logical erron and identif- dangling nodes, missing labels, or extm 

labels. Despite the potentiaI for error from digitizing, Chrisman (1994) argues 

that it is not a maior source of position error and may be simple to evaluate. 

The following accuracy test i s  recommended for digitized Iines: compare the 

original line with its digitized version and check if daylight can be seen beimren 

the iwo. Finally, even if the digital map i s  logically consistent, polygons may be 

incorrectly labelled and/or polygon boundaries rnay be incorrect: the latter 

constitute aitribute uncertainty and position accuracy, which are addressed 

below. 
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Position Accuracy: During the digitizing process, "position accuracy will be 

affected by the operator's precision in positioning the cursor and by rules used 

to select points to digitize from a line or polygon" GoodchiM and Gopal (1989). 

Ch risman (1 994) defines position accuracy as the closeness of location 

information to reality. He notes that "conventionaIIy, maps are accurate to 

roughly one line width or 0.5mm - equivalent to 12m on 1 :24,000 or 125m on 

1 :250,000 maps." Goodchild and Gopal (1 989) argue hot  only cursor error 

has been successfully quantified for GIS databases and asserts that testing for 

position accuracy may be done using an "independent source of higher 

accumcy," such as a [urger scde map, a Global Positioning System (GPS) or a 

raw data survey. Chrisman 11994) argues hot there moy be obvious evidence 

of database inaccuracy in GIS, such as unclosed polygons and dangling nodes 

and that the size of the gaps in the laiter may be used as  a measure of position 

accuracy. Accuracy may be computed from known source errors: h m  in 

source document, 0.5mm in map registration for digitizing, 0.2mm in digitizing. 

However, it is unsofe to assume that the error is  simply additive in more complex 

map operations. Overall accuracy can be computed by summing the square of 

each component and taking the square root of the surn: [cg. J(Q+ 0.52+ 

0.22) = 1 .l h m ] .  

Attribute Accuracy: Chrisman (1 994) defines uttribute accuracy as the 

closeness of the digital attribute value to ik real world value. It usually results 

from imprecise or biased measurements in field collection and interpretation of 

data (Eastman et al. 1 993). In addition, attributes may change over tirne, which 

can introduce error and complicate the measure of uncertainty. Anofher source 

of attribute error is conceptual: Categorical classes are inherentiy difficult to 
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measure given that the distinction b e ~ e e n  ckss types is rarely simple or evident 

(Eastman et al. 1993). For example, in realify here is usually a f u n y  zone of 

transition between attributes such as soi1 iype or vegetation class. This type of 

error is  a case for fuzzy sets, which are beyond the scope of this thesis. 

Attribute accuracy must be analyzed differently depending on whether the 

attributes are continuous, as with a Digital Elevation Mode1 (DEM) or 

Triangulated lrregular Nehvork (TIN), or categorical, as with classified polygons 

(Le. is the polygon label A or B?). With continuous atiributes, accuracy is 

expressed as a measurement such as "elmation accurate to 1 meter." On the 

other hand, categorical aftributes must be measured using the classification 

matrix that is discussed below (Eastman et al. 1993, Chrisman 1 994). 

Expressing Position and Attribute Uncertainîy 

The expression of position and attribute uncertainty depends on whether 

the error is systematic or random, and whether the data are qualitative or 

quantitative (Eastman et aL 1 993). Eastman et a/. (1 993) divide systematic error 

into non-cumulative and cumulative types. Non-cumulative systematic error may 

be expressed us a consistent bias or 'offsetn, while cumulative systematic error 

is expressed as he rate at which error accumulates, sornetimes called a "gain" 

(Eastman et al. 1993). For example, the difference in a sensor from some 

specific standard might be expressed as an offset and gain. "To adjust the 

sensor output, one would multiply the xnsor measurement by the gain and then 

add the offsetn (Eahan et al. 1993). Eastman et d (1 993) identify another 

common expression of error accumulation rate - proportion. They cite an 

example: 'At a particular location a map projection has a cumulative error of 

1 /3000 or 1 :3000, read one part in three thousand. IF we were to measure a 
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length of 3 kilometen kom ihe map it would have an accumulated an error of 1 

meter compared to the true ground measurement." Uncertainty in suitability 

models is  most commonly related to mndom measurement error and cumulative 

error from oveday operations. The expression of such e m r  will Vary depending 

on whether the daia are qualitative or quantitative (Eastman et al. 1993). Ermr 

in quantitative data are the dqree to which the measuremenb Vary from the 

hue value - expressed as the Root Mean Square, RMS. RMS is based on h e  

assumption h o t  erron arise because of random perturbations in the measuring 

instrument and are assumed to be normally distributed about the true value. If 

the error is normally distributed, 68% of measurement will be within +/-1 RMS 

from the true value, approximately 95% within +/-2 RMS and virtually al1 

measurements within +/- 3 RMS. Error in quantitative daia can be calculated 

by entering the ground truth and the database measurement directl~ into the 

f?MS formuia shown in Equation 1 (Eastman et a/. 1993): 

Eq. 1 

RMS = .I [ ~ ( x i - t ) 2 / ~ 1  

where, 

xj = a measurement 
t = true value 

N = number of measurements 

Qualitative error is usually expressed as the probability that the stated 

class will be in error. For example, one may cite the e m r  in a vegetation cover 

map as 0.1 7. Ahematively, one may Say he or she has 83% confidence that a 

randomly selected site from a map will be correct on the ground. The 

assessment of qualitaiive error also requires "round truthingn attribute data in 

the database against ,tue attribute data on the ground. The advent of the GPS 
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(Geographic Positioning System) has increased the precision and accuracy with 

which sites may be visited on the ground. The position of large scale earth 

surface features can usually be estimated by the eye or with surveying 

equipment. However, they caution hat any mwsuring inrhument is ifself subject 

to error, but explain that these erron will cancel out given a reasonably sized 

somple. The measure of observed database points versus true points is 

obtained using a classification matrix, which determines the proportional 

classification error. The classification matrix is ~rovided and explained in the 

results section of h i s  paper. Typical map accumcy standards are 15% or Iess 

for classification error. Given the proportional error, the confidence intewal 

(CI) for a matrix can be determined using h e  formula shown in Equation 2: 

Eq. 2 

Cl = +/- z d(pq/N] 

where, 
z = standard z score for confidence Iimit 
p = percent correctly classified 

q = (l'pl 
N = sample size 

Source Eastman et d. ( 1  993) 

Chrisman (1 994) notes that the percent of classes correctly classified 

effectively summarizes the matrix. The index Cohen's kappa is used to account 

for the number expected by chance. The number ex~ected by chance is 

calculated by multiplying the matching row and column totals and dividing by h e  

total number of cases. In the solution of kappa, one indicatas perfectly 

accumte data and rem denotes accuracy no batter than chance. The 

calculation of kappa for the rnatrix is  shown bdow in Equation 3 on the fdlowing 

page: 
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Eq. 3 

k = (d-qJ/(Nmq1 

where, 

d= number of cases in diagonal cells 

q= number of cases expected in by 
chance 

N= total number of cases 

Source Eastman et al. / 1 993) 

The classification matrix is an excellent tool for identifying problems in class 

types that are too closely relaied. For example, if there is one set of variables 

that appear to have a highet incidence of mis-classification with each oher than 

with othen in the matrix, then there may be a problem w i h  the classifications. 

Error Propagation 

Habitat suitabilit~ maps are commonly used by resource decision 

makers when deciding where to develop new human infrastructure or how to 

mitigate develo~ment impacts on wildlife. Cleariy, error in the predictive 

model rnay lead to decisions that could compromise wildlife viability. Error in 

habitat models rnay propagate through analytical processes. The overlay 

operation consists of laying different coverages (e-g. Hydrology, DEM, 

Roads) one on top of the other and combining them using addition or 

multiplication for the purpose of analysis (Figure 8). 

Error introduced during overlay operations originates from base 

coverages that often come from different sources and have inconsistent 

error. For example, a DEM rnay come boom satellite imagery, and hydrology 

or road maps kom a topographie map, derived using photogrammetric 

techniques. 



Figure 8: Overlay Operations 
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When maps are overlaid the errors combine with one another and may 

grow or 'propagate". More imporianfly, "the accuracy of Ihe database may 

have little relationship to the accuracy of products cornputad kom the 

databasen (Eastman et al. 1993). Thus, the accuracy of a dope or aspect 

computed from a DEM is not easily related to the accuracy of he elevations in 

the DEM ihelf. Moreover, the accuracy of a composite map derived through 

overlay may not have error consistent with any one of its source maps. 

Chriiman (1994) suggests using the least accurate map as a regular 

means for assesring the error in the final map. However, they note that the 
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accuracy of the final map may be better than that of the least accurate lVr. 

Eastman et al. (1 993) I is t  a series of error propagation formulas for Arithmetic 

Operations hot  are useful for assessing error in maps derived using overloy 

operations. The propagated error calculation for the mode1 useâ in this study is 

presented in the results section. 

Veregin [I  995) identifies sliver polygons as a final and frequent outcome 

of overlay operations. Goodchild and Gopal (1 989) describe a lengthy process 

that uses mean estimates to eliminate diver polygons. Some GIS programs 

provide a mechanism for removing sliver polygons by sek ing unusually small 

polygons and deleting these as spurious. 

Error in Wildt'i Habitat Prekrence Madels 

Habitat preferences, the building block. of GIS wildlife habitat suitabiliiy 

models, are developed hrough univariate and multivariate analysis of tdernetry 

point locations over a given landscape. Uncertainty rnay arise in such models 

including: position and amibute error that results from bias in telemetry point 

measurements; e m r  in predictive variables; error that propagates by overlay 

operations used in the creation of the GIS habitat suitubilitymodel; and error 

that results from inadequate study area size. These error types are dixussed 

below together with reference to specific examples, in the paragraphs that 

follow. 

Telemetry Data E n w :  Radio telemetry point data are fundamental in the onalysis 

of wildlife habitat preferences. Radio telemetry involves locating a radio signal 

transmiited (rom a radio-collared animal and tmnsposing that location onto a 

topographic map. The obsewer is equipped with a radio receiver, antenna and 
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cornpass. The signal is ~inp in ted by finding its strongest point, or by identif~ing 

the ends of the arc of the signal. In the latter the signal direction is taken 

based on a central point between the two ends, in the former, a compass 

bearing is  taken along the path of the strongest signal. Generally, two or three 

bearinp are taken and plottecl on a topographie map. The point of intersection 

provides the location of the animal. Bissonette et d (1994) dixuss the use of 

a three telemetry bearing method in locating radio-collared animals. When using 

three bearings, the assumption is that the geometric center of the triangle is the 

best estimate of animal location. Accordingly, some researchers prefor a îwo 

bearing method as the hree boaring point location is on estirnate and ir not 

believed to increase the accuracy of the location over that determined by Ihe 

intersection of IWO bearings. Bissonette et al. (1 994) comment that biologists 

generally treat telemetry point data as a set of points wilh an acknowledged 

but unknown error. Yet, error in kkmehy arises frorn various sources: 

a) movement of the animal during the time the observer travels to the next 

observation point, 

b) distance from receiver to transmitter, 

c) ruggedness of terrain, 

d) unspecified equipment malfundon, 

e) w d  trcinsmitter signal, 

f) type of antenna used, 

g) human erron, and 

h) ermr in map coverages 

Figure 9 shows that slight changes in the angle of any one bearing can 

lead to much greater changes in final point location. In this example, a change 

in 1 degree at the observation point may translate to an error of 100-200 

meters, 1 or 2 kilometers from the observer. 



Figure 9: Telemety Error Pobgon 

Location Polygon 

Error Polygon 

Radio telemetry points provide data other thon the coordinate locations. 

For example, landsca~e attributes such as elevation, aspect, dope and 

vegetation types associated with that point also may be recorded. The 

distribution of telemetry points over the available habitat provides the basis for 

assessing habitat ~references by wolves (using Chi-squared statistics discussed 

above). It is  essential to note that there is potential for statistical methods to 

identify inaccurate predictor variables. The latter ~henomenon is  known as 

prediction bias and is discussed in the next section. Notably, an error of the 

magnitude shown in Figure 9 may or rnay not be large enough to affect the 

conclusions drawn about habitat preferences. For instance, if the observer 

makes an error 100 meten east towards habitat boundary A and the true point 

occurs within 50 meters of that boundary, then the observed point will be 
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lomted in habiiat A when in fact it is in habitat B. This may thus produce both 

position and aitribute classification error. 

Bissonette et al. (1 994) discusses the use of error polygons to d u c e  

ermr in assessing the telemetry location and associafed aitributes. In the use of 

error polygons, a buffer i s  created around the observed telemetr~ point to 

provide a more realistic assessment of habitct use. "Calculotion of an error 

polygon around the relocation polygon is achieved by adding and subtmcting 

the felemetry error from the original bearingn (Bissonette et aL1994). The error 

polygons are calculated and then superimposed onb the habitat suitability map. 

This provides a higher confidence as the polygon will include the point at which 

the animal is actually located. The coordinate centre of the relocation polygons 

are calculated by averaging the coordinate pairs that define the polygon: 

Eq. 4 

&entre = Zi ..a h ) / 3  
L n ,  = Ci ..a Od/3 

Source: Bissonette et d (7 994) 

A final but important source of telemetry error is  temporal bias. This may 

have the affect of skewing the observed preferences. For instance, if the 

animal i s  equolly or more active during the night han the duy and sampling 

occun only in the day then an incomplete set of points will have been colleded. 

This problem is ruolved by conduaing a series of 24 hour surveys (bosed on 

rample sire) to a point where the temporal bias is cancelled out. The mefhods 

for determining the latter are not well astablished - it is unclear what constitutes 

a wide enough temporal spread to reduce the effects of spatial auto- 

correlation of telemetry points (Paquet 1993). 
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To conclude, providing that the average error is less than the smallest 

radius of ony polygon, hen telemetry error is less critical. For instance, if the 

average error is 100 mekrs, and the smallest radius of any closs iype is 11 2 m 

then the error tends to cancels out. Likewise, in a raster based GIS, if the size 

of the pixel (eg. 1 OOm) is greater han the largest error in location (e-g. 51 m) 

then the error is again inconsoquential. Of course, the latter assumes that al1 

error occurs across the data evenly. In fact, the map may only have one 

feature error hat may be 2 kilometers out and accounts for the entire rnap 

error. 

Prediction Biar: Verbyla and Chang (1 994) discuss the potential to identify 

incorreci predictor variables from a set of candidate predicton, when 

perforrning statisticol analysis. They suggest thai high R2 values in a multiple 

regression cun arise hrough chance and note that this is relative to the size of 

the sample used. They cite an example where a fornard stepwise regression is 

run, uring 100 variables that were mndomly assigned values of 1 to 100, and 

wildlife densities hot were randomly assigned values from 1 to 100. Although 

the dataset war randorn, the regression model had R* values ranging [rom 0.59 

to 0.99. This problem was enhanced with smoller sample sires and when the 

ratio of predictors over total variables is high (e-g. 8/16). (See Table 1). 

Verbyla and Chang (1 994) suggest incrwsing the sample size or decreasing the 

number of predictors to help reduce predictive bias. They caution that h i s  is  

not always possible due to budget constraints and imperfect knowledge about 

the relative importance of predictor variables. A sensitiviiy analysis will identify 

predictor variables that are weak or inconsistent. Monte Carlo Simulation, 

Jacknife Cross-validation, Bootstrap Cross-validation, replication, and random 
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of the data and re-festing Ihe mode/, are viable options lor testing 

the accumcy of predicton (Eastman et al. 1993, Verbyia and Chang 1994, 

Banff-Bow Valley Sfudy 1 996). 

Table 1 : Pdictive Kas 

Source: Vdy fa  and Gang  ( 1  994j 
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Framing B k :  A final and important source of habitat modelling error occun 

when the scale of the study area is too small. Verbyla and Chang (1994) 

describe a study that frames an area including a section of clear-cut/old 

growth forest and unlogged vegetation cover. (See Figure 1 O) 

Fgum 10: Framing Bias 
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In their example, the relative abundance of clear-cut old growfh versus 

other habitat of the first area suggests that deer select lor clear cuts. Verbyla 

and Chang (1994) note ha t  this conchsion rnay be faulty, if he choice of study 

area included areas that were not awilable as deer habitat. Thus, they explain 

that 'if clear-cuts occurred at low elevations while other portions of the study 

area occurred at higher elevations with d e p  snowpack, the 'habitat selection' 

might be due to snowpack deph and not the presence of clearcuts" (Verbyla 

and Chang 1994). A GIS can address scale dependent problems by allowing 

one to test for preferences on a number of different scales. 

Sensitivity Analysis 

The presence of ermr in habitat suitcibility rnodels is a composite of 

telernetry error, source map error, input error and propagated error. The 

quantification of Ais error i s  complicuted, given h o t  it urises frorn differeni 

sources and is  oltered positively and negatively through GIS operations. Where 

error results frorn propagation, methods exist for testing accuracy, such as fhe 

RMS calculations and the propagation error equations provided by Eastman et 

al. (1993). The sensitiviiy and reliabiliv of predictors rnay be tested using 

Monte Carlo Simulation, Jacknife and Bootstrap Cross Validation and Replication 

(Verbyla and Chang 1994). These tests are beyond the scope of h i s  thesis and 

are not discussed further. 

C hopter Review 

In this chapter, forma1 decision support systems were noted to hme 

arisen h m  the synhesis of systems anolysis and optimization techniques, tuch as 

Operations Research (OR) and Game Theory. The decision support system 
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(DSS) was disthguished from a decision support tool in that the DSS provides a 

formal allocation solution to the manager, whereas the tool provides assistance 

to management, but does not make a formal allocation decision. Decision 

rnaking in natural resources was described as a complex system that blends 

social, economic and environmental values into a single problem. Values in 

ecology thai are ignored in the current economic paradigm were identified and 

include, complexiiy, lirnits, time scales, cycles, and diversity. To realize 

ecological and economic sustainability, it was argued h o t  the iwo obiectives 

must be of equal importance in the decision making process. General Systems 

theory was discussed and iwo earth systems relevant to land allocation 

probiems were detailed: the Process-Response System and the Control System. 

Cornputer programs used in systems modelling and decision making were also 

reviewed, including: DAS, DINAS, Steila, Expert Systems, GADS and GIS. In 

addition, three methods of ~reference analysis were examined, including 

paiwise comparison analysis, repertory grids and GIS suitability modelling. 

Uncertainfy in GIS habitat suitability modelling was described and attributed to 

position and attribute inaccuracy, propgated error, fuzy boundaries and sliver 

polygons, telernetry error, framing bias and predictive bias. The methods of 

evaluaiing position and attribute accuracy, propagated error and telemetry 

error were upbined and techniques to minimize other types of error were 

addressed. The following chapter discusses the methodologies used to develop 

the decision support model. 



CMPïER FOUR, METHODOLOGY AND WCUMENlATION 

This chapter details the methods used to construct and test a resource 

allocation model. The cornputer hardware, sokware and basemaps used in this 

study are discussed. The round table process is described, the creation of 

factor and suitability coverages using multiple criteria evaluation (MCE) are 

examined and the multiple obiective land allocation (MOLA) process, used io 

develop the final model, are explained. In addition, the methods used to assess 

model error and model sensitivity are detailed, and the edogical indices used 

to compare MOLA and MCE output are addressed. 

Cornputer Hardware and W a r e  

The IDRISI GIS s o k r e  (Eastman et a/. 1993) was used because of its 

decision support capability and its wide application in the study arw. IDRISI is 

a rosier based GIS that provides an inkgrated system for data input, storage, 

analysis and output. It is a Microsoh Windows (formerly DOS) based program 

developed by The Clark Lobs for Cartogmphic Technology and Geographic 

Analysis at Clark University, Worcester, MA. In o mster GIS, Iandscape 

attributes are represented as an array of grid cells or pixels, each of which is 

referenced geogmphically and by row and column. Each cell or pixel may 

contain only one attribute value and analysis requires the user to combine 

multiple map loyers into composite maps or manipulate single rnap layen for 

analysis and output. IDRISI also provides a mechanism to Ferforni stotistical 

analysis wiih spatial parameters. Hardware consisted of an 486/50Mhz 

machine with 20 MB RAMI a 260 MB hard drive, and a Zip drive hat provides 

unlimited storage capaciiy on 100 MB disks. 
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The Decision Making Plocess 

Saaty (1 982) describes the steps used in multiple criteria decision making 

as follows: 

Refine the problem statement 
DeveIop a set of alternatives 

Define a set of criteria 

Estimate the scales 

Map the feasible alternative set 

Define the system of preference for the decision maker 

Develop and apply the decision rwle 

During i h i s  study Saaty's (1982) process was followed, except that the 

set of alternatives was developed from the decision process, not prior to it. 

Saaty (1 982) confirms that this often occurs in the decision making process. 

The following sections detail the process through which the decision rule was 

developed and applied to derive the final set of viable solutions. Figure 11 

shows the decision process used. It should be noted that this study is  limited to 

the derivation of a solution set and does not proceed to the final stage of 

selecting the most suitable site from that set. This portion. of resource decision 

making often involves political and public input that is beyond the scope of the 

thesis. 

Problem ûefinition 

The study area was selected based on the availability of map coverages 

and the variety of user groups contending for resources in the area. An 

allocation problem was selected for this study, where a previous decision 

process existed, which used traditional decision support methods and where 

the solution was not optimal because of conflict with wildlife. 



Figure 1 1 : Flowchart of the Decision Support System Procedure 

~efine fhe Nature of the Problem 
Conflichg or CompIernentary 

Ground TNfh proce~s 
coincident with decision 
process 

Creating Suitability Maps 

MOIA vs MCE 

/ Ecoloaical Indices \ 
Number of Polygons 

Mean Size of Polygons 
AredPerimeter Ratio 
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The allocation of land to a campsite called Elkwood, was chosen 

because a known conflict exists there beiween humans and grizzly bears and 

becouse the site was placed in highly suitable vegetation for beors. At the time 

of site selection, h i s  potential conflict was identified as a problem, but for 

unknown reasons was not reflected in the decision solution. It was felt fhat this 

would provide a useful baseline to compare the site that is selecfed in a more 

objective pmcess using the GIS in the present study. The parameters of the 

modal were set to select a campsite identical in size to fhat which exists at 

EIkwood in PLPP. 

Identifying Objective Gmups and E ~ p m  

The objective groups selected for the study area represented the 

following interesh: Wildlife Conservation. Campsite Construction (for RV and 

tenting), Human Recreation and Parks Administration. Neifher a public nor a 

political body were included in the decision model. Alhough these are key 

components in problems involving humans and wildlife hey are beyond the scope 

of this research. 

The selection of experts was limited geogmphically by monetary 

constrainh. Experts were selected locally h m  a limited number of individuals 

who were known to have had direct experience in the study area or in a similar 

geographic environment. Expert participants were individuals w ih  more than 10 

yean field experience and, as with nowexperts, they were selected primarily on 

the basis of availability. Post-graduate research was not a selection criteria, 

although several experts and non-experts had cornpleted Masters level 

research. Gender was not a selection criterion, and of eight experts, two 

were fernale and six were male. Non-experts were used to examine the 
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rnodel's sensitivity to intuitive knowledge. A round table of non-experts was 

selected from individuals known to be farniliar w ih  the study area and whose 

areo of expertise was not similar to the obiective group to which they were 

assigned. For instance, one expert who is a practicing psychologist was 

assigned to the campsite construction objective. Three of the non-experts were 

female and one was male. 

Round Table Pmcess 

Two groups of four experts and one group of four non-experts were 

interviewed in a round table environment and their expert knowledge elicited 

using the GIS based IDRISI Decision Support Module. The round tables were 

conducted between ~ u l y  25th and 3Oth, 1996 at the Alberta Environmental 

Protection, Natural Resources Office in Canmore, Alberta. The following 

account describes the main results of the decision process. To expedite the 

process an information package was ~rov ided to each member prior to the 

meeting. This package included background information and a request to 

compile a list of criteria. The meeting was scheduled to last 4 hours. Initial 

attempts to schedule 8 hours were abandoned as it was impossible to have 

experts commit that much of their day to a hypothetical problem. The specific 

concerns about the process were presented and an obiective statement 

introduced: To develop a 0.5 km2 cmpsite hot mclximizes human needs while 

minimiring environmental impacts and he potential br negutive wildlik-human 

in feracfions. 

A general description of the decision process was pesented at the 

meeting. The specific process of paired comparison was not discussed as it 

was felt that this would become evident as the process developed. A period 
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for questioning was provided. The experts were also provided with food and 

beverages and were free to leave he room if necessary. Saaty (1 982) 

suggests that participants in a paired-corn parison evaluation be made 

cornfortable, as the process is often taxing. In the selection and ranking of 

criteria, a non-consensus decision approach was adopted in which each expert 

defined the final criteria and weights without input from other round table 

members. ~ l though the final solution set i s  reached through compromise, 

consensus early in the decision process can lead to more "dilutedn decisions that 

do not trdy maximize any obiectives. Participants were asked to offer input by 

their critique or support of the selected criteria. 

There was no specific order to the elicitation of criteria. However, an 

aîtempt was made to accommodate first those individuals with the most pressing 

time schedule. The Iist of criteria was discussed in relationshi~ to how it might 

be replicaied spatially. Criteria were relegated to the categories of site 

selection process, design/management p hase, or political process by discussion 

between the experts and the GIS expert (the present author). Only those 

criteria in the site selection category were retained for use as coverages in the 

GIS decision model. 

üefining the Nature of the Prdem: User Conflict or Compatibility 

The first step in the decision process is to determine if the goals of the 

objective groups are in conflid or are compatible. "Compatible objectives are 

those where an area may satisfy more than one obiectiven (Eastman et al. 

1993). For example, an area suitable for construction rnay have the same 

attributes as an area desirable from a human use perspective (Le. open 

vegeta tion, low dope angle, close io water). In con trast, "conflicting 
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landscape objectives exist when the "obiectives compete br available land, 

since it can be used for one or the ofher, but not bothA (Eastman et al. 1993). 

For example, areas that are suitable for a hotel devalopment may coincide with 

those suitable for wildlife. However, the construction of a hotel will preclude 

use of that area by some wildlife. The problem type determines the decision 

process used in the GIS allocation process. In this study, each gmup was 

surveyed as to the nature of the allocation problem. In al1 cases it was 

deterrnined that the problem had both compatible and conflicting obieaives. 

Identifying Criteria 

The criteria for each obiective must be identified and imlude factors and 

constraints. "A factor enhances or detracts fmm the suitability of a specific 

alternative for the activity under consideration" (Eastman et d 1 993). For 

example, a houring developer rnay detennine Aat the steeper the slope the 

more costly it i s  to build or rtabilize the site. Factor mapr are generally 

represented by assigning more suitable cells a higher value han less suitable 

ones. ''A constraint senres to limit the alternatives under consideration" (Eastman 

et al. 1993). For instance, wolf movement in PLPP is construined to elevations 

below 1850 meters (Alexander et al. 1996). Constraint maps are usually 

represented as Boolean images (a series of 1 s  and Os) that show whether a cell 

contains or fails to contain the defined criterion. 

In cases where criteria had subclasses, such as vegetation, slope and 

aspectf the round table members were asked to tank the order of suitabiiity of 

sub-classes. For example, vegetation ranking forms provided a set of 

aggregate vegetation @es from the Ecologicol land Classification map for the 
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region. Members were asked to rank non-suitable vegetation iypes as O and 

the remainder from low (1 ) to high (1 5) suitability. 

Ma* Construction, Pairnise Cornparison and Factor Weights 

A matrix of factors was developed for each obiective. Each expert was 

asked to rank the pairs of a variable without input from other participonts. 

Matrices have to be logically consistent prior to continuing the decision pnxess. 

The consistency ratio mas calculated using the IDRISI module WEIGHT and any 

value below 0.1 O i s  considered acceptable. This mtio is a rneusure of 

randomness, in which 0.10 suggests here is no more han 10 perceni probability 

that Ihe ranking was detennined by chance. 

Measuring Logieal Consistency 

The mathematical derivation of matrix consistency is not detailed by 

Eastman et al. (1 993), but Saaty (1 982) provides a step by step procedure as 

follows: 

1. Begin with a mairix of undetennined consistency, where the three factors 

are different car typesr compared on ihe basis of cornfort (Chevrolet - C, 

Thunderbird - TI and Lincoln - Il. 

Matrix 
ihundérbird 

1 / A  

1 / A  

1 

1.5 

Chevrolet 

Lincoln 

Thunderbird 

Col. Total 

Chevrolet 

1 

2 

4 

7 

Lincoln 

1 /2  

1 

4 

5.5 
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2. NorrnaIize the matrix. NormaIization involves caIcuIating the coIumn totals 

and dividing each column cell value by that total. FoIIowing this the decimal 

value for each cell is summed by row and then the average row value 

calculated for each car type: 

The percentages 1 3, 21 and 66 represent the priority vedor of the 3 

cars with respect to comforf. This is an approximate value. (n.b. IDRISI lecives 

out the lower half of the rnahix, so its algorithm must use the inverse of that 

providede) 

3. Compare consistency against what would be derived by random 

assignment of the ratios. To do this multiply the first column of the inconsistent 

makix [in decimal form) by the relative prioriiy of the Chevrolei (-1 3), the second 

column by thot of the thunderbird (0.21) and the third by that of the Lincoln 

(0.66): 

first Matrix X Prioritv V e r  

Row Sums 

0.40 

0.63 

1 -97 

1 

1 /4 

1 /6 

4/6 

1 

c 
1 
T 

Sum Avg. 

0.1 3 

0.21 

0.66 

C 

1 / f  
2 /7  

4/7 

L 

1/11 

2/11 

8/11 

-- -- - - 

C 
L 
T 

L (0.21)- 
0.5(0.21)=0.11 

1(0.21)=0.21 

4(0.21) = 0.84 

.- - - 

C (O. 13) 
1(0.13)=0.13 

2(0.13)=0.26 

A(0.13) = 0.52 

T (0.66) 

0.25(.66)=0.17 

0.25(.66)=0.17 

1.0(.66) a.66 

Row Total 

0.41 

0.64 

2.02 
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4. Now take the column of row totals and divide each of its entries by the 

corresponding entry from the priority veçtor. The average of the three entries 

in he last column may now be detemineci: 

(3.15 + 3.05 + 3.06)/3 s 
9.26/3 = 3.09 Average 

'By convention the symbot for this number is lambda WDC [hmcix]." The 

consistency index [CI] is calculated as: 3.09 - 3/2 = 0.09/2 = 0.045. The 

random value of the CI for N=3 is  0.58 (see below). The comistency ratio [CRI 

is: 0.045/0.58 = 0.08, where 0.58 is the consistency expcted at random with 

N=3. Consistency <O. 1 O i s  acceptable (Eastman et al. 1 993). The random 

consistency ratios from the scale [1/9 ... 1...9] have the following average 

consistencies: 

* Collect and Stondardize Basemaps 

Basemaps were selected from a series of regional IDRISI raster rnaps, 

including: Hydrology, Roads, Boundary files, Digital Elevation Mode1 (DEM) and 

an EcoIogicaI Land Classifications (ELC). The ELC is an hierarchical systern which 

classifies the land into units with similar ecological characteristics. The main tool 

used to classify the ELC is air photo interpretation, from which areas of similar 

vegetation, soils, landforni, parent material and other informafion are rneasured. 
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The ELC uses a three tier hierarchical system: 1. Ecoregion - distinctive regional 

climote as expressad by vegetation; 2. Ecodistrict - physiographic and 

geological paîtmi; 3. Ecosecfion - recurrîng patterns of vegetation, Iandforms, 

soils and siopes. The method of capture for the DEM was aerial photography. 

The code table accompanying the DEM shows tolerances with a 90% 

confidence region. For 1:20,000 scale maps, 90% of al1 points are within 3.00 

m. for open areas and 5.0 m. in areas obscured by vegetation. The DEM was 

decompresred ushg software utility called PKZIP (Nico Mak Computing, inc. 

1995). The DEM was used to create slope, aspect and elevation covemges 

(DEM contour intervol set at 50 meters). The coordinate space for al1 maps was 

the Universal Transverse Mercafor (UTM) projection. Al1 maps except the ELC 

were scaled c~t 1 :20,000, with 25 meter pixel resolution, using 1927 No& 

American Datub (NAD-27): The ELC at 1 : 1 00,000, with 1 5 meter pixel resolution 

and using NAD-27 datum. The reference space for al1 mapsheets was 

us27trnI 1, which translates as United States, 1927 datum, transverse mercator 

projection, mdp sheet 1 1 .  Maps were al1 synchronized to a 25 meter pixel 

resolution and with the following pammeters: 

drib type: integer/binary 

c~lurnns, rows: 1705, 1697 

derence system: u s 2 h  1 1 / V t m  1 1 cn 

f i i d m a  x 607963/650588 
~ i d r n a x  y: 5597688/5640113 

Reclassific~tion Of Basemaps 

Covera~es were reclassified into categories that were useful to the 

objective groups. For example, aspect was reclassified for 0-360 degrees into 

nine dope cawories. These categories are easier for experts to rank than the 
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entire range of aspect values. The elevation map was reclussifiecl into 50 meter 

iniervals. The reclassification key for the ELC is show in Appendix 1. 

Creating Factor Maps 

The following steps detail the process used to generak factor 

coverages for use in the decision madule. 

1 .  Create each factor coverage based on the prehrencer identified by 

experts. This may involve buHering structures, such as roads and then 

ranking those distances. In contmst, a factor map may be created by 

reclassifying categories into mnked values: aggregate data classes into an 

ordinal closs. In this rtudy, the generation of buffer or "distancen files in 

IDRISI takes approximately hree hours to mn for a simple line or point 

coverage on the hardware described above. 

2. Standardize the mapr at a common mnked scale of 0-255 using the 

IDRISI STRETCH module. The IDRISI module STRETCH allocates a raniced 

value somewhere along the scale of 0-255, fhus if there are only 5 rankings, 

they may show up close together on the scale (e-g. 1,2,3 may become 22, 

24, 26). If more distinction is needed hese values need to be subiectively 

changed (i.e. 1,2,3 become 10, 30, 50) in ordw for the difference to show 

up on the factor coverage. 

3. Create a new map callad NO55 wih the initial value 255. 

4. Overlay and subtract the following coverages: TW055-TMPSTR. This 

reverses the values on the factor map - zero becomes 255 and 255 

becomes zero ( s e  Figure 12 below). This ~rocedure is only used when 

locations closer to an obi- are more valuable or when the ranked values 

need to be reversed. 



Figure 12 : Overlay and Subiraet to R m r x  Oder of Prefemnce 

(Closer to point = lower suitability) (Closer to point = higher suitability) 

Changing the ResoIutÎon of Ihe Ecobgical Land Classification (ELC) 

The ELC was required for reclassification into SOILS, VEGETATION and 

DRAINAGE coverages. The ELC column and row values are different because 

the ELC has 15 meter pixel resolution compared to 25 meter resolution on all 

other coverages. Pixel size must be standardid so that the reclassed ELC 

maps may be used in complex overlay opemtions with other coverages. The 

procedure used in IDRISI to change the pixel size of a map is described below: 

Creak a correspondence file 

A correspondence file lists selected points from the original mapsheet and 

lists the new poink to which they should be moved. The process of resampling 

stretches the map from its old coordinates to its new coordinates and is termed 

"rubber-sheeting." A quadratic resample is recommended for large coverages 

and must have at least six control points. The correspondence file and steps 

used in h i s  study to resample the ELC is presented on the following page. 



Correspondence File: 
6 
607693 56401 1 3 607693 56401 1 3 
607693 5597688 607693 5597688 
650588 56401 1 3 650588 56401 1 3 
650588 5597688 650588 5597688 
634915 5631831 6349 1 5 563 1 83 1 
63491 O 563 1 840 63491 0 563 1 840 
(old points) (new points) 

SpeciFy old column and row values: 2841 and 2828 (taken from 

documentation) 

Specify linear resample for maps with 300-400 rows and columns, 

quadmtic for larger coverages, such as the ELC 
Spedy new column and row values: 1705 and 1697 
Run Resample and Save as PARKELC (new standardized version) 

To verify that the resample was successful, the documentation of the 

new file should be viewed and then ihe "calculate pixel resolution" option should 

be selected. The resolution option should recalculate to the same as fhe other 

files (25m). "Lincage' may be selected from the same window and shows the 

control points used to do the resampiing and the RMS error. 

Convert To Change Data Type 

The IDRISI module CONVERT was used to change the data type (e-g. 

from mal/ binary to integer/binary) The decision support module requires that 

al1 maps be in a uniform data type, specifically bytdbinary. 

Consfraint and factor maps were created for each obiective using 

Elevation, Slope, Aspect, Hydrology and Roads maps and reclassifying as per 

unique expert mnking schemes. 



Soi1 Dminage Reciarsificdon Noks 

Soil drainage was derived h m  the ELC through reclassification using 

drainage classes provided (1 - low drainage, 283 - moderate drainage, 4 good 

drainage, 5+ - excessive drainage, O - rock or water). The reclass file was 

saved as DRAIN-RCL (.rd is an extension used to denote reclassification files). 

Classes that had a value of zero had to be mlassed as value 255, in order for 

the standardization to show these values as completely unsuitable. To spread 

out the suitability ratings over 255 values, class 3 was valued as 6, class four as 

1 O, class 1 and 2 remain the same and class 5+ as 20, zero as 255. 

Creating Suitability Maps 

Once an acceptable level of consistency is achieved, the IDRISI module 

WEIGHT may be used to develop a set of factor scores for each factor. 

Suitabiliiy maps may be developed for each obiective by applying fhe matrix 

scores to each factor coverage using the multiple criteria evaluation (MCE) 

process wifhin IDRISI (Eastman et al. 1993). Table 2 surnmarizes ha process 

used for the human use objective group in fhe second mode1 developed. The 

same process wos used in the other models (see summary of preferences in the 

results section). 

The IDRISI modules used to develop the suitability coverage are shown 

by capital letters in table 2 and are dah'ned below (Eastman 1995): 

RECLASS: This module is located in the Database Query Submenu. 'RECLASS 

produces a new map image by reclauifying the values of an input image. 

Ranges as well as individual values may be specified fmm the original image, 

while the output values must be integers and must be given individually." For 
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example, elevation rnay be reclassified into 100 meter intervals as fdlows: Class 

1 = 1300 - 1400, Class 2 = 1400 - 1500, Class 3 = 1500-1 600, etc. Reclass 

may also be used to creote Boolean images, deh'ned below. 

BOOWN (IMAOE}: A Boolean image Ys an image where fhe aitribute of any 

cell can only be an integer 1 or O (also referred to as a binary or logical 

image)." In this study a Boolean image refen only to an image that stores 

yes/no ( i-e. 1 /O) information. 

OVERLAY: ~ h i s  module is located in the Database Query Submenu. "OVERLAY 

performs operations between two images, ~roducing a single output image. 

There are nine options for OVERLAY" and in fhis shdy the 0VERLAY:add and 

OVERLAY:SU~~~UC~ options are used. The "add" option combines the iwo map 

coverages together and the final map represenh the sum of the ceIl values, 

whereas the "subtmct" option rubtracts the cell values of a second coverage 

from a h'rst, rewlting in u map showing the difference beiween the cell values. 

STRETCH: This module i s  located in the Image Processing Submenu. "STRETCH is 

a contrast stretch utility used to visually enhance images" and to standardize the 

range of cell values across coverages. "Options include linear stretch, linear 

stretch with saturation, and histogram equalization." In this study the histogram 

equalization stretch process was used,"which divides the histogram into classes 

containing an equal nurnber of pixels, or as close to that as possible, given the 

condition that pixels with the rame original value rnay not be broken into 

different new classes." 
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WEIGHT: This module is located in the Decision Suppori Submenv. "WEIGHT 

cornputes a best fit set of weights by calculcation of the principal eigenvedor of 

a pairwise reciprocal cornparison matrix in which each factor in a muItisriteria 

evaluation is compared to every other factor. ~nfomation on consensus and 

procedures for resolving lack of consensus are provided. Weights derived in 

this manner surn to one. The weights are then used with MCE to creote a multi- 

criteria suibbiliiy image." 

RANK: This module is located in the lmage Processing Submenu. "RANK orders 

the cells in a raster image. Tics may optionally be resolved by using a rank 

order of a second image. Both primary and secondary ranks may be in 

ascending or descending order. The results of this procedure are used 

extensiveIy in optimization problems as with RECLASS for single obiective 

decisions or MOiA for multi-obiective decisions.' 

MCE: This module is  locoted in the lmage Processing Submenu. "MCE cornputes 

a multi-criteria evaluation image by means of a weighted Iinear combination of 

factor images. Each standardid factor image is rnultiplied by its weight, then 

the results are summed. Finally, Boolean constmint maps can be applied in an 

overluy multiplication procedure." 

MOLA: This module is  located in the Image Processing Submenu. "MOLA is an 

iterative multi-obiective land allocation routine. Input maps are ran ked suitability 

maps such as would be ~roduced by MC€, followed by RANK. The procedure 

uses a decision heuristic to resolve conflicts and is suitable for use with massive 

data sets. Weights for the obiectives are defined by the user." 
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Table 2 first shows the creation of the human recreation factor maps and 

suitability coveruge. The five columns represent the 5 identifid criteria. Each 

title beneath each number represents the base coverage that was used ta 

begin constructing the factor coverage. In this case the following base 

coverages were used: 

1. Recdist: Distance to TraiI heads and Boat launches 

2. Parkelc: Ecological Land Classification Vegetation Classes 

3. Lakedist and Rivdist: Distance to kkes and Distance to Rivers combined into 

Watdist: Distance to Water. 

4. Asprecl: Reclassified Aspect Map 

5, Lakedist: Distance to Lakes for use as a constraint. 

The coverage "mipstr" is a temporary stretch file created for each factor 

image after it is stretched to a wlue range O to 255. The coverage "MO-55" is 

an image created wih o value range O to 255. Two-55 is  subtracted from 

coverages when the values of the coverage need to be rwersed in order. For 

instance, if the stretched distance map shows distance values from a road as 

increasing values and in fuct, areas closer to the road are desirable, then 

subtrading "two-55" will reverse the cell values to those desired- The coverage 

titles indicated in bold italicized copitols ore the hdor coverages that were 

derived using the IDRISI modules described previously. 

The second poriion of Table 2 shows o flowchart of the process and 

modules used to derive he suitabiliv covemge and to find the best 24000 cells. 
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TaMe 2: Facfor Maps and Suitobilii Coverage for Recreotion 

Creation of Factor Covemaes 
1 2 3 4 5 

Recdist Parkelc Lakedist Rivdist As~rscl Lakedisi 

-1 [SRETCH) 1 (RECIASS) &(OVERLAY)~ &(REUSS) J.(RECW io m b . )  

/ad /ran k 

tmpstr Parkveg Watdist As~rank Hwatercon 

.1 (~VERLAY) .1 (RECMS:) 4 (SIRETCH) L~TRETCH) &RECLASS 

/subtract mnk to Boolean Image) 
two55-tmpstr 

HRECFAC Vearank tm~str tmpstr HMOSIECON 

1 (STRETCH) &OMRLAY) - L ( o v w m v )  

/subtract /subtract 
two55-tmpstr two55-tmpstr 

tm~str HWATFAC HASPFAC 

.1 (OMRLAY) 
/subtract (two55-tmpstr) 

HVEGFAC 

HSUlT 
(Run RANK) 

(USE his cover wih oiher Suitability covemges in MCE or MOU) 

-1 
Cleate Best Human Use Habitat 

Hrank 
(Run RECLASS) 

Hbest 



Using MOLA and MC€ to Creak the final W i o n  Model 

The IDRISI GIS system has a module for resoln'ng land allocation problems 

for conflicting obiectives called MOLA, and a module for allocating land 

between complementary objectives called MCE. MOLA iteratively reclassifies 

the ranked suitability maps to perform a first stage allocation, checks for 

conflicts, and then allocates conflicts based on the minimum-distance-to-ideal- 

point rule using the weighted mnlrs. This process continues until a solution is 

reached. 

In ~ode ls  1 and 2, a hybrid approach was adopted because three of 

the four obiectives were closely related. Figure 13 on the following page 

illustrates the hybrid approach used in Model 1. This style of problem solving 

requires a portion of the obiectives be used in a complementary fashion (i-e. 

administration, construction and human recrwtion) and this human aggregate is 

then applied as a conflicting objective with a wildlik obiective. The weighb 

and process used to create the first complementary coverage, using the 

Multiple Criteria Evaluation (MCE) module in IDRISI are detailed in Figure 14. 

The suitabiliv maps must be ranked in descending order of suitability using 

the IDRISI module RANK. The process used to derive the final rank map is 

detailed in Figure 15. The IDRlSl module RANK takes high value cells and 

applies a rank order nurnber, bas& on the suitability value of chat ceIl relative to 

the entire number of cells available. By using a descendirq order, the highest 

value ceIl is  given the value one (1). The latter assists in the process of finding 

the best cells. For instance, if one wants the best 24000 cells, one may simply 

reclass the covamge into a boolean image where the best cells (i.e. rank 0- 

24000) are given the value one, and al1 ofhers (i.e. rank 24000-999999) 

become zero. 



Figure 13: The Hybrid Decision Mode1 

CornPafiMe Obiectives 

Multiple citeria 
haludon 

Human + Constructih 

Human Use 

Multiple Citeria + 
Evalwtion 

MCE#l + Administrdion 
Human Use 

Multiple Objective 
Land Allocation 

MCE #2 +Wolf 
1 
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~ l l  suitability coverges in this study had to be reduced in size using the 

IDRISI module WINDOW. WINDOW alfows the user to specify the new 

minimum and maximum corner points of the window, os column values or 

cpograph ic coordinates. The WINDOW procedure was used because the 

original suitability map was too large for conversion to the (byte/binary) data 

type required when using MOU. Window size was not a problern for building 

factor maps and suitobility coverages, becouse the data do not have to be in 

byte format: the basemaps were in integer/binary format. 

A wolf suitability mode! wos developed following the same procedure as 

used in the hurnon use coverage. See Figure 16. The final wolf suitability, 

WRANKZ, was then used as a conflicring obiective to be combined with the 

human suitability map ACHRANK2. The process used to develop the WRANKî is 

detai led below: 

Figure 14: Combining Compkmcntay Ob0+es 

Asuitstr Csuitstr Hsuitsir 
(Weight/ combine in MCE) 
L 1 L 



Figure 15: Rank and Window Human Suitabiliiy 

ACHSUlT 
Histogram Equalization using STR 

1 
ACHSTR 

Rank descending 
1 

ACHRANK 
Window ACHRANK 

min/- x: 621 059/642886 
min/max y:5628221/5605942 

1 
ACHRANKZ 

Figure 16: Ronk and Window Wolf Suitubiliiy 

WSUlT 
Histogram Equaiizdon using STR 

3. 
WSTR: RANK descending 

L 
WRANK 

Window WRANK: same window as 

I a bove 
I 

WRANK2 

During the development of the final suitability model, the IDRISI module 

MOLA is used. MOLA, requires fhat the areal needs of each obiedive be 

specified as a number of cells. These areal requirements were calculated using 
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the cell area, 625 m2, based on a 25 meter cell resolution to arrive at the total 

number of cells needed. During the development of the model, the human use 

area was fint set at 0.50 km2, which proved too small for use in the GIS system 

since no sites appeared on the map. Hence, the human use area was scaled 

up to 2400 cells (1.5 km2), and then 24000 cells (1 5 km2). The wolf areal 

requirements were set at 24000 cells. The final- suitability maps shown contain 

only the 24000 cells with the highest suitability for each obiective and spcified 

a rea . 
The IDRISI module MOL4 was used to resolve the land allocation conflict 

between the two obiectives: ACHRANKZ and WRANK2. The output map was 

run through a number of permutations to test its sensitivity to changes in areal 

and weight specifications. The human obiectives recreation, administration and 

construction, were combined individually with the wolf obiective in a conflict 

model (MOLA) to critique visually each output. A suitability 

for each humon 

suitability map. 

1 7,18 and 1 9: 

obiective, rank ordered and windowed, for 

The development of the suitability maps are 

map was created 

use with the wolf 

shown in Figures 

Figure 17: ûeveloping a Construction Suitobility Coverage 

CSUlT 
Stretch (histo equalize) 

5- 
CSUITSTR: Rank [D) 

L 
CRANK 
Window 

-L 
CRANK2 



Figure 18: ûeveloping on Adminis~otion Suitubility Coverage 

ASUlT 
Stretch (histo equalize) 

1 
ASUITSTR: Rank (D) 

J 
ARANK 
Window 

J- 
ARANKZ 

Figure 19: Developing a Human Recreation Suitubility Covemge 

HSUIT 
sketch (histo equalize) 

1 
HSUITSTR: Rank (D) 

J 
HRANK 
Window 

J 
HRANKZ 

The following MOLA combinations were conducted to exomine their 

unique solution coverages: 

CRANKî venus WRANK2+WCMOLA 
ARAND venus WRANK2+WAMOLA 
HRANKî venus WRANK24VHMOLA6 





Table 3: Continued 

ACHRANK2 -3 
WRANK2 -7 

ACHRANK2 -2 
WRANK2 -8 

ACHRANK.2 -1  
WRANK2 -9 

ACHRANK2 .5 
WRANK2 -5 

ACHûANK2 .5 
WRANK2 -5 

ACHRANK2 -5 
WRANK2 -5 

ACHRANK2 -5 
WRANK2 -5 

An analysis of the sensitiviiy to number of criterio in the matrix was not 

conducted in his study, but could be accomplished by systernatically removing 

one cover type from each model, as described below, and redeveloping the 

final suitability map. 

1. Deleting a Coveruge (Proposed Criteria Sensifivify Andysis): 

Remove Vegetation covwage and run the model 

Remove Elevation coverage and run the model 

Remove Aspect coverage and run the model 



Remove Slope coverage and run the model 

Remove Road distance coverage and run the model 

2. Systemotically Change the Weights of Eoch Obiactive to Test for Poor 

Predictors 

Further research could also examine the nature of criteria 

interdependence (Frank et al. 1 996). 

Anaeng the Final Suitabiliiy Cells SeIected Using MOLA 

To examine what types of cells each obiective is  using from its own 

suitability and its competiton the IDRISI module CROSSTAB was used. This 

procedure required the development of suitability maps for human use and wolf 

use, based on the ranking of the 24000 cells. The development of the suitability 

human use and wolf maps is detailed below, and involved dividing the 24000 

cells into subclosses of suitability. The documentation file for each suitability 

image was used to find the highest and lowest cell values. These were then 

evenly divided into six categories, representing poor to excellent habitat classes, 

as shown in Figures 20 and 21. 

To contrast each obiective's suitability cells with a wolf suitability model 

developed by Alexander et al. (1 996), called NEWHAB, the covemges had to 

be "windowed" to the same size as the NEWHAB map, and the cell resolution 

chonged to confonn to the 30 meter pixel size of NEWHAB. Cell size was 

altered by using the IDRISI RESAMPLE module and is shown for aoch objective in 

Figures 22 and 23. The RESAMPLE module allows the user to change the scale, 

resolution and remove distortion from a map. 



Figure 20: Redassification of the Wolf Suitubility Cornage 

WSUIT (stretched suiiability mup) 
Reclass (0- 1 29 into 6 classes) 
1: 1-22 poor 
222-43 Iow 
3A3-64 moderote 
4:64-85 
5:8S- 1 06 

gmd 
vwygoad 

6: 1 06-1 29 excellent 

WRECL (Values 1 -6) 

Figure 21: ReclossifKation of the Human Use Suitability Coverage 

HUMSUIT (MCE) 
5 

HSUIT (stretched suitability map) 
~eclass (0-254 into 6 classes) 
1: 1-43 poor 
2:42-86 low 
3:86-129 moderote 

4:129-172 hi$ 
5372-215 veryhigh 
6:215-258 excellent 

1 
HRECL (Values 1-6) 



Figure 22: Resampling the Human Use Cavemge 

- - 

HUMPOLY 
Convert to Byte/Binary 

1 
HUMPOLY 

Window (Same as NEWHAB) 
-I 

HUMPûLY2 
RESAMPLE HUMPOLY2 

1 
HUMPûLY3 

(30m pixels to compare with woIf 
suitability map NEWHAB) 

Figure 23: Resampling the Wolf Use caverage 

WOLFPOLY 
Convert to byte/binary 

5 
WPOLY 
Window 

5- 
WPOLY2 

Resample using correspondence file 
NEW changing to 30m pixel 

1 
WPOLY3 
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The process and maps used in the cmss tabulation evaluation are listed 

below and the results are detailed in chapter five: 

A boolean pmcess was used to isolate the b a t  wolf points derived 

where the weighting for the wolf obiective was 0.6 and for ha human 

objective was 0.4. The 24000 best points were taken from MOiA9, 

reclassed n boolean and swed as WOlFK6. A boolean process is one 

hat  applies the values one and zero io a covemge, where zero is al1 

areas not suitable and 1 represents ail areas suitable. 

A booleon process was used to isolate the wolf points derived where the 

weighting for the wolf objective was 0.7. The 24000 best points were 

token from MOLA10, reclassed to boolean and soved as WOLFPT7. 

Reclass human use 1 =O, woIf use 2=1 

GROUP pixels for WOLFPU + WGROUP6 

GROUP pixels for WOLFPT7 -t WGROUP7 

The GROUP function in IDRISI aggregotes pixels h o t  are adiacent 

(horizontally, diagonally or boh) and assigns hem to one polygon or 

group of pixels. 

CROSSTAB WOLFPTo x WRECL + W6WCROS.IMG 

CROSSTAB WOLFW x WRECL + WTWCROS.IMG 

The IDRISI CROSSTAB module cross-tabulates each corresponding ceIl on 

two images and describes which cell the first image is selecting from the 

second image. 

~oolean out Human Points .4 (24000 pts - MOLA9 + Save as HUMlT4) 

Boolean out Hurnan Points .3(24000 pts - MOLA10) + Save as HUMK3) 

GROUP HUMPT4 + HGROUP4 

GROUP HUMPT3 + HGROUP3 



6 .  CROSSTAB - HUMlT4 x WRECL + H4WCROS 

CROSSTAB - HUMPT3 x WRECL + H3WCROS 

CROSSTAB WPOLY x WRECL -, WOLFCIAS 

CROSSTAB WPOLY x HRECL + WHCROSS 

CROSSTAB HUMPOLY x HRECL + HUMCLASS 

CROSSTAB HUMPOLY3 x NEWHAB + Result Table printed 

CROSSTAB WOLY3 x NEWHAB + R e d  Table Prinkd 

Following the above steps, the best cells selected for each obiective 

group, using MOU, were separated into two boolean images, one for wolves 

und one for humans. These individual suitability maps were compared with 

actual habitat suitability, as derived using MCE. By comparing the MCE and 

MOLA boolean covemges, using cross-tabulations, one may cquantify how 

important (Le. how suitable) the cells selected for one obiective are to itself and 

to the confliaing obiective. 

Ecological Indices 

It wus hypcthesized that the following indices could be used as 

ecologicol indices by contrasting the 24000 highest ranked cells in the Wolf 

Habitat Suitability Maps WBESTHAB (developed using MCE) and WOLFPOLY 

(developed using MOLA) w i h  the decision support models developed by Expert 

Group 1 and Group 2 (Model 1 and Model 2 re~pectivel~). The fragmentation 

indices (discussed later) were calculated only for Model 2, not for Model 1, 

and are listed in Table 4. 



Table 4: EcobgKal Indices 

- - - 

1. Area vs. Perimeter of polygons beiween the two maps 

2. ~urnber  of unconneded polygons 

3. Mean size of unconnected polygons 

4. Distance between polygons 

5. Security of matrix between polygons (is there a decline in the 

usefulness beiween highly suitable polygons with the im plementation of 

human infmstructure). 

The file dexribed above, WBESTHAB, was derived using the following 

process, where uppercase letiering is used to indicate the individual coverages: 

WSUIT-> WSUIT2(windowed)+ WRANKED ( ~ a n k  descending)+ WBHAB 

WBHAB- (Reclass 1 :O-24000, 0:24000-777843) + WBESTHAB 

WBESTHAB shows the best 24000 cells derived using MCE) 

The second coverage described above, WOLFPOLY, is the best 24000 

cells derived from MOLA at equal objective weights. It was derived by 

reclassiFying the WOLFSUIT coverage into a boolean image depicting the best 

24000 cells. An analysis of group membership of the best 24000 cells was 

conducted to identify the number of polygons allocated to the wolf obiective 

for suitability maps derived using MC€ and MOLA. The IDRISI module GROUP 

corn bines cells (connected horizontally or diagonally) into clusters of cells. The 

procedures used to determine the ecological indices are shown in Figure 24. In 

the first diagram, the groups of "best cells" are tested for their degree of 

Fragmentation, mean area and the extent of iheir diversity. 
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Figure 24 : Appkution of the IDRlSI Modukr 
GROUP, FRAGMENTATiON, AREA and DIVERSITY to MCE Coverage 

BESTHAB ( M E )  
Group wifh Diagonais 

L 
WBGROUP 

.L L L 
Fmgmentcttion Area Diversiiy 

WBFRAG WBAREA WBOIVERS 

To detemine the area and perimeter ratio for he final suitability 

maps, ha a m  map was reclassified into IOOO cell divisions, to make the 

polygons more manageable. The IDRlSl modules AREA and PERIMETER 

were used to detemine those values. Refer to Figure 25. The output 

may be viewed in the results section. 

Figure 25: Application of the IDRISI Modules 
AREA and PERlMETER to CeIl Groups 

WBAREA 
Reclass to 1 OOO divisions using wareurecl file 

J+ 
WBARERCL 

-L L 
Perimeter Ar eu 

WBPERlM TABULAR output 
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The same procedures were conducted for the suitability map 

derived using MOiA. The procen is described in Figures 26 and 27. 

Figure 26: Application of the IDRISI Moduks 
GRûUP, AREA and DIVERSITY to MOLA Covemge 

WOlFPûlY (MOU) 
G m p  wih Diagonais 

I 
WGROUPSD 

1 1 L 
Fragmentation Area Diversify 

WSFRAG WAREA WSDIVERS 

Figure 27: Application of the IDRISI Modubs 
AREA and PERlMElER 

1 WAREA 
Reclass to 1000 ceIl intervals 

I 
WAREARCL 

J- 1 
Perimeter Area 

I WSPERIM TABULAR output 

The fragmentation maps were reclassified into 10 equal intervals as 

depicted below, so that the results might be more easily compared. The 
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results of the fragmentation cornparison are shown in Chapter 5. The 

process is illustrated in Figure 28. 

Figure 28: Reclassification of the MCE and MOLA 
Fragmentation Coverages 

WBFRAG (MCE) 
min value = 0, max value = .375: 

Reclass equal interval at 0.0375 to 10 intervals 

1 
WBFRAGS(Results prinied out) 

WSFRAG (MOLA) 
min value O, m w  value -375: 

Reclass qua i  interval a i  -0375 widh (10 intervals) 

L 
WSFRAG2 

The fragmentation index is computed using Equation 5: 

Eq. 5 

wh ere, 
n= number of different classes present 
c= number of cells cansidered (always 9: 3x3) 

Source: Eashun et al. ( 1  993) 

A perfecily non-fmgmented window would have 9 cells with ihe same 

identifiers: (n=l , c=9), and: ~=(i-1)/(9-1) = 0/8 = 0.0 

A perfectly fragmented window would have 9 ceils al1 with different 

identifiers: (n=9, c=9), and: F=(9-1)/(9-1)= 8/8= 1 .O 
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This measure is not equivalent to the ecological concept of habitat 

fragmentation, in which habitat fragmentation is a measure of the dis-contiguity 

of usable habitat. The IDRISI measure muy be more accurately understood as a 

habitat diversiiy index, That is, a high frugmentation value, such as 1.0, results 

when 9 of the cells in a 3x3 window are different, and it is  possible thof al1 9 

cells are useful habitat, but simply Vary in degree of suitability. 

Measuring Uncertuinty in ihe M s i a n  Model 

To detemine sample size at a given RMS error, Equation 6 was used: 

Eq. 6 

n t ( z 2 ~ ~ 2 / 2 e 2 )  

Source: Eusfmun et cd. / 1993) 

To determine the sample size required to estimate the accuracy 

associated wih a qualitative map Equation 7 is used: 

n=z2(pq/c2) 

Eq. 7 

where, 
p = proporfion correct, 

q = ( 1  -pl, 
e= estimated percent error 

Source: Eusm~in et a/. ( 1  993) 

The sample size (n) was calculated at 90% accuracy and 90% 

confidence (z=1.645): n=l.6452(.95)(.05)/(0.05)2 = 51.4. The equation for 

classification error was used to detemine (n) given that al1 attributes would be 

sampled at the ground truth points. Points were randoml~ selected from the 
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Alberta Provincial Government DEM coverage of the study area, using the 

IDRIS 1:SAMPLE:RANDOM module (Eastman et al. 1 993). Point Iocations were 

output as a pair of UTM coordinates and rnanually transferred to a 1 :20,000 

topographical map of the study area. Ground-truthing was conducted from 

September 10 to October 20, 1996, using a Trimble Global Positioning System 

(GPS) unit with approximateIy 1 meter accuracy (WGS-84 datum). Points were 

sampled opportuni~ticall~, creating a disproportional random sample, which 

fwoured vegetated valleYs (high and low elevation). A total of 77 ground-truth 

points was collected for the study oreu during the months of September and 

October, 1 996. 

Post-differential correction was completed using a base station located in 

the study region. Real time correction was not possible, making navigation to 

exact sample points im~ractical. Hence, ground-trufh locations were recorded 

by approximating the 

topographical features. 

Slope (degrees), 

vegetation (canopy type 

UTM location, and through the referencing of 

aspect (degrees and nominal classification) and 

and undentory) data were recorded at each sample 

locution: dope was measured using an Adorneter, aspect using a Silva Ranger 

Compass and vegetation canopy type and understory vegetation were 

recorded by observation of the dominont species. The GPS unit records a 3D 

data point, which provides a UTM location and elevation (meten) referenced to 

the 1984 World Geodetic Systern (WGS-84) datum. Error was quantified for 

image files used to construct the model, but not for vector coverages (roads, 

rivers and the park boundary). For analysis aspect values were rounded to 

whole numbers from six significant figures and vegetation was assigned a 

numericol identifier. To begin an error analysis the GPS points rnust be enkred 
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into a GIS covemge. This involves creating a text file, importing it into IDRISI 

and changing the proiedion fmm that used by the GPS systern (WGS-84) to 

that of the maps used in anaIysis (NAD-27). The following stops are followed to 

complete fhe previous requirements: 

Merge GPS point data into one text file 

UTM coordinates from GPS corne in different sequence VIX) from GIS maps 

(X,Y) and rnust be reversed. 

Add an identifier Z (use the point number ossigned during data collection) 

Used XYZlDRlS to import the text table using correct reference system for 

WGS-84 datum: cal1 the new file WGSPoint 

Convert to integer/binary (save as a vector file called WGSPoint) 

Create a new blank image using INlT (called WGSPoint.irng), specify user 

defined parameten, set the reference system to WGS-84 coverage for 

area. Also, set the minimum and maximum values, and rows and columns to 

the study area window 

Use IDRISI:POINTRAS to update WGSPoint-img with UTM points (WGS-84 

daturn) 

Display Histogram: numeric or graphie output to confirrn points were 

transferred 

Proiect from WGS-84 (UTM-Il N) to NAD 27 (specify new reference system 

as us27trnlI) and Save this file as POIMS.img 

Error was quantilied by comparing ground-truth point data with GIS data 

using the following process. 

CROSSTAB Ground x ELCRecl (vegetation) 

EXTRACT Ground x Parkdem (elevation) 



EXTRACT Ground x Porkasp (aspect) 

EXTRACT Ground x Parkslop (slope) 

Enter GIS and ground truth values into o database 

Create macros for calculating error, using Equation 1, and determine the 

RMS for slope, aspect and elevation. 

Enter vegetation values into classification table and determine the 

classification error using the mefhods show in Table 20. 

Calculate the propagated error using the rnethods described for Figure 20. 

The IDRISI modules CROSSTAB and EXTRACT may be used to tabulate 

the values thut occur at given geogrophic locations. The modules cannot be 

substituted: some coverages work with EXTRACT, others with CROSSTAB. 

When using crosstab the reference systwns and data types must be consistent 

or the procedure will abort. The output of eoch exercise was entered into a 

database spreadsheet, using Quaftro Pro software. Macros were developed 

frorn the rnethods detailed by Eastman et al. (1993) to determine the Root Mean 

Square Error (RMS) for each attribute. A classification table was used to 

assess the error in vegetation. 

Repertoy Grid Analysis of Wolf Pmferences 

The KSSO program (see Chapter 3) was used to elicit landscape 

preferences for wolves. This exercise combined statistically derived wolf 

preference criteria (Paquet 1993) and interviews with two wolf experts, which 

had provided criteria that impact wolves. The results of the hree models were 

aggregated into the model described in Chapter 5. The KSSO program first 

asks the expert to list at least six important elements or criteria that are relevant 
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to the problem (Gaines and Shaw 1986). A process of triadic evaluation is then 

undertaken, where the program randomly groups sets of three attributes. The 

program asks the expert to identify which element is least sirnilar to the other 

two followed by a request to define the construct upon which these variables 

differ. Kelly's theory of personal construas assumes people organize the world 

around a set of "bi-polar concepts, such as wet-dry or hot-cold"(Pearce and 

Waters 1983). To illustrate: The elements "low road densityN, *open pine 

vegetation" and "elevations greater than 1850n meteters may be randomly 

grouped. In this particular case the criterion "elevations greater than 1850 

meters" would be discriminatecl from the triad and assigned to the end of the 

unsuitable 'wolf habitat" construct. The remaining two criteria default to suitable 

end of the "wolf habitat" consiruct. The program then asks the expert to rank 

all other cntena by indicating h lace ment on a vertical scale between the two 

poles of the construct. KSSO provides a module for ~r inc ipal  component 

analysis (PCA), which spatially clusten both constructs and criteria within a sub- 

domain. In addition, cluster analysis routines are available for organizing the 

construct and criteria spaces, respectively. 

Chapier Review 

The methods used in proiect design, implementotion and analysis were 

discussed. The stvdy process involved defining the problem, identifying 

objective groups, selecting relevant experts and conducting a round table 

process. The round table process was repeatd for three separate models: 

two wi th experts and one with non-experts. ~ndividuals identified preference 

criteria, and used Saatyls paired cornparison matrix procedure to compare 

factors and develop relative hierarchical rankings. The creation of factor maps 
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and suitability coverages was described, using the human obiective to 

demonstrate the process. The use of the IDRISI modules MCE and MOU in 

developing the final suitabiliiy model war detailed. Formulae that measure 

position and ah'bute accumcy, propagated error and oher sources of error in 

GIS habitat suitabiliiy rnodelling were explained and methods for minimizing error 

were exarnined, including: providing detailed documentation of basemap source 

and lineage, increasing sample sire, decreasing predictor variables. and 

evalvating the sensitiviiy of predictor variables. Finally, the methods used to 

develop a repertory grid model were discussed. Given that people perceive. 

store and express information differently, the repertory grid sohware KSSO was 

explored as an alternative and complementary method for eliciting habitat 

preferences from experts. The next chapter describes the results of the 

decision support pmcess. 
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CHAmER ?IVE: RESULTS 

This chapter presents the results of the round table discussion, and the 

analysis of the solution maps derived using the decision support model. The 

criteria that were elicited from experts, using a paimise comprison procedure 

are described for eoch expert in each of the round tables. Round tables I and 

2 were made up of experts, while round table 3 was cornposed of non-experts. 

The round table format brought together one expert from each of the four 

different obiective groups, creating an environment in which information may be 

exchanged. Conditions under which criteria were eliminated by each round 

table of experts are discussed and a list of assumptions deveio~ed by the expert 

groups is also provided. When noted in ihe following text that "agreement was 

reached," the reference i s  being made to the group of experts under 

consideration. 

The chopter begins by considering the results obtaind from the round 

tables, such as the various factors considered by each expert. A discussion of 

group dynamics follows. A summary of the criteria elicited, map coverages and 

consistency ratings for al1 hree groups appears in Tables 3 and 4. This chapter 

also presents the resulis of the MCE and MOLA operations, compares the 

ecological indices and statistical differences between wolf suitability maps 

developed using the MCE and MOLA meihodologies, and shows the results of a 

cross-tabulation procedure used to characterize the types of cells selected by 

MOLA for each objective. A summary of position error for slops, aspect, 

elevation, vegetation and pmpagated error is provided for the coverages used 

to derive the model. The chapter concludes by presenting the results of the 

alternative expert eiicitation process, which used ho KSSO approach. 



Round Table Number 1 : Experts 

Human Use/Rea«ifion Obiective 

Humon Use Expert # 1 introduced the following factors: 

Level tent pads: In the discussion it was ogreecl that this factor should be 

relegated to the campsite design phase. The layout and design of 

campsites occurs after a suitable site is selected. 

View: View was identified as a very important criteria. The round table and 

GIS expert (the present author) decided that a viewshed process could be 

used on a point-by-point basis. It was agreed by the round table hot  this 

would be an intensive process, but that it must be included in the paimise 

matrix. This factor was termed VIEWFAC. 

Once the rating was completed, VIEWFAC was shown to be the lowest 

of the preferred selection criteria. Given the latter and the time expense of the 

viewshed process within the GIS this factor was removed from the decision 

mairix. This factor may be used as a criterion in the selection of a site from the 

set of alternative solutions derived from this decision process. 

Vegetation Cover: This factor was noted to be of aesthetic value to campers 

and day users. ~t was decided through discussion that vegetation also 

enhances privacy. The expert was asked to rank a list of vegetation classes in 

order of preference. This fador was included as VEGFAC. 

Proximity to Waîer: A high ~reference was indicated for sites located closer 

to water, which was noted to include riven and Iakes. Through discussion it 
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was agreed that a map showing lower value for greater distance from these 

features would be appropriate. This factor was added to the matrix as 

WATERFAC. 

Perception of Safety: The experts agreed though group discussion that this 

factor should be considered by the administration obiactive group. As well, it 

was noted that perceived safety is not unifonn among users, thus it wouid be 

diff icult to detemine a standard coverage showing "safety" . 

Drainage of Site: The four experts ogreed that this criterion would be 

addressed in the design and construction of a campsite. 

Presence of Mosquitoes: This criterion was noted to have a negative influence 

on visitor satisfaction. It was decided that a carnpsite is  more desirable if it is  

located farther oway from potential mosquito breeding grounds, such as 

lakeshores, rnarshes, bogs and river banks. The factor was added to the matrix 

as MOSIEFAC. 

This factor was later reviewed for its suitability as a factor coverage. 

Two concems arose: the resolution of the raster cell is  set a i  25 meters and as 

such not al1 breeding grounds (using water as an indicator) could be identified; a 

preference for sites close to water was developed earlier in the process and 

the inverse of this wouM negate the first covemge. It was determined that this 

factor should be applied as a constraint by excluding from the viable areas of 

the decision set areas within 100 meten of any water source. This constraint 

does not adequately address the identification of al1 potential breeding grounds. 
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The cell remlution of the input maps is 25 meters and breeding sites mn occur in 

very small areas. 

Sun window: A longer duration of exposure to the Sun enhances user 

experience. For ease of application the expert was asked if aspect could be 

used as an indicutor of exposure to sun. The expert m n k d  a list of aspects for 

suitability. The factor was added to the matrix as ASPFAC. 

Sun exposure: A preference was noted for a wide versus narrow valley, 

because sites in narrow valleys have more potential of falling into shade. In 

mountainous terrain this ir an importunt factor given the exireme variabilify in 

relief. Sites may have a suitable exposure, but if hey are situated below a 

mountain they may be engulfed in shade early in the day, making the site very 

cold and unpleasant. This factor war excluded given the dificulty of deriving a 

suitable coverage. For the purpose of this model, al1 sites in the valley were 

assumed to have equal exposure. ~t was also decided ha t  the set of solution 

alternatives could be re-visited and considered using this factor. 

Distance to roads: Through discussion between h e  expert and the group it 

was determined that the construction obiective would address this factor. All 

sites are constructed beyond 150 meters from existing roods. The human use 

expert considered th is distance acceptable. 

Distance to alternative mreation: Access to recreation points was noted to 

be of high importance. Through discussion it was elicited ho t  recreation 

opportunities include hiking and biking trails, boat launches and day-use areas. 
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It was agreed that a point coverage showing distance to tmil heads, day-use 

areas, and boat launch sites could be used as an indicator of suitability (i-e. 

sites closer to points have higher value). This factor was added to the matrix as 

UECFAC. 

Construction Obiectne 

Construction Expert #1 identified the following criteria to be of 

importance to the construction obiective: 

Vegetation: The type of vegetation was noted to impact the cost of site 

development: Some types of vegetation have better regenemtion and good 

understory suitable for areas around sites. Open and mixed vegetation types 

were identified as the ba t  types. The expert ranked the set of vegetation sub- 

classes. This factor was included in the matrix as VEGFAC. 

Slope: The expert had a pre-classified set of slopes based on suitability for 

cornpsite develo~ment as follows: 

O-2% problems for development 

2-8% most suitable 

8-1 2% marginal suitabiliiy 

1 2-1 5% limitations since costs increase 
>15% not feasible. 

This variable was added to the rnatrix as SLOPFAC. It should be 

emphasized that this model does not account for variability that occurs in the 

dope within a 30 meter x 30 meter area. It must be assumed hot the dope 

value of the cell applied unifomly across the cell, which is  not always the case 
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Aspect: Eastern, western and southem exposures were identifid to be more 

suitable sites, given that hey are generally drier and are exposed to sunlight for 

a longer perïod. The expert ranked the set of aspect classes as suitable, non- 

suitable and marginal [i-e. values 1, 2 and 3). This factor was added to the 

matrix as ASPFAC. 

Soil: Drainage and texture of soil were identifid as variables hot impact site 

seleciion and devetoPrnent cost.  oder rate to mpidly draining soils were noted 

to be most suitable; low to moderak as unsuitable. Soils with ~ 2 0 %  grave1 and 

organic soil types were considered not suitable. The factor SOILFAC was 

added to the pairwise cornparison matrix. 

Water: A source of water (lake, river or ground) was noted to be critical to 

construction and campground infrastructure. It was aped  that a "proximity to 

surface water" map could be used to indicate suitability. In this case, sites 

closer to water sources are represented as more suitable. The factor 

WATERFAC was then added to the matrix. 

Roads: It was noted ho t  al1 campsites must be developed at least 150 rneters 

from main roadways. This setback provides a sound buffer against traffic noise. 

In some cases, such as heavy vegetation, fess of a buffer is required but in h i s  

instance the expert agreed hot a unifonn buffer around existing roads would 

sufficiently address the need for quiet sites. This criterion was applied as a 

constraint, ROADCON, in the development of the construction suitability map. 



Wildlife Obiective 

Wolf Preference Expert Y1 l i s t d  the bllowing suitubility factors: 

Human Use/Density: The presence of humans was identified to cause wolves 

to avoid suitable habitat. A problem in the developmeni of a coverage was 

noted: if an historical, spatial pattern of use is applied then the density of use 

will be different han if current spatial paiierns of usa are applied. Current 

human density maps exist For the region but are not imrnediately available or 

locatable. It was decided that L e  factor was of grwt irnportonce and must 

be included in the matrix (listed as HUMANFAC). Due to the absence of this 

coverage it was removed frorn this model. When located 'humanfacm will be 

applied in the development of a more refined model. 

Cover type: Vegetation was noted as a predictor of habitat selection by 

wolves. This is related to abundance of prey, os wolves will select vegetation 

in which prey exist. The expert ranked the list of vegetation iyper and the 

factor was added to the rnatrix os VEGFAC. 

Eievation: This criterion was noted to be both a factor and a constraint. It 

was noted by the expert that habitat use above 1850 meten i s  virtually non- 

existent. It was decided that a constraint ELEVCON would be applied to the 

wolf suitability map hot removed areas above 1850 meters fmm the viable set 

of preferred habitat types. It was further established that elevations below 

1850 meters are increasingly suitable wifh decreusing elevation. No lower 

cutoff i s  given, except that imposed by the topography. This factor was 

included in the rnatrix as ELNFAC. 
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Aspect: Aspect was identified as a predictor of wolf habitat use. A list of 

aspect classes were ranked by the expert, based on statistical analysis of 

observed wolf use. This fuctor was added to the mafrix as ASPFAC. 

Motorized versus Non-Motorized Habitat: The presence of motorized vehicles 

was noted to cause wolves to avoid habitat. Through discussion i t  was 

established hat avoidance is directly related to mad density and use. Roads in 

and of themselves are not o source of habitat fragmentation to woives, but the 

traffic thereon is. Modemte to high traffic Ievels on roads increuse wolf 

mortality and can impose a physical barrier to wolf movement. It was decided 

thut a coverage would show hat  the value of habitat increases as distance to 

a road increases. This factor was included in the matrix as ROADFAC. 

Habitat Suibbility: A masure of biomass or prey density and distribution was 

identified as a critical measure of wolf use. Given the available coveruges it 

was decided that fh i s  map Iayer would have to be constructed b a r d  on a 

habitat potential i n d u  and observed prey use. This factor coverage was leh to 

the GIS expert to develop. It was added to the matrix as HABSUIT. Given the 

time constraints imposed on the development of this model HABSUIT was 

removed from h e  matrix. When developed, "habsuitn will be added to the 

matrix to create a more precise model. 
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Administration Objective 

The fourfh expert to be consulted was ihe Parks Management Expert #1. 

The adminish~tion expert had a series of concems about the activities that must 

occur prier to beginning the site seledion process. These concerns included a 

detailed needs arsessmentf a formal budget with addequate Funds, and the 

presence of adequate personnel to develop and administer the campground. 

These were listed as pre-site selection criteria and were added to the list of 

assumptions. 

Public Safety: It was determined through discussion with the group that th is 

criterion was iwo pronged. Safety is meusured by the time for a first response 

team (Ranger Service) to arrive at a site as well as the time for secondary 

emergency crews to arrive (Helicopter, Ambulance, and Fire Crews). It was 

agreed that distance to administration (first response) and distance to the 

emergency medical service building (helicopter/fire crew) were suitable 

measures of the public safety criterion. The two factors were added to the 

matrix: ADMINFAC and EMSFAC. 

Maintenance Accerr: The cost of maintaining the site and the response time of 

maintenance personnel to campsite problems were identified as important 

criterio. Increused tmvel was noted to increase costs significantly, therefore o 

site selected closer to the maintenance shop would be more suitable. It was 

agreed that a coverage showing distance from a point (maintenance shop) 

would be a suitable measure of this cost. Such a measure does not reflect 

actual time travel by rwd but by line of sightf as  the coverage will appaor as a 

series of concentric rings cxpanding outwards frorn the point. It must be 
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assumed that h i s  is  an appropriate substitute for time of tmvel by road. This 

factor was added to the matrù as MAINTFAC. 

Hazards The presence of natuml biological and physical hazards reduces the 

suitability of a site from Ihe management perspective. It was noted that sites on 

or near cliffs, fast ninning water, avalanche paths, and/or in bear habitat are 

not suitable for campsites. It was deterrnined that a hazards map could be 

developed with assistance frorn a ~ a r k  manager. Such a map would classify 

hazards as low, moderate, high and extreme. Each ciass would be buffered 

according to the severity of the hazard. ~ h i s  factor was added to the matrix as 

HAZFAC. 

A later review of this factor and research time constraints led to a 

simplification of this map, where vegetation types were ranked according to 

their potential hazcird to humans. For example, avalanche dopes or known b a r  

habitai (Le. pine/buffalo berry cover) were ranked as non-suitable, and sites of 

increasing desimbility to wildlife were ranked as decreased suitability for humans 

given the potential for conflict. 

Round Table Number 2: Expcm 

A second round table of experts was used to elicit additional views for 

the same obiective groups as detailed above. 

Human Use/Rcuealion Objeeh 

The Human Use Expert #2 had extensive personal experience wiih users in 

the region as compared to the first expert. Consequently, the criteria defined 

were much more detailed. This expert identified deficiencies in the study design, 
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noting that it i s  overly simplisfic (i.e. are we talking about historic versus curreni 

use, day versus overnight use, trails did not exist prior to campsites, here are 

unaccounted for seasonal concerns and tempoml impacts). Where relevant 

these concerns were included as assumptions. This expert was also ver/ 

concerned with infrasiructure details, which were not being dealt with in ihis 

~roblem scenario. The various criteria developed by human use expert 112 are 

detailed below. 

Access to recrecrtion: Access to trail heads and boat launches was identified to 

be of importance to campers. t was n o t d  that g o h g  is not an attractant for 

PLPP campers, assuming al1 sites are ovoiloble equally outside PLPP. It was 

agreed fhat a point file identifying tmil heuds and launch sites could be used 

and that distance to these sites will be a useful suitability index (i.e. cioser is 

better). These criteria were combined and added to the matrix as RECFAC. 

View: This was identified as a highly important factor. However, given the 

difficuliy in developing this coverage it was determined that all areas would be 

assumed equal and hat a post-solution site ossessment could be used to identify 

the sites with the best views. 

Vegetation: it was noted hot  rome vegetation types are more desirable. The 

expert was asked to rank order a set of vegetotion classes in twms of suitability 

for humans. This mnking was applied to a teclassifiecl vegetation map for the 

region. This value was added to ihe pairrd canparison matrix as VEGFAC. 
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Aspect and insolation: The expert noted that aspect alone is not a sensitive 

enough indicator for site suitabilîty. For example, a southen aspect dope can 

be in the shade depending on its proximity to a larger mountain. The use of a 

setback from south-westerly rnountains was explored. The exparis concurred 

that a measure of insolation, using Sun angle and geomorphology could be used 

to select sites. (It was noted by the construction expert fhat th is  type of 

calculation was used for the Three Sisters dweloprnent in Canmore). It was 

suggested that this be combined with viw, aspect and dope as a factor to be 

called "aesthetics". This factor was added to the rnatrix as AESFAC. 

Port round table changes were made to h i s  based on Group #Ils 

decision to use aspect as a simpler index of suibbility. It was decided by the 

first round table that a pst-solution set could be assesd on a site by site basis 

to determine the most "aestheticallyn suitable site. 

Water: Distance to water was identified as an important criterion. This 

included proximity to a water source, such as ci river, and walking proximity to 

Iakes. This i s  a topic of debate among the experts. One expert noted hot h i s  

criterion i s  of historie significance only, but not of cvrrent concem given the 

ease of vehicle access. It was decided by consensus areas farther from water 

are less suitable. The criterion was added to the rnatrix as WATERFAC. 

Nuisance: Mosquitoes, porcupines, grave1 roads, skunks and noisy people were 

identified as nuisance factors that would repel users. This was fint identified as 

a factor and added to the matrix as NUISFAC. However, the paired 

comparison showed this factor to have over-riding negative impact and it was 

thus changed to a constraint. It was decided hat  the presence of mosquitoes 
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was the only f a d r  that could be mapped and/or controlled in the initial site 

selection phase. It was therefore agreed that this constraint could be 

represented by a buffer around existing breeding areas. This coverage was 

called NUISCON. 

Roads: Sites located at a greater distance fmm roads were said to be more 

suitable. Based on the reactions of current users, sites near rwds are the last 

to fil1 up. To represent this it was agreed that a 1 00 meter set back from all 

roads would be used to eliminate non-suitable sites. Site suitability would then 

increase the farther they are placed from the buffer. This factor was initially 

added to the matrix as ROADFAC. During the paimise ranking procedure, 

distance to roads was found to be equally less important relative to al1 other 

criteria. In the case where a variable has an overriding impoct on suitability, it 

may be more effectively applied as a constraint. ROADFAC was removed and 

applied as a constraint (Le. no sites within 100 meters of the road and al1 other 

sites are equally suitable). 

Construction Objective 

The Construction Expert #2 pointed out that he had no specific 

experience with campsite construction, but had extensive residential 

construction experience. ~ h e  following criteria were identified by h i s  expert b 

be significant in the seledon of a suitable building site. 

Soil Types: A combined index of mil drainage and texture was made to identify 

suitable and non-suitable sites. A greater percentage of over organic 

matter is better and higher drainage capacity is bebr  for site construction. 
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These classes will be derived from a reclassified Ecological Land Classification 

(ELC) map. This factor was added to he matrix as SOILFAC. 

Slope Angle: This factor was noted to depend on the percentage of dope and 

variability of hot dope. This expert pointed out that there could be dope 

variability on the ground that is  not accounted for on a 25 meter cell resolution 

dope coverage. The expert noted that unduiating terrain is an expected 

feature in glacially rnodified landscapes, especially where kettle and kame 

features exist. A siope constroint was set at 25% dope, which quais 1 1.25 

degrees. Sites over 25% were noted as non-suitable, whereas those under 

were seen to be of qua1 suitability. This factor was entered into the matrix as 

SLOPFAC. SLOPCON was noted as a constraint. 

Roads and Power lines: It was explained that power line proximiiy is irrelevant 

in the construction of campsites, given that only gus powered equipment is 

used. Proximity to roads was identifid as a criterion (where close proximity is 

better) and added to the matrix as ROADFAC. 

Infrastructure: Distance to water was identifid to be important in construction 

and included in the matrix as WATERFAC. 

Distance to Urban Centre: This group of experts noted that distance to an 

urban centre is  not important because difference in driving distance is IO io 30 

minutes over ail. This does not significantly impact construction costs. 
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Needs assesrment: This group of experts noted that a needs assessrnent would 

identify the turget user and the number of sites to develop. This would be used 

to assess the area needed for the camping development. For this report the 

need for a 0.5 km2 site was assumed to have been previously iustified. 

Wildlife Objective 

The third interview was conducted with the Wolf Expert #2, who 

identified the habitat suitability criteria for wolves that are listed below. In this 

case wolves are representing the needs of al1 wildlife species. 

Elevation Constraint: An elevation constraint was set at 1 850 meters. Sites 

located above are non-suitable. This was called ELEVCON. The group 

identified a temporal consideration attached to developments. For example, 

they noted h o t  wolf sightings con occur on roads in evenings where day use 

predominates. No sightings are documented in campsites. 

Elevah'on: Elevation was identified as a factor, where elevations are more 

suitable as they fall h m  1850 ta 1500 meters. This factor was added to the 

matrix as E W A C .  

Aspect: A ranking was applied to aspect classes. A flat aspect (0-5 degrees) 

was noted to have an overriding impact on site suitability. Aspect was noted to 

be autocorrelated w ih  slope, hence dope was not included as a factor except 

in the case of 0-5 degree dopes ( F U T  aspect). 
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Prey distribution: This f a a r  was nohd to be of crifical importance and was 

distinguished from prey density or abundance. This is a maisure of ihe habitat 

quality and correlates with the wolf habitat preferences. The ranked 

vegetation map was used to indicate potential for elk habitat. This does not 

illustrate actual use. This was added as PREYFAC to the matrix, but was 

removed during analysis because it duplicated the vegetation preferences of 

wolves. 

Vegetation: Wolf use of vegetation indicates preference for vegetation types 

for denning, rendezvous sites and goneral movemenh. This is correlated with 

dope and aspect, soi1 drainage and texture. A mnking of vegetation classes 

was provided by the expert and used as an indication of suitability. This foctor 

was added to the matrix as VEGFAC. 

Human Influence: ~nfrastructure, mads, and human density are sources of 

habitat alienation for wolves. This factor does not include the impact caused by 

habitat fragmentation. The group decided that roads may be used as un 

indicator of human density, b a r d  on known traffic volume. On ihe Kananaskis 

Lakes Trail (KLT) traffic density is lower, but more trips are taken back and forth. 

Therefore, the KLT was classified as modemte use. The mtings are as follows: 

1000-3000 KLT (Retum traffic) 

i 000- 3000 Highway 40 (Mosfly through trafic) 

<500 Smih h m e n  Highway 

~ o l f  disturbance classes were identified and buffers set as follows: 

Moderate - KLT 100 meter buffer both sides 

Moderate - Hwy 40 100 meter buffet both sides 

Low - Smith Dorrien 50 rneter buffer both sides 
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Based on the BNP study (Paquet WW), statistics showed modemte to 

high use to be significantly disturbing. This leads to avoidance of critical habitat 

by wolves. The group noted h a t  there needs to be included in this study a 

statistic on infrastructure use. Density and distribution on trails and in campsites 

is a factor not accounted for by road use. 

Administration Obiutive 

The Administration Expert #2 detailed he legal, political and administrative 

constraints and precedents that not only represent site suitability with respect to 

the landscape suitability, but also influence the decision to commence 

construction of a campsite and the selection of the final site. These factors 

were broken into the following areas of concern, which are numbered for 

clarity: 

Administrative factors: 
a. l q a l  mandate - does this proposal meet what we are required to do 

i. use for public 

ii. preserved for future genemtions 

b. Operation costs - design 

i. infrastructure design 

ii. travel and access 

iii. distance to urban centre 

c. Cost of facility 

Through discussion these factors were relegated to the assumptions 

section. They were determined to be a component of the pre-decision and 

post-decision criteria (i.e. cost as a final constraint on site selection). 
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Security Factors: 

a. Public safety is detemiined by the distance a campsite is from physical 

hazards such as, cliffs, flood plains, the 100 year flood area and fire hazards. 

The group decided that fire potential is  an equal hazard across al1 rites. 

No one site is more at risk han another as historical fire patterns destroy the 

entire area. In addition, they noted that mitigation efforts can reduce the 

potential for fires at the sites (Le. thinning of the crown). Forest thinning can 

reduce the chances of an uncontrolled crown fire, which can be diffïcult to 

contain. Fire breaks can be irnplernented to increase the chances hot a crown 

fire will move to the understory or ground, which makes the fire easier to 

contain. To date, research on wolves hos not been conducted on a fine 

enough scale to comment conclusively on the fragmentation effects of forest 

breaks. Callaghan (pers. comm. 1997) suggests that they rnay have both 

positive and negative effects: thus, they may provide corridors for easy travel 

by wolves, but these corridors may also attract ungulates in addition to allowing 

enhanced movement of wolves, which may change the rate of predation of 

ungulates by wolves. 

Hazards such as cliffs c m  be mitigated after site development to reduce 

liability. Avalanche slopes are undesirable and may be eliminated by applying a 

constraint. The avalanche constraint was taken from a vegetation coverage 

and was then added to the paired cornparison rnatrix as HAZFAC. 

b. Visitor Security is important and is defined as policing and enforcement. 

Visitor security suitability can be broken into response time classes: 

> 30 minutes (o:l=sr suitable) 

15-30 minutes (1 :moderately suitable) 

0-7 5 minutes (2:most suitable) 
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~t was decidad through discussion ha t  distance to administration, where 

closer i s  more suitable, could be used to determine site suitabiliiy. This was 

added to the matrix as ADMINFAC. 

Communication: The experts a g r d  that people will go further away if hay 

have access to some form of communication. A telephone i s  permanent 

communication structure and is preferred to person-to-person contact. This 

factor was noted as an arsumption. As a note of interest, the recent increase 

in the use of cellular phones in the back-country may change the user's 

perception of safety. 

Planning and VisMion Faeton: Wahr  access was distinguished from proximity 

to water. People want to be less than 1 .O kilometers from lakes. It was 

decided that a constraint could be applied, WATERCON, which would make 

sites within IOOO meters of a lake suitable and those beyond non-suitable. 

The administration expert made some other notoble points. For instance, 

the season of operation is important. In developing a campsite it would be 

necessary to conduct a needs assessment and target the user group. In 

addition, the development approach needs to be defined (i.e. piecemeal versus 

overall facility plan). This changes how development occun since a piece by 

piece approach ohen ieads to conflict. For example, Mclean creek was 

developed for 4x4 campen, but non 4x4 useo frequent the area, which leads 

to considerable conflict. The question to be answered by the needs assessment 

is "do the nurnben of users iustify the campsite." These two previous points 

were relegated to the assumption category. 
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Cultuml factors: There are important historical and land disposition factors to 

consider. Previ'ous land dispositions, ruch as traplines, dams, cotiages and the 

gypsum mine are not avoilable for campsite development. Exirting unofficial 

sites, such as ihe Spray Lakes site has seen more thon 20 yean of use and it is 

difficult to enforce the change to a managed site. The management action to 

date has been to accept historical use as a guide to campsite development. A 

coverage showing dispositions does not e x i l  but could be constructed. This 

consiraint was termeci DISPCON, but was not applied to the final model, as no 

coverage was available. 

Significant Featuns: Cultural features, such as native sites are not open for 

development. Significant archeological, geological and paleontological features 

must be protected. It is possible that a significant features map could be 

created. This factor was added to the matrix and called SIGFEAT, but again 

the factor was not used in the final model, as the coverage does not exist at 

the present time. 

Public inpui: This i s  a critical component that is missing in this decision making 

model and should be included in an actual decision process. It was felt that 

public input was bepnd the scope of h i s  thesis. 

Round Table Number 3: Non-Experts 

Non-experts were used to test the sensitivity of the model to expert 

knowkdge and to test if intuition was adequate to construct a model. It was 

hypothesized that the non-experts would corne up with more general sets of 

criteria. 
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General areas of concern were addressed by the non-experts, but 

ran kings within the criteria (Le. aspect/vegetation preferences) were difficult to 

elicit and rnuch less specific (Le. open vs. closed canopy compared to ranked 

preference for cedain vegetation types). The non-experts were more willing to 

accept inconsistencies in logic and more easily led to change ratings. They 

were less comm itted to paired corn parison ran kings. in addition, non-experts 

were more flexible and easily influenced by ihe GIS facilitator. Conversation did 

not focus on the task nor related information, which may have been influenced 

by the hypothetical nature of the problem (Le. there would be no consequence 

for a poor decision). The non-expert criteria are summarized with expert criteria 

in tables 3 and 4 below. The derivation of criteria is not documented. 

Group ûynamics for the Expert Round Tables 

Group interadion was observed by the author to be excellent, with more 

critiquing between experts in group 2 than group 1. There was abundant 

conversation that focused outside the objective task. Information exchange 

was useful beyond the needs of this study. For instance, the meeting met some 

personal needs of the experts (e.9. some historical information kat was not 

common knowledge was shared between experts). The experts commented that 

the forum is good for the exchange of information and noted thut such meetings 

are rarely conducted. The group was positive, motivated, and highly 

concerned about details. There was very strong interest in the process from 3 

of the 4 rnemben. There was low consiskncy in lq ic  in al1 cases and a higher 

degree of resistance to change the ratings than experienced with the Rrst 

group of experts. In fact, some experts refused to change heir rankings. One 

expert was non-compliant with ihe idea of the pairwise cornparison scale. This 
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expert was averse to using the scale and chose words like "irrelevant", "not a 

consideration" rather than using a ranking. The time frarne was inodequate 

given the level of interaction and valuable information rnay have been lost due to 

the extent of interaction, and the author's limited ability to record. A video or 

tape recorder would have been useful. 

It was found that the paired comparisons led to the development of 

extreme rankings: the values in between are not considered unless an overall 

ranking is established. It may be useful to set the values, rank them 

schematically according to the values they have used, and then re-evaluate 

with the expert. The process reconfirmed that a GIS user must facilitate the 

definition of factors and constraints. It is difficult for members to visualire the 

needs into coverages. 

bgical Consiskncy 

The initial calculation of logical consistency was high in all but the wolf 

expert matrix that was developed using a graph of statistically derived 

preferences (Le. a Bonferoni test and Ivlev's ~ndex  of Selectivity). 

Inconsistency was reduced through discussion between the facilitator and 

expert, based on the overali impression of the ranking and the indicators 

provided by the IDRISI software. lt was the initial intent to derive o comparison 

between experts and non-experts using this measure. However, given the 

potential for the GIS technician to lead ihe experts in the process of changing 

matrix rankings, it was Mt that bias may be affecting the process. Thus, the use 

of consistency as a point of comparison b e h n  experts was abandoned. It 

was also obsewed that consistency was eusier to achieve when fewer criteria 

were used in the matrix. The final consistency measures are show for all three 
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groups in the Table 5 below. Groups one and two are experts and group 3, 

non-experts. 

Tobie 5: Final Logicd Consiskncy Mearums 

GROUP 1 GROUP 2 GROUP 3 
Human Use 0.03 0.06 0.10 
Construction 0.09 0.06 0.08 
Wolf Use 0.06 0.04 0.06 
Administmtion 0.07 0.05 0.00 

n.b. Values equal to or les than 0.10 are acceptable and lower values 

indicate higher consistency (Eastman et al. 1 993, Saafy 1 982). 

Critena and Factor Weights Pduced Using Pairnise Cornprisons 

Table 6 summarizes the criteria that were elicited dunng the round table 

discussion. The column values show group numbers, where groups 1 and 2 

were comprised of experts and group 3 a non-expert panel. The row 

categories correspond to the obiective group that each expert represented. 

The criteria summarized are those that were initially indicated as important to 

habitat suitability. The criteria that were retained and used to derive factor 

coverages are summarized in Table 7. Table 7 again identifies group 

rnernbership by column and expert class by row. The factors shown in italics 

were hose that were removed from the model during the round table pairwise 

cornparison, because these coverages were not immediately amilable. 
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Table 8 is  a grophical depiction of the factors selected by experts and the 

weights attributed to each factor. The diagram depicts the relative weight 

of each fador by its on the veriical linear scale. The actual weight 

is provided numerically to the right of the factor name. This graph povides a 

visual means for assessing consistency of experts within themselves. It con be 

observed that although similar factors are selected by experts, the relative 

importance of each of those to overall suitability is  highly variable between 

experts. The results clearly indicate that experts are not always consistent 

within their field of expertise about the value of habitat indicators. This finding 

supports the conclusions drawn by both lmin and Davis (1995) and Tversky 

(1 977). 

Final Solution Coverage 

Figures 29 and 30 were derived using MCE and data from Model 2. 

Figure 29 shows reclassed humon use habitat suitability and Figure 30 shows 

reclassed wolf habitat suitability. In the previous two figures al1 available cells 

are ranked for suitability. Both suitable human and wolf habitat, derived in 

Model 1 using MOLA, are shown in Figure 31. Figure 32 shows human and wolf 

suitability, derived for Model 2 using MOiA. Figures 31 and 32 only include the 

best 24000 cells for each obiective. Vector coverages including, lakes, roads 

and the PLPP boundar-, are given for reference. 
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Table 8: Gmphic ûepiciion Of Eigenvector Values By Objecliv. 

Most Impodant bctor Most lmportont b r  Most Important fl.ldor 

Expert: Model 1 ExpertNodel 2 e on-exrxrkModel 3 

- Roads: 0.4254 

Mosf lmporfont b r  Most lmportont fucfor Most Irnprhnt betor 

- Roads: 0.5848 F - Ebation: 0.2483 

- Recfac: 0.4588 

- Water. 0.1 950 

- RCKI~S: 0.1 743 

- Vegetation: 0.1 084 

-Aspect 0.0636 

- Aspect: 0.41 22 

- Wafer: 0.3287 

-Vegektion:O. 1 775 

Water: 0.5565 

Vegetation: 0.2808 

- Vegetation: 0.2745 

Recreation 
acce&: 0.4409 

- Aesihetics: 0.3737 

Water: 0.1 397 

7 

Elwation: 0.1 085 - As* 0.201 5 

Aspect 0.0948 

Jegetation:O. 1 248 - Eievation: 0.0459 Rwds: 0.0542 

Recreation - access: 0.08 1 6 - Vegetation: 0.0457 



Expert: ~ o d d  1 b r t :  Mode1 2 Non-exoert: Mode1 3 

Most Important tGdw Most !mportant bdw Most Impohnt k 

t Maintenance: 
0.1 162 

Most Important k f o r  

- 
Significant 
Features: 0.691 O 

- Hazards: 0.21 76 

Proximity to 
~dministration: 

-0.091 4 

- 
Recreation 
access: 0.4665 

- Hazards: 0.4330 

Proximity to 
Administration: 

-0.1005 

h s t  Important fuc/or h s t  Important 

b e r k  ~ o d d  2 Non-ex~ert: ~ o d e l  3 

Most Imporfant hdor Most lmporfant fCxfor 

r Slope: 0.4202 

1- Roads: 0.2677 
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Figure 31 : Model 1 Final Suitability Map 



Figure 32: Mode1 2 Final Suitability Map 
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GROUP 1: A Qualktke ûescription of Sdution Model 1 

Suitable campsites derived from ~ o d e l  1, occur predominantly along the 

srnith Dorrien highway (northwest) and in the northeastem section of the park. 

See Figure 32. Suitable campsites elicited from the second iteration of the 

model (24000 cells) are well dispened over the study area. Sites suitable for 

wolves, on the same image, were calculated for an area of 24000 cells or 15 

kilometers squared and occur in the region around the lakes and along the 

valley bottoms of the noheastem section of the park. 

GROUP 2: A kiuikd Evaluation of Sdution Model 2 

A series of cross-tabulation operations were used to characterize the 

type and manner in which cells were selected within each obi&. The cross- 

tabulation procedure overlays each pixel from the first map ont0 a second 

coverage and describes the value occupied by that cell in the second 

coverage. The best 24000 cells for eoch obiective cells were cross-tabulated 

against their own suitability map and against the conflicting obiectivefs suitability 

map. This process provides a method for understanding what quality of cells are 

being selected [e.g. highly suitable or not) and whether there is  conflict 

between the allocation of cells, as indicated by the selection of highly suitable 

cells From each competing objective by the other obiective. 

Table 9 shows that there has been a trade off of high level human pixels 

for wolf use - the wolf use has superseded human use in high and excellent 

classes. Approximately 86% of wolf cells occur in sites othewise usable or 

desirable for hurnan use. This overlap of highly suitable cells i s  expeded given 

the conflict over finite land base. 
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Table 9: WOLFPOLY x HUMAN USE CLASSES (HRECL) 

1 2761 in non-usable I 1 1 46  I 

15238 in very high 121 -74 I 
17753 in excellent I 

Table 10 indicates that one hundred percent of 24000 points selected by 

MOLA occur in the highest use classes for wolves, which is consistent with the 

expectation hat the model should select the bat  points first. 

Table 10: WOLFPOLY x WOLF USE ClASS (WRECL) 
. - 

Totd'iPoinfs (3d093) - . - w n l & s  1 ._ - 
; 

1 1 566 in excellent 16.5 1 

Table 1 1  shows that 84.29% of the highest 24000 cells occur in high to 

very high (excellent) habitat iypes, as definad by the habitat suitability model 

developed by Alexander et d (1 996), which represents pristine habitat 

suitability (i.e. no roads were incorpomted in the initial model). 



Table 11: WOLFPOLY x WOLF Suitabilitv - NEWHAB (Alexander et al. 1996) 

Table 12 confirms that human use occurs in al1 wolf ranked classes (0-6) 

ihere has been a loss of suitable wolf points (high and excellent) for human use - 
a tradeoff has occurred illustrating he conflicting nature of the two obietives 

given the finite land base. 

71 8 in moderate 

2236 in high 

1644 in very high 

Table 12: HUMPOLY (Best 24000 cells using MOLA) x WRECL (RANK 0-6) 

15.59 

48.57 

35.72 

I 3588 in non-suitable I 14.95 I 

1206 in moderate 5.00 
I 

9052 in high 

101 04 in very high 

21 in excellent 

37.72 

42.1 

0.08 
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(1 996), for both MCE and MOIA. These results suggest that the highest cells 

selected by the IDRISI paimise cornparison process, for bofh MCE and MOLA 

operations, are concurrent with actual and pristine wolf suitability. The latter 

informs one thot the IDRISI model has performed as expected and has 

developed a pareto optimal solution (Le. a solution where each obiedive is 

maximized and in which no one obiective may be enhanced wihout some cosi to 

the other). 

Chi Sq = 9407.165, df = 5, Cramer's V = 0.278, Kappa = 0.0623 (Burt and 
Barber 1 996) 

- -- - - - - - - - - -- -- -- 

Chi sq. 1 2720.947, df = 5, Cramer's V = 0.3288, Kappa = 0.0847 (Burt and 
Barber 1996) 
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Stepwise Cell Allocation Results 

Model 2 was systematically run at different area requirements to 

chamcterize how MOiA responded in the allocation of cells. The six stages are 

detailed below: 

Stacie One: (hurnans:2400, wolves:24000) 

When the model was run at qua1 weights and with areal requirements 

set at 2400 cells each, the resulting suitable cellr were too widely dispersed to 

be used for developing one campsite. In Figure 33, when the human use was 

set to 2400 and wolf use set to 24000 cells, the final map provided a befier 

representation of wolf habitat. However, the best human habitat cells remained 

too dispersed for use in decision making. It should be noted h o t  the best 2400 

cells do not occur in the area where the current problematic campsite 

(Elkwood) is located. Moreover, the area s e l 4  is positioned in an area of 

suitable wolf, bear and moose habitat This confirms that the îwo obiectives are 

truly in conflict. The model was subsequently run holding wolf areal requirements 

constant at 24000 cells and varying human areul requirements. 

Staae Two: (humans:SOOO, wolves:2dOOO) 

At fhis level of allocation a hurnan use area appears h o t  may be large 

enough to proceed with a decision. The results of this allocation process are 

illustrated in Figure 34. The main cluster of cells is situated in a location that 

should not disrupt maior no&-south movement of most wildlife. Habitat in the 

Smith Dorrien and around the Administration buildings is added into the solution 

set. These areas may be of importance to moose and for the study area's 

hydrological system. 



Figure 33 : Human Use [2400) vs Wolf Use @4000) 
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Skae Three: (humans: 1 0000, wolves:24000) 

At the third stage allocation, shown in Figure 35, areas south along the 

KLT and concurrent with the   lace ment of the existing campsite are added to 

the solution set. ~t this stage some displacement of suitable wolf points is 

beginning. Suitable clusters are being eroded h m  the inkrior in some cases. It 

is evident at this point that it may be necessary to include other species in he 

model in order to represent adequately critical habitai. The needs of two oher 

species may be included in a wildlife preferertce coverage to compete with the 

three combined human use obiectives. 

Staae Four: (humans: 1 5000, wolves:24000] 

Figure 36, shows the results of the fourth stage allocation. At this stage 

suitable wolf habitat begins to elongate north and south and continues to be 

eroded from the centre of each cluster of cells. More areas south along the 

KLT are baing added to the solution set. 

Staae Fie: (humans:îOOOO, wolves:24OOO) 

In the Stage 5 allocation, shown in Figure 37, human suitability is eroding 

the central areas of suitable wolf habitat, making these areas less stable 

ecologically. The cells adjacent to the current human use are being picked up 

by the human use obiective. More wolf habitat i s  being added in the centml 

and east of the KLT area. More hurnan use is  being selected dong the KLT and 

south. 

Staae Six: (both obiectives = 24000 cells) 

In the final allocation, the human use is more dispened throughout the 

study area (Figure 38). Three clusfers of human use are large enough to meet 

the size requirements of the cornpsite. One of the latter occurs in the current 

location of the campsite (Elkwood). 
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Figure 35 : Human Use (10000] vs Wolf Use [24000] 
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Figure 38: Human Use (24000) us Wolf Use (24000) 
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Resub of Vaiyhg Objcclve Weighh and Comparing EcdogKaI Indices 

The mode1 was run holding areul requirements constant and varying the 

weights of each obiective. The resulting nurnber of polygons, areas, perimeters 

and mean polygon sires f6r changes in objective weights to Model 1 and ~ o d e l  

2 may be viewed in Tables 17 and 18. The stafistical comparisons of these 

parameters follow each table. Model 2 was tested by holding the areal 

requirements for each objective constant (24000 cells each) and varying the 

weight of each obiective, beginning at (.5/.5) and changing it in favor of 

wolves until a weighting scheme of (.1/.9) was reached. Changing the relative 

weights had no e k t  on the final allocation of cells in Model 2. Small changes 

in the final solution map were observed when obiective weights in Model 1 

were run a i  the extreme condition (.1/.9), fawuring wolves. Tables 1 7 and 1 8 

also summarize the ecological indices between the MCE and MOiA derived 

suitability maps for wolves for Model 1 and Model 2. The summary is provided 

for an equolly weighted MOLA solution and the extreme weighting solution that 

favours wolves (wolves=.9/hurnan=.i ). In addition, statistics testing the 

differences beiween euch suitability model iype (MCE vs. MOU) are ~rovided 

for w c h  expert model. 

Prospects for Continued Scnsitivity Anolysis 

To test the sensitivity of the final model to changes in the input factors 

would require exhaustive iterations The implications of changing variables is  

important, but was (elt to be beyond Ihe scope of the present research. Based 

on observations in ih is  study, it is suggeskd h o t  matrices not exceed 5 or 6 

factors, and that matrices with less han 3 factors foi1 to work vsing the IDRISI 

software. 



Table 17: 
Motid 1 - A Comprison Of Ecdogical Indices between 

MCE and MOLA Wolf Suitubility Output 
(weights for MOLA shom {wolf/human)) 

(Perimeter and area taken for reclassified groups) 
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Model 1 Stutistical Evalwtion: Shident's t-test of Means 

t(n1«i2] = -w/~Pill_ + 1 ~p = -Jni si 2+n2s22 

ni n2) 

ni +n2 - 2 
Difference in Size of Polygons in Mode1 1 
Ho: There is no statistical difference in polygon size between MCE and MOiA 
Ha: There is a statistical difference in polygon size between MCE and MOIA 

Conclusion: Accept Ho. There is no statistically significant dikrence betwwen 
polygon sires derived using MCE and MOiA. 

Dikrence in Ar& to Pen'mcler Ratios in Model 1 
Ho: There is no statistical difference in A/P Ratios between MCE and MOIA 
Ha: There is a statistical difference in A/P Ratios between MCE and MOiA 

Conclusion: Accept Ho. There is no statistically significant difference between 
the A/P Ratios derived using MCE and MOU. 



Table 18: Mode1 2 - A Cornpanson Of Ecdogical Indices Be-n 
MCE and MOLA Wolf Suitabiliiy Output 
(Weights for MOLA show in brackets) 

[Perimeter and area ta ken for reclassified groups) 



Model 2 Statistical Evalwtion 
Student's t-test of Means 

D i i n c e  in Si of Polygons in Mode1 2 
Ho: There is no stotistical difference in polygon size between MCE and MOLA 
Ha: There ïs a sbtistical difference in polygon size between MCE and MOLA 

Conclusion: Re* Ho. There is a statistically significant difference batween 

polygon rizes derived using MCE and MOLA. 

Difference in Areci io Perimeier Ratios in Modd 2 
Ho: There is  no statistical dikrence in A/P Ratios between MCE and MOL4 
Ha: There is  a statistical difference in A/P Ratios between MCE and MOLA 

Conclusion: Reiect Ho. There is a statistically significant difference b e ~ e e n  the 

A/P Ratios derived using MCE and MOU. 
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RMS Error for Slope, As* and Eievation 

Seven of the 77 ground-truh locations were discorded due to problems 

with the differential correction of the points. At times the GPS was recording 

locations using satellites beyond the range of the base station. This is a problem 

in rnounfainous terrain where high peakr may obscure transmission of satellite 

differentiol correction data io the base station, despite close proximity of the 

user to the station. 

The database from which al1 Root Mean Square (RMS) errors were 

determined may be viewed in ihe spreadsheets included as Appendix 2. The 

RMS for Slope is 12.024 degms (n=70, p>O.lO). The minimum and maximum 

e m r  values for dope are O degrees and 38 degrees, respectively. The RMS 

for Aspect was 83.301 degrees (n=70, p0.10). The minimum and maximum 

error values for aspect are 1 degree and 180 degrees, respectively. In 

environmental studies, aspect is ohen recorded as nominal data, such as No&, 

Northwest, or South. Determining amr in nominal data require a classification 

mafrix and the use of a classification matrix was found to be unsuitable for 

deterrnining aspect enor in this study. If a ground measure was at the boundary 

of IWO classes, s a y  44 degreos (class N-NE), and the GIS measure was at 45 

degrees (class NE-€), fhis one degree difference in measure contribuied 1.1 1% 

to the proportional error (i.e. 1 class out of 9 classes =1 . I  1 % whereas 1 

degree from 360 degrees = -0027% ). It is concluded ka t  integer values should 

be the standard measure used to record aspect. The RMS for elevation was 

calculated as 37.674 meters where the contour interval is 100 meters. The 

minimum and maximum error values for elevation are 1.23 meters and 271 -82 

meters. The moximum elevotion e m r  was deemed an outlier and removed )rom 

the datobase matrix. The RMS elevation was recaiculated to determine if the 



outlier was skewing the elevation error. The new RMS elevation error was 

calculated to be 19-07 meters, and the new maximum error equal to 43-48 

meters. Table 1 9 summarizes the RMS error values in the decision model. 

Table 19: Summary by Atiribute of Mean, 
Standard Mation, Variance and RMS Emr 

Table 20 depicts the 70 point vegetation classifications, of which 12 of 

the sampie are correctly classified and 58 are incorrectly classified, a 

proportional error of 82.8%. This is extremely high and does not meet typical 

map accuracy standards (i.e. 1 5% or lest). 

Given the proportional error, the confidence interval for the matrix was 

detemined to be: CI = +/- z d(pq/N) = 1.96 J[(.172~.828)/70] = +/- 8.84% 

In the model the CI = +/- 8.84% rnay be interpreted as follows: One has 95% 

confidence in reporting that one may expect to find 17% of the mapped 

uttributes to be correct +/- 8.84%. Thus, the proportion correct ranges from 

8.36% to 26.04%. 
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For the purpose of assessing wildlife habitat suitabiliiy, some vegetation 

iypes may be similar enough that misdassifiwtion between hem is of relafively 

small importance. For instance, wet meadow characteristics (i.e.. slope, soi1 

type, aspect, and elevation) rnay be similar to those for a wet spruce ara, 

(some wet meadows are undergoing succession to spruce iype forests). 

If one disregards the previous misclassifications then one may add 7 to 

the correct vaiues: 17 + 7 = 24/70. Misclassification within similar vegetotion 

types (;.a. wet, dry, open, closed spruce and/or pine) occounts for 15 

misclassified points and may not be of significant consequence to wildlife 

selection of that habitat. This would alkw 15 to be added to 24, changing the 

total correct classification to 39/70. Likewise, here may be no influence of 

Tundra misclassification to Dryas, Rock and Open Spruce and Wet Meadow 

(these con occur in and around bndra vegetation), and account for 9 

misclassified points. This would allow 7 to be added to 39, iesulting in 48/70 or 

68.5% correct classifications of vegetation types. Wifh respect to wildlife 

suitabiliiy, his calculation may present a more accurate picture of the actual 

error in the vegetation coverage. However, these changes do not resolve the 

problems with error in the base map. 

Error Propagation Ewluatïon 

The propagation error, or RMS from overlay operations (RMS Overlay), i s  

assumed to equal dA2 + B* +C2 (Eastman et 01.1993). To determine the 

propagated error, al1 error values were recalculated as a percentage error for 

the range possible in each measure. The RMS Overiay was calculated for the 

models, excluding vegetation, and found to equal 0.504 or 50.4% (RMS = 

40.3072 + 0.1 3362 +0.37672). Vegetation was excluded from fhis calculation 
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due to excessive error. The RMS error calculation does not account for 

compensatory error (i.e. error that cancels itself out during the overlay 

operations) and neiiher does it explain how the error is occurring. This may be 

imporiant as some specific features may be contributing more to the error han 

others. 

Other Sources of E m :  M u  Aggregaîion and Radassification 

An opemiion commonly used to develop suitability maps i s  the 

aggregation of data into fewer? more manageable classes. For example, in the 

wolf habitat model developed by Alexander et al. ( 1  996) 129 classes of 

vegetation are reclassified into 16 broad classes. This process can reduce 

geographic variation and increuse uncertainy. In a model developed by Paquet 

( 1  993), wolves showed low ~reference for closed pine, while having a high 

~reference for dry, open pine. However, when iwo pine classes are combined 

an ovemll uvoidance of pine type habitat is observed. [Figure 39). The 

different relative abundance of the two pine types in the combined class likely 

accounts for ihis change. That is, if there is a great deal more closed pine thon 

open pine the calculafions may be biased to show a low preference for the 

combined pine canopy types. 

Finally-, suitability models are developed using ordinolly ranked classes (i-e. 

1 =poor suitability to 5=very high suitability). The process of ranking changes 

these data from on integer value io an ordinal classification. To illustrate, one 

may aggregate measures of 0-1400 meten into a category nurnbered 5 and 

measures ~ 1 8 5 0  meters into a category numbered 1 and intervening ranges into 

cotegories 2, 3 and 4 respedively. ~ h i s  process reduces the variabilit~ in the 
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dataset and rnay introduce error (Le. data are reduced frorn interval/ratio to 

ordinal). 

Figure 39: Avoidanœ and Preferenœ of kgetaiion by Wolvas 

a I 1 
a 4 * 
t a a * 4 t i I i- s * I Wet Meadow a 

a I * I 8 * a t 

-1 4.8 6 -0.4 42 O 0 2  0-4 0.6 0.8 1 
Ivlegs Index of SeleaMty 

Results of the KSSO Expert Knowiedge Elicitation Procesr 

The criteria and constructs elicited using the KSSO software are 

summarized in Table 21 below. fo illustrate how the constnidt in Table 21 are 

read the first constnict is interpreted as follows: high human-wildlife conflid is 

not equal to (a) low conflict. ~hese  values are the opposites between 

which ail criteria are ronked. The relarionships between criteria and constnicts 

are depicted by the principal components analysis show in Figure 40, where 

the polar opposite constructs are show beside the dots at the end of each line 

and the cnteri~ are shown next to an 'x*. KSSO has two modules (EMAIL and 

INDUCT) that genemte a series of "if-thenn niles useful for constructing an 
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expert system for planning and management. The "if-thon" rules generated using 

KSSO are provided in Table 22. An expert system is used to develop questions 

based on the constructs identified by KSSO. The responses to the questions 

ore used with the "if-then" rules to generate an answer regarding a specific 

problem. For example, if one were Iwking at a landscap and trying to decide 

whether it was suitable for wohes, the expert system may ask: "are there more 

han or less han IOOOO people per month in the area?" If the answer is  "more 

han IOOOO people per monfh", and he rule "CC731 0000 people per month -> 

CIû=high potential for human-wildlife conflict" is applied, then the region will be 

defined as an area where there is a 'high potential for human and wildlife 

conflict". The success of the KSSO with respect to eliciting wolf habitat 

preferences is dixussed in Chapter Six. 

Table 21: Crikria and Constructs Elicited using KSSO 

(n.b. constructs show are independent of the crikria list) 

Criteria Constructs 
elevation 41 850 meters hi& human-wildlife conflici o low conflict 

elevation >18M meters 0000 people per month o <I 0000 people high 
human density montane habitut o subalpine/alpine habitat 

low human density urban areas oback-country areas 

competitive exclusion abundant human infrastructure O lack of human infra. 

fragmentation high road density O low road density 

mobility enhanced non-suitable wolf habitat o suitable wolf habitat 

prey scarcity c l o d  forait cover o open forest cover 

prey abundance high snow depih O low snow depth 

non-suitable habitat northem/eustem a s p d  southern/western asp. 

suitable habitat 22-90 degree slopes O 0-22 degree slopes 



Xprey abundanoe 

xsuitable habitat 
suitsble wolf habitat 

xmobility enhanoed 

baok-oountry srers 

< 1 0000 people per month  or t h e r d ~ a s t e r n  aspeot, 
22 - 90 degree slopes b 

low potential for human-wildlife oonfliot 
xlow human density 

Figure 40: PCA from Repertory Grid Procedure 



Table 22: KSSO "If-Then" Rules 

"Ikthenn: lnduct Ruhr from Wotfhab 
induci ~ n a l ~ s i r  of Wolfhab induce No Dmp Significance 80.00% 
Target Attribute 11 B a d  on Enfities 1 Though 11 

The following reads "if condiiion ar, then (-4, condifion yy" 
C6=montane habitat -w Cl  =abundant hurnan infrastructure 
CZ=closed forest cover & high snow depth -+ Clzabundant human 

infrastructure 100% 
Ckback country area &CI 1=low potential for human-wildlife conflict -z Iack of 

human inkastructure 
C6=subalpine/alpine vegetation -> C l  =lack of human infrastructure 
CS=northem/eastem aspect -> Cî=closed forest cover 
CI =abundant human infrastructure -w Cî=closed forest cover 
C3=low snow depth 8 CB=spitiern/western aspect -> open forest cover 
CI=abundant human infrastructure & C8=southern/western aspect -w C2=0pen 

forest cover 
CZ=open forest cover 8 CSIOW road density -> C3=low snow depth 
CS=high road density C6=montone habitat C 7 a l  0000 people per month -> 

C3=low snow depth 
C6=su balpine/alpine -> Chhigh snow deph 
CS=~OW road denrity -> Chback country areas 
C6=montane habitat -w Cd=uhan areas 
C7=>10000 people per month -> b u r b a n  areas 
C 1 O=non-suitable wolf habitat -w CS-high road density 
C l  =abundant human infrastructure & CLlow snow deph -> CS=high road 

density 
C 1 O=suitable wolf habitat -> CS=low road density 
CI =lack of human infrastructure -> C6=subalpine/alpine 
CI =abundant human infrastructure 8 C3=high show depth -> 

C6=subalpine/alpine 
C l  =abundant hurnan infrastructure & Gkurban areas -w C6=montane habitat 
Cbback country areas -> C7=cIOOOO people per month 
Churban areas 8 norhem/eartern aspect -> W=>IOOOO people per month 
Cl 1 =high potential for human-wildlife conflid -z C7-10000 people per monh 
C9=22-90 degree dopes -> Cél=northem/eastem aspect 
C9=0-22 degree slopes -> C8=souihern/westem aspect 



C8=northern/eastem aspect -> C9=22-90 degree siopes 
C8=southem/westem aspect -> C9=0-22 degree slopes 
C3=high snow depth & C5=high road density -> Cf bnon-suitable wolf habitat 
CZ=open forest cover & Cshigh road density -> Cl &non-suitable wolf habitat 
CS=low road density -> ClO=suitable wolf habitai 
C7=>1 OOûû people per month -a CI i =high potenticil for hwman-wildlife conflict 
Cl dack of human infrastructure &bock country areus -> CI 1 =low potential 

for conflict 
CI =abundant human infrastructure & C7=4 O000 people per monh -> CI 1 =low 

pot. for conflict 

Chapter Summary 

The results of the round table discussion were detailed for each group of 

experts and the non-experts. Each factor tabled in discussion was identifid 

and explained and a set of assumptions was providecl. It was concluded that 

logical consistency is an unsuitable measure for comparing experts and non- 

experts. The results of each expert model were presented and discussed. A 

series of cross-tabulations was performed on ~ o d e l  2 to characterize the type 

of cells being selected when using the IDRISI module MOiA. The cross- 

ta bulation confirmed that, under conflict, MOiA selects highly suitable cells and 

that highly suitable cells from each obiective are swapped during the allocation 

process. To rneasure the ecological sensitivity of MOLA, the highest suitable 

cells derived using MOLA were compared using a t-test with those derived from 

MCE for the following ecological measures: area to perimeter ratios, and mean 

polygon size. ûther ecological indices that were examinecl included: number of 

polygons and visual contiguity of  habitat patches. In Model 1 there was no 

significant difference between the ecological parameters. However, Model 2 

showed a significant difference bekeen the MCE and MOLA ecological 

measures. A sensitivity analysis was conducted by systernatically changing the 
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areal requirements for each obiective in Model 2. In Model 2, changing the 

weights of the human venus wolf obiective groups had no effect on ihe final 

MOLA model. By contrast, in Model 1, changing the same weights as 

mentioned previously had a smali effect on the final allocation of ceils: the 

difference between Mode1 1 and Mode1 2 was minimal. Mean squared position 

error, classification error and propagated error in raster coverages were 

summcrrized and the rtrults of the repertory grid process are detailed at the 

conclusion of the chapter. A discussion of the resultr follows. 
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CHAPïER SIR DISCUSSION 

This chapter details the results of the decision process and comments on 

the reliabiliv and validity of the model. Each stage of model development is 

discussed, group dynamics and feedback from experts regarding the round 

table process are prewvitd, and the problems and strengths of the round table 

process are explained. The ecological strengths and limitations of the decirion 

model are described, by contrasting the results of the MCE and MOLA 

procedures. In addition, the implications of position, attnbute and propagated 

errors are discussed and the merits of alternative knowledge acquisition 

techniques are examined, with specific reference to the Knowledge Elicitation 

(KE) program KSSO. 

Round TaMe Peiired Cornparison Pmccss 

Group Dynamics and Feedback: The interaction between group memben was 

excellent and included suggestions for refining the criteria selected and for 

rating the factors in the paired comparison. This positive interaction should 

benefit the decision process. Henry (1 995) found that group judgernent 

accumcy is improved d e n  the group shores task relevant information. Expert 

response to h e  process was generall~ positive. ~ o s t  participants ex~ressed 

interest in the procesr and in receiving follow up about the resulh derived from 

the round table model. The experts were highly motivated and highly detail- 

oriented. Concems were related to the potential for personal ramifications 

should this model be released und be deficient in some area. 
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P a i d  Cornparison Scok: The scale recommended for use by IDRISI (Eastman et 

al. 1993) i s  not intuitive and should be hanged for use by the experts in the 

rating portion of h e  process. For exomple the use of a -9 to +9 scale may be 

Iess confusing han a +1/9 to +9 scale. The reciprocal matru values (Le. 1 /9, 

1 /7) requirad by the IDRISI module could be entered easily by the GIS expert. 

The use of odd numbers appears to reduce confusion over ronkings. Even 

numbers have a well defined relationship with each other, boh maihematical 

and geometrical, which may confound the individual mnking criteria. For 

instance, the number 2 is not only iwo incremenh from 4, but 1 /2 as much as 4, 

whereas 1 and 3 have no such obvious internalized mathematical relationship. 

This is one reason for the use of odd numbers in the KSSO pmgmm (Gaines and 

Shaw 1 986) 

The Rank Order Procesr: It was diPcult for participank to retain the order of 

cornparison, given that it was read aloud. It may be concluded that each 

participant must have a matr-ix complete with criteria on hand to facilitate 

ranking. Some reverse order mnking occurred, which rnay be a result of 

confusion with fhe scale or with the order of the variable cornparism. The use 

of paired cornparisons in isolation exacerbated inconsistency in the matrices. It 

was not tested whether a more integrated approach would result in higher 

logical consistency. Saaty (1982) suggesh that the facilifator may use the 

matrix and quiz the expert to set up a rank order of importance in criteria as 

shown by the initial run. The matru may hm be re-evaluated wih this mnking in 

mind. 
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Logical Consistency: There was notable discornfort w ih  the rating of logicol 

consistency, despite clarification of the difFiculty of paired comparisons. There 

was a generd resistance to changing the consistency ratio when it showed 

log ical inconsistency. Some participants descri bed the process used to ach ieve 

consistency as "humiliating" One solution to negative perceptions of the 

consistency index rnay be to provide a different term for the phenornenon, such 

as matrix instability. This might remove the blame from the expert and place it on 

the matrix and help reduce frustration. 

Consistency was low for al1 obiective groups except WON ~reference. 

The ratios were lowered in al1 cases to acceptable levels. ~ h e n  establishing 

wolf preferences, one expert used the statistical output of a G-test and Ivlev's 

Index of Selectivity, which graph ically indicates statistical Pt-eference and 

avoidance of habitat criteria. This wolf expert's matrix wos immediately 

consistent, indicating that the use of statistical dota rnay im prove consistency 

over qualitative data. 

Criteria Rankings and Factor Seledon: In ranking criteria, experts showed no 

higher consistency thon non-experts. However, the experts were able to 

provide a more detoiled ranking of the sub-classes of each factor. The more 

specific the preferences became, the more overlap and conflict appeared in 

the final model. There was a tendency for non-experts to be more easily led in 

the decision process. This supports the findings of Hofhnan et 01. (1 995), who 

found bias effects in knowledge elicitation (KE) processes to be smaller for 

experts than non-experts.  offm man et 41. (1995) found that bias rnay be 

introduced in the definition of preferences and rnay orise during the use of 

probe questions ho t  'lead " the interviewee. ~ i n d i n ~ s  from this thesis suggest 
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that rhis increases the potential for the non-expert model to reflect the personal 

agenda of the facilitator. The involvement of he facilitator in leading the expert 

to change the rankings introduces some bias, making he consistency ratio less 

suitable as a point of comparison beiween groups. 

Although experts showed consistency in the factors chosen for each 

matrix, there was a lack of consistency between the weights given to those 

factors (See Eigenvalue tables in the ResuIts section). This suggests that 

between themselves, experts may have difficulty agreeing upon the importance 

of suitabiiity factors. Based on the disparity of expert opinion, i t  is  

recommended that groups of experts be collectively interviewed to arrive at 

consensus about factor weights. This has been done successfully by Petenon et 

al. (1  W7), who used a paimise comparison approach to interview grizzly beor 

experts. The experts found the process to be constructive and the solution 

model was felt to refleci more accu ratel^ reflect bear preferences han  a stand 

alone expert model (author's personal observation 1997). The use of multiple 

experts is a recommendation for future applications of this decision support 

model. 

Sfrengfhs of ûecirion Support Modal 

Saafy (1 982) noted fhat the AHP, which is used by IDRISI, is a proctical 

way to deal quantitatively with different kinds of funaional relations in a complex 

network. However, he argued that some systems may not be simplified in a 

useful manner and that some assumptions may have to be made. Delver et al. 

(1991) corn~ared two techniques for measuring human ~references: Direct 

comparison (using paired comparison - PC) and the Multiple Criteria Method 

(MCM). They found that the PC is a useful iime saving instrument suitable for 
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dixovering criteria, hot  it receives support from experts and ha t  PC ~rovides a 

test of the assumptions made in the MCM. Delver et al. (1 991 ) concluded 

that "aside from its own specific merits, the paired comparison procedure is  a 

useful instrument to discover criteria and provides a test of the assumptions 

made in explicit analytical multiple cnt& methods." 

The IDRISI system is a useful wuy to combine empirically tested data with 

qualitative assessments. The results of the process support the use of 

quantitative empirical data over qualitative data. Suitability coverages that 

were derived with quantitatively based data were more specific. Logical 

consistency was achieved immediately with the statistically based wolf suitabiliiy 

data. Cremo (1 996) compored the goodness of fit of the decision mde l  reults 

of the IDRISI heuristic methods with results obtained from linear programming 

techniques. Crema found that the decision heuristic within IDRISI war a 

valuable tool for solving land allocation problms. Moreover, the siudy showed 

hat unlike linear progmmming, the IDRISI procedure allows as large a number of 

alternatives to be considered 'as is necessary for raster analysis.' 

In this study, the paired comparison AflP process proved to be an 

excellent way to focus the group on the decision and to elicit habitat 

preferences that were important to each objective. ~urthermore, the spatiaIIy 

explicit solution set provides a means to visualize future impacts and proved ta 

be flexible, given that the input criteria may be chang& and the resulh easily 

visualized. 

Limitations of the DSS Model 

~otwithstandin~ the above advantagai, it should be noted that the 

process used in this study i s  rnultifaceted and complicated: it invalves 
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coordinating a number of experts in addition to a great deal of independent 

work by the facilitator. Moreover, to bring the decision process to completion, 

the group would have to meet some time a ê r  the solution maps have been 

made. ~ e ~ e n d i n ~  on the computational complexity of the maps and the 

availability of coverages h i s  could be anywhere from one week to one month 

later. In addition, not al1 the needr of an obiective may be represented in the 

form of a coveroge. Crema (1996) notes that the potential of the IDRISI 

decision support model for solving conflict resolution has yet to be fully explored. 

This thesis hos begun to address the previously identified needs. 

The decision process followeâ in this study was constrained by a four 

hour time limit, which may have affected the h'nal drision outcome. In addition, 

limits on the number of wailable covemges constmined the outcome by forcing 

individuals to dixard some potentially useful factors. Parks and Cowlin (1995), 

found that deadlines had a direct effect on quantity of discussion: as a 

deadline becomes more pressing a smaller portion of fcicts are shared. "Strict 

deadlines Iead io simpler decision strategies han normal and resulted in the 

individual and group setting lower decision goalsn (Mano 1990 cited in Parks 

and Cowlin 1995). Strict deadlines also impose stress, which in tum causes the 

decision maker to use short-cuts or heuristics and to investigate less of the 

information at hand. This phenomenon i s  temed "hyper vigilancen by lanis 

(1 982). Parks and Cowlin ( 1  995) argue that deadlines resulted in members 

attending to some task related activities at the expense of others, which 

supports an 'attentional focus model.' Under these conditions, they note that 

decision quality suffen, "even when decision makers are trained in effective 

decision making." Additional concerns are detailed below and are nokworthy 

for future decision making related to this thesb. 
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Other Model Consideraiions 

Parks and Cowlin (1 995) investigated the affects of the number of 

alternatives presented to a decision group on group discussion. Their findings 

showed that as the number of alternatives increases the proportion of 

information sharing declines. When a higher number of alternatives were 

introduced, the decision maker tended to perfonn a quick "surface evaluationn 

and made rapid decisions on which to keep and which to drop. Under stress 

the decision maker tends to d u c e  the choices at hand to two alternatives and 

focuses on task specific information at the expense of other information that rnay 

be important. If only two alternatives are considered decision makers tend to 

investigote each more thoroughly. The findings of this thesis suggest that a rnatrix 

with fewer criteria was easier for the expert to rank in a logically consistent 

manner. However, the loss in detail in he final model rnay not wamnt reducing 

the number of alternatives under consideration. This stvdy also found that the 

IDRISI software could not derive a weighting scheme for fewer than three 

factors in a matrix. 

The presence of a trained GIS expert as facilitator is imperative. Group 

preferences must be conveded into spatial coverages, and most resource 

experts are not trained to identify how this rnay or rnay not be ochieved. The 

allocation problem in h i s  study proved to be very complex, with numerous 

factors thar could not be included in the solution of the stated problem. Factors 

that were excluded were relegated to the assumption sedion, which resulted in 

an unusually large set of assumptions. In addition, deriving GIS map coverages 

and their analysis was very time consurning: up to 2 hours for one covemge at 

25 m resolution (columns=I 705, rows=I 697) and 7 to 10 hours at 15 rn 

resolution (columns=2828, rows-2841). The use of more thon iwo conflicting 
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objectives (MOLA) is not clearly addressed in ihe IDRIS! program manual and no 

timely solution was available using the latter process. It is not directly obvious 

using this resource which obiectives are truly complementary and no clear 

methodology is given to dwelop a hybnd model. 

Decision Model Solution Sets 

The decision rnodels developed in this thesis were based on ecological 

conditions that are not pristine, and this may have relevance to the final 

suitabiliiy maps. For instance, the presence of iwo maior roadways in the 

habitot influences the mting of habitat. Depending on the factor weights used, 

habitat that i s  distant from roads may rank disproportionately high, when it is 

actually lest important than habitat near the road. Model 1 required three 

iterations to generate a solution with areal requirements set at 24000 cells and 

weights crt 0.50 for each obiective. Three iferations were also required to 

achieve a solution when the weights for Mode1 1 were changed to 0.1 0/0.90, 

favouring wolves. By contrast, under the same areal and weight specifications 

~ o d e l  2 averaged 53.3 iterations (minimum = 39, maximum = 70). The increase 

in iterations appears to be directly relaied to the degree of conflict in the 

rnodel: Model 2 is  more constrained in its allocation than Model 2 (see 

discussion below). 

General Description: In Model 1, the suitable sites for campsite development 

Vary considerably from sites that currently exist in PLPP. See Figure 31 shown in 

the results section. All prezxisting campsites are located along the Kananaskis 

Lakes TraiI, which nins south beside Lower Kananaskis Lake. In Model 1, the 

most suitable sites (2400 cells) for campsite development occur along the Smith 
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Dorrien highway. With an areal requirement of 24000 cells, a dispersed set of 

suitable sites may be seen. The modd shows areas that parallel the Kananaskis 

Lakes and those in the noriheastern portion of the to be largely suitable for 

wolves. This finding is  consistent with the areas found to be highly suitable by 

Alexander et d 1 996. The solution set does not identify areas in the Smith 

Dorrien to be of high suitability to wolves. This area is o known travel corridor, 

but observation data (1 991 /1992) show relatively lors use in that area than the 

main Kananaskis River valley to fhe east. The model is seledng for sites oubide 

existing campsite areas, where wolf preferences are lower (according to the 

rnodel). It rnay be concluded hot  in Ihis environment Mode1 1 is recognizing the 

needs of wildlife as equal to those of people. In Model 2 suitable campsites 

eppear first (at 2400 cells) in the Kananaskis River Valley and not in the area 

where the existing sites oçcur. See Figure 32 in the resuk section. In the final 

iteration of Model 2, human use spreads norih and south through the Kananaskis 

River Valley, paralleling the  anan na skis Lakes, and is concurrent with the existing 

sites. 

Ecologkal Indices Analysis: Habitat fragmentation, "exhibited as high levels of 

spatial heterogeneity"has been identified as a Ieading cause in species 

extinction (Hipple 1996). "The rate of extinction in o habitat patch is inversely 

reloted to its size (referred to as 'area effect') and is defined as 'deleterious 

effects on biotic systems of decreasing patch size' (Soule 1991 )" (Hippie 1996). 

The ratio of edge habitat to interior habitat has been used as one measure of 

fragmentation. Thur, as fragmentation increases, interior pcitch habitat 

decreases. Within a GIS this measure moy be determined from the area to 

perirneter ratio of suitable habitat polygons. Areas of low fragmentation should 
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have higher areci to perimetar ratios. In the models developed in ihir thesis, only 

the best 24000 cellr of habitat have been selectd, resulting in inherent 

fragmentation in the model. Consequently, area to perimeter ratios were 

calculated to rnake a relative comparison b e ~ e e n  the results of the different 

allocation procesres: one derived using MCE (considering only the wolf 

obiective) and one derived under conflid using MOLA (taking account of humon 

preferences). 

t-test for Differences betweem M E  and MOU Suitability Mops: In Model 1 a 

t-test revealed no significant difference in polygon size and area 10 perimeter 

ratios beiween the iwo suitability maps. The consistency between the two 

maps is desirable as it suggests that the d o g i c a l  integrity of the landscape 

may be maintained whik stiII realizing ihe needs of humans. However, many of 

the campsites shown in the results of Model 1 are in areas that are obviously 

non-suitable (i.e. at very high elevafions and distant h m  existing rads). Muny 

of these sites would be elirninated from the choice set, given that they would 

not be economically feasible to develop. These sites were not eliminated 

because the factors and relative weights were not as specific or constrained in 

Model 1 as Model 2. Further details are provided in the following paragraph. 

Model 2 shows a statistically significant difference beiween polygon size and 

habitat fragmentation between the MCE and MOLA output, ruggeth'ng that the 

MOLA approach con result in less ecologically sensitive dcisions. The latter is 

b a r d  on the assumption that al1 areas not specified as suitable wolf habitat will 

be dweloped lor human use, which is not the case in h i s  model. 

The variobiliiy of results between Model 1 and ~ o d e l  2 resulk from 

Model 1 having greater latitude in the preferences for human sites than 
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and standard deviation from MCE to MOLA for ~ o d e l s  1 and 2. In Model 1, 

an increase in the number of polygons is obrerved when weights are changed 

to .9/. 1 for wolves and humans, respedively. The increase in polygon number 

from MCE to MOU is expected, since with MOLA the land is being allocoted 

between iust two obiectives. It follows that some habitat will be lost to wolves 

and replaced as suitable human habitat. The increase in polygon numbers when 

using MOLA at equal weights compared to MOiA ut the extreme weights (Le. 

0.1 to 0.9) is counter-intuitive, given that a weighted model favouring wolves 

should r how on increase in habitat con tiguity or decreased fragmentation. 

However, it i s  observed h a t  the mean polygon size has changed, suggesting 

additional polygons may be larger than the initial model, which may to some 

degree counter the effects of more polygons. In Model 2, when MOLA is 

used, ihere are fewer size cotegories of polygons, however, more polygons are 

accounted for in h e  smaller cotegories (i.e. 1,2,3 vs. 4,7,8). Whereas, using 

MCE here are a greciier number of polygon classes, but there has been a shift 

in distribution to larger polygon classes. In Model 2, no changer were 

associated with changes in obiective weights. 

TaMe 23: Summary of Mygons Measures for Modd 1 and Mode1 2 
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Stepwise Cell Allocation and Cross-tabulaiion Anaiysis: Six iterations of Model 

2 were run varying areal requiremenk and holding weights constant for each 

obiective in the multiple obiective land allocation (MOLA) problem (discussed in 

the methods section). The visual changes at each stage of the allocation 

pmcess are dexribed in the results section. The previous procedure was used 

to characterire the way in which cells are ollocated to each obiective and to 

determine what areal ~~ecifications ore needed to arrive at a suitable set of 

alternative solution sites. Cell swapping between obiectives was observed 

when both obiectives reached higher areal ~quirernents. The objectives were 

run in reverse order (i.e. human = 1, wolves = 2: wolves = 1, humand)  to 

determine if the model output changed wifh changes in the order of objectives. 

No change was observed with the order of comparison. In addition, it was 

concluded that the GIS model doa not handle very effectively small scale site 

allocation problems (i.e. 0.5 km2 sites) and the order of obiectbm has no effect 

on the output coverage. 

in Model 2, the results of cross-tabulations were congruent with what 

one would expect (i-e. under conflict each obiective is forfeiting high level cells 

to the other obiective). This is expacied in pareto optimal solutions, where no 

one obiective may be achieved without some cost to the other (Eastman et al. 

1993, Keller 1994). The cross-tabulation exercise also showed that MOLA is 

selecting the best cells for wch objective, when compared to each suitability 

map. Further testing of the wolf suitabiliiy model, against a model showing 

pristine suitability (i.e. no roads], confirmecl hat  MCE was selecting for highly 

suitable wolf habitat. It is  noteworthy that the MCE model (derived with 

consideration for roads) should closely parollel one derived under pristine 

conditions. 
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Sensiiiviiy Analys* to Changes in MOU Weightings: The results showed thot 

changes in obiective weighh had no effect on the final solution map, for Model 

2. This is counter-intuitive to what should occur. The allocation of cells should 

change to favovr wolves. The reason for the lack of response in the model 

could not be identified, but rnay be a result of a deadlock in cells (i.e. the limit 

of cells that rnay be allocated may have been reached) or there might have 

been CI problem with the weighting algorithm in the IDRISI sohware. Model 1 

was fherelore tested by changing the relative wolf to human weights from .5/.5 

to .9/.1, and a small change in cell allocation was observed. This analysis 

confirmed that fhe IDRISI system was in fact functioning correctly. However, 

the minimal changes observed suggest that increasing the relative obiective 

weight rnay not ba a highly reliable means of changing the outcome of the 

model, in order lhat one obiective rnay be favoured over another. The need for 

further development and improvement of the MOiA algorithm has already b e n  

identified by Crerna (1 996). 

Factor Weighting and an Optimal Numbr of Factors: The following issues 

were not addressed stutistica!ly in this thesis, but are important to the modelling 

process. Research is  needed thot addresses the sensitivity of the model to 

changes in factor weights and changes in the number of factors in each matrix. 

This finding is supportecl by the findings of Peterson et al. (1 997), where experts 

recommended the use of a sensitivity analysis of factor weights to establish 

confidence intemls for each suitability map. In general, it was found that using 

fewer matrix factors facilitated the process of deriving acceptable logical 

consistency (Le. less han 0.10). It was observed that the IDRISI sohware 

wouid not conduct a pairwise cornparison analysis with b e r  thon three factors 
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in the matrix. A complex sensitivity analysis, such OS a Monte Cado Simulation, 

would be suitable (Verbyla and Chang 1994). The Monte Carlo Simulation 

would involve a stepwise perturbation of factors weights and by observing the 

changes in the final suitability model, one could identify factors that are most 

sensitive to change. The identification of highly sensitive factors would provide 

insight into the risk of variability in the model. In addition, factors hot were 

shown io have low sensitivity may be contributing little to the model and if one 

desired, could be removed from the model. 

Pokntial for Error 

The potential for error is an important part of analysis in natural resource 

management and decision making. Stevens and Thompson (1 996) identified a 

deficienq in the understanding of error in data used to develop decision 

models. ~ffective decision making relies on an assessrnent of the risk fhat an 

error may be made. Maps usd in decision making are abstractions of reality 

and as such have inherent error and GIS maps are no exception. In its most 

basic fonn the error arises because maps use discrete, simple Iines to represent 

fuuy, complex real world obiects. Although GIS provides an "accurate and 

virtually error-free system" for handling data, it is  only as reliable as the source 

data used in constructing its databases (Openshaw 1989). In fact, Goodchild 

and GoPd (1989) argue fhat the separation of the data collection, compilation, 

and analfical processes in a GIS encourages poor data analysis. Openshaw 

( 1  989) cautions that error in the creation and manipulation of a GIS database 

may not be easily traced or understood by the user. In addition, Goodchild and 

G o p l  (1 989) note that most GIS fail to alert the user to ihe potential problems 

associated with the use of functions such as scale change, reclassification and 
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overlay. For instance, in GIS a small scale map may be changed to a large 

scale map, but the resolution or detail in the map will not be changed 

accordingly, which reduces geographic variation and increases the potential for 

error. Likewise, processes such as reciassikation may change the quality of 

data, while overlay procedures con propagate ermr in derived maps. 

The use of GIS in natural resource decision making improves the analytical 

capabilities of the resource manager. For example, a process such as map 

overlay has been changed from a cumbersome to a simple and precise task. 

However, there is  a tendency for GIS users to harbor false expectations about 

the accuracy of the systems "simply because fhey are precisem. In fa&, error is 

present in most stages of GIS daiabase creation and ranges from unique errors 

in sfudy design, data collection and input, to ermr in the statistics used to derive 

predictive models and in the derived habitat suitability models. The ideniification 

and quantification of error is a critical siep which is  needed to reach more 

effective resource decisions. 

The intemal measuring ermr for the compasr, anemometer and GPS unit 

were not factored into the error analysis. Eastman et al. (1 993) contend that 

the measurement error of the GPS will cancel out over time. The errors bund in 

dope (12.024 degrees) and aspect (83.30 degrees) are higher than the 

expected 1 O% in accuracy. The elevation error (37.67 mefers) is higher han 

that expected from the DEM documentation, which suggests 90% of katures 

{ 1 :20,000) will be accurate to +/- 5 meters (contour inteml = 1 O meters), 

where not obscured by vegetation. Given that the contour interval of the 

elevation coverage used in bis model was 50 meters, the expected error shouM 

be 25 meters. The recalculated elwation error, excluding one outlier value, 

was lound to be 19.07 meteo, which falls within the expected DEM error. 
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Errors are compounded by inherent GIS processes. The slope and aspect 

coverages were derivecl by surface interpolation of the DEM - a process hot 

will introduce error through generalization. Moreover, the pixel size of the 

coverages is 25 meten and does not account for spatial variability observed at 

sarnple points: ground-truth rneasures were taken for an approximated I O  meter 

by 1 O meter area. The position errors reportecl in this thesis are supportecl by 

Keane et al. (1 997), who found the following Mean Unsigned position errors: 

Elevation error = 25.227 meters (n=1622), Slope = 1 0.945 degrees (n=1600) 

and Aspect = 49.485 degrees (n=1614) Keane et al. (1 997) also noted similar 

sampling restrictions, which resulted in their sample favoring areas that were 

accessible by foot. 

A high misclassification error (82.8%) was found in the vegetation 

coverage, which prompts us to examine the basis for his emr:  the scole of the 

ELC map used to derive the vegetation coverage was too srnaII (1 :100,000), 

led to very general classifications that do not account for micro-habitats; the 

reclassification process was subiect to error as there was no standardized 

method for reclassification of the ELC at the tirne h i s  analysis wus condvcted; 

the ELC is static and does not account for spatio-temporal changes in cover 

type; ELC classes are based on subjective in terpretation and extrapolation; 

ground-truh measures are also subiectively interpreted by a different observer. 

It may be concluded that the scale of the ELC map contributed the most error 

to the coverage. 

The propagated error for three coverages in the model is  high ut 50.4%. 

~t is unlikely that ihis error is distributed uniformly across the map and should be 

considered the worst case error scenario. ~ rnp r tan t l~ ,  some error may be 

cornpensatory, resulting in areas with no error or less error than the lowest 
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coverage error (Eastman et al. 1993). A method for tracking compensatory 

error is not investigated herein but is recommended for future research. Sliver 

polygons are a frequent outcome of overlay operations that are not 

investigated herein (Veregin 1995). Goodchild (1 994) details the processes 

required to eliminate sliver polygons. 

Despite the potential for large error, the model depicts highly suitable 

wolf habitat to be concurrent with observed wolf use (Alexonder and Waters 

1996). One rnay question how the model moy be representative, given the level 

of error. An evaluation of the hierarchical process used to weight each 

attribute in the habitat model (Alexander and Waters 1996), showed vegetation 

to be the lowest contributor to overall habitat suitability for wolves. In addition, 

the vegetation type ranked most suitable For wolves was spruce, and spruce 

occurred more frequently in the study map. 

Where and how error occurs in the matrix can be significant. For 

example, if one misclassifies between two wolf vegetation preference classes, 

the error rnay be irrelevant, whereas if one vegetation type is preferred and the 

other avoided the error is magnifiecl. The classification matrix shows a high 

number of misclassifications between Spwce and Pine vegetation types. Pine 

and Spruce habitat were ranked by the expert to be more suitable than other 

vegetation types in the study area, which may redoce the magnitude of the 

error in the final model. The previous two points and the presence of 

acceptable error in the other three coverages (dope, aspect and elevation), 

explains in part the success of the model despite an unacceptable error in the 

vegetation map. ~ o t a b l ~ ,  changing any of these conditions (Le. if vegetation 

became more important) might render the model ineffective. A sensitivity 

anal~sis, such os a Monte Carlo Simulation, could be used to examine the effect 
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of such changes (Eastman et al. 1993). The previous iype of analysis would be 

highly intensive, given the nurnber of possible combinations of factors, and was 

felt to be beyond the scope of this thesis. 

Error in habitat suitability models may be reduced by minimizing the number 

of predictor variables used to develop the model (Verbyla and Chang 1994) 

Although this reduces the degree to which the model reflects real world 

complexity, it helps reduce the potential for using poor predidors in the model. 

Moreover, error may be controlled by establishing rigorous protocol for data 

collection, input and processing. Decision rules for data input will help avoid 

variability in the processing of data in the GIS and thereby help reduce 

variability in database accuracy. It is useful to minimize the number of data 

collectors and the number of individuals who are digitizing and processing data 

in the GIS, in order to help contain error. The latter is sornetimes problematic 

given that a great deal of resource work is handled by govemment agencies 

with restricted budgets. Finally, it is  useful to enforce a system of ground 

iruthing so that the effects of decision making have minimal negative impact on 

natural resources. 

Knowledge Elicitation with KSSO 

KSSO was used to elicit habitat preferences for wolves. The factors 

developed are concordant with those identifid using the paimise comparison 

process. Pearce and Waters (1  983) findings concerning human londscape 

preferences, elicited using a process similar to KSSO, are consistent with the 

human use preferences developed in fhis thesis using pairecl comparisons. Thus, 

it is concluded that the two methods have merit as elicitation techniques alone, 

and that they may be usefully combined to arrive at a more detailed preference 
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analysis. Moreover, the consistency b e ~ e e n  techniques provides the analyst 

with o broader range of procedures to capture important data. 

Irwin and Davis (1995) argue that individwl preferences con vary 

significantly depending upon how they are elicited and ho t  people's values are 

transient and con be influenced by elements of the elicitation process used. 

Hence, it i s  to the analyst's benefit to explore as many elicitation options as 

~ossible. Despite the mutability of individual and group preferences, lmin and 

Davis (1 995) note that elicitation efFects have not k n  well studied. 

Corn parison of Knodedge Elicitahn Techniques 

The results of each elicitation technique and the potential uses in 

resource management ore summarized in ihe tables below. The values show 

do not reflect the rank order determined by the experts. It is observed in Table 

24 that there is a great degree of similarity between the attributes elicited by 

each technique. Table 25 summarizes the potential application of each 

technique in resource management. 

Table 24: Summary of Criteria Elicihd by Technique 

dope dope 

aspect aspect 

elevation elevation 

roads a 
vegetation vegetation 

roads roads 

I human use levels I human use levels 

J snow depth I 
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Table 25: Potential Applicaiions in Rerource Management 

identib criteria 1 identify criteria 1 identify criteria/focus I 

1 statistically derived 1 con be statistical or 1 can be statistiml and 1 

develop rankings 

easy input info DSS 

I values I qualitative I qualitative I 
easily modifiable 1 b s  easily modifiable 1 easily modifiable I 

develop mnkings 

easy input into DSS 

spatially explicit 1 nonspatial 1 spatially explicit when 1 

- 

dwelop rankings 

easy input into DSS 

I 1 applid in GIS I 
good predictor 1 good predictor 1 good predictor I 

The repertory grid mode1 was found to be useful for habitat assessment in 

monitoring poteritid 

GIS based 

resource mamgement. The constructs listed may be used to query whether a 

given area i s  suitable or non-suitable for wolves. A logical extension for 

monitoring potential 

no-GIS link/ES Iink 

management is  to determine wheher wolves exist where predicted, and if not, 

monitoring potential 

direct link to GIS 

then why not? Moreover, the criteria and constructs develo~ed could be used 

within a GIS to develop a wolf suitability map useful for reducing human impact 

on wildlife. The developrnent of an expert system based on the previous "if- 

then"ru1es would be o useful research endeavor. This type of ES may help 

managers by leading hem through detailed questions about habitat potential for 

wolves, which they rnay readily anmer despite limited expertise in wolf habitat 

use. This process would allow resource managers access to expert knowledge 

and should leud to more informed landwape management decisions. 

The obvious strenghs of GIS analysis and a paired cornparisons 

approach is the generation of spatially explicit solutions. Spatial solutions 
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derived in GIS allow managers to visualize more clearly the effects of 

management decisions or to explore ahernatives that rnay not have been evident 

without the processing capobilities of the GIS. It should be noted that the 

attributes elicited using KSSO may be incorporated easily into bofh the paired 

comparison and GIS. Moreover, KSSO provides a direct Iink to an expert 

system, which rnay be used for land management alona or in tandem with a GIS. 

Given that people rarely visualize the world in exactly the same way it i s  

advontageous to have more varied methods for eliciting preferences and expert 

knowledge. It is  concluded hot  GIS, paimise comparison and repertory grid 

techniques are highly complementary mehods for understanding and analyzing 

habitat preferences. In addition, their complementary nature makes them 

valuable management tools that con result in more informed decisions. 

Chapkr Review 

In this chapter, group dynamics and feedback from experts was 

documented. interaction was excellent and response to the process was 

positive, although the round table members were taxed by the process. 

Problerns and strengths of the round table approach were also addressed. The 

presence of a GIS expert as a facilitator (the author in the present study) was 

found to be necessary. A change in the pairwise comparison scale was 

recommended and some modifications to the paired comparison process were 

suggested. The derivation and use of the logical consistency rating were both 

discussed and the benefits of using an analytical hierarchical process were 

described. The potential affects of short deadlines and the number of criteria 

evaluated were discussed and the solutions to Models 1 and 2 were reviewed. 

An account was given for how changes in areal requirements and obiective 
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weights are reflected in the suibbility model. The strangths and limitations of the 

decision model were discussed, by contrasting the results of the MCE and 

MOIA procedures and the results of the significance tests. The implications of 

position, attribute und propagated errors were discussed and the rnerits of 

alternative knowledge acquisition techniques were examined with specific 

reference to the KE program KSSO. The next chapter draws conclusions and 

provides recommendations for hture reseurch. 



CHAMER SMN: CONCLUSION 

This fhesis was conducted to address the following obiectives: 

To develop and test a multiple objective land allocation (MOU) model 

using GIS. 
To find a suitable location to devdop a O.SIcm2 campsite hot maximizes 

the interests of each human needs gmup, while minimiring the negative 

impact to wildlife. 

To detemine wheiher intuitive (non-expert) knowledge will produce useful 

models. 

To test the sensitivity of the model to changes in oreal specifications for 

each obieaive and to changes in weighting. 

To test the reliability and risk of the GIS decision model through a 

detailed error analysis. 

To establish the most effective number of criteria (e-g. vegetation, slope, 

aspect) and obiectives (i.e. user groups) h a t  may be compared wihin 

one GIS decision model, where the results of the model remain valid and 

reflect reality. 

To test the sensitivity, reliability and generalimbiliiy of the model through 

its application to two other regional senings that will represent decision 

making a i  dilferent ecological scales (i.e. small, medium and large 

systems). 

To enhance ecological decision making. 

The successes and limitations of the research with respect to the above 

Iirt of obiectives are now diwussed in detail. 

To develop and test a multiple obiedive land allocation model, two round 

tables of experts and one round table of non-experts were interviewed. In 

each round table, Saaiy's paimise comparison pmcess was used te elicit 

landscape preferences from experts. The IDRISI GIS software was used as it 

has a built in module for handling maîrïces produced using paired comparisons. 

One hybrid model was develop for each expert round table, with a focus on 
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allocating land for the development of a OSkrn2 campsite. Non-experts were 

used to estimate the usefulness of intuitive knowledge in resource allocation 

problems. The sensitivity of the model to changes in obiective weights was 

tested using a systematic process of varying weig h ts. Sevenv-seven ground 

tnith locations were used to assess the uncertainty in map covemges and in the 

final model. The most effective number of criteria and matrices to be used in a 

model was not quantifiecl. The model was not tested for genemlizability to other 

scales and problem scenarios. The solution models were cornpared for 

ecological rensifivity using a serier of ecological indices, including visual habitat 

contiguity, number of polygons, macin polygon size, and area/parimeter ratios. 

A t-test was used to determine if there were significant differences in suitability 

beiween maps prduced using the multiple objective land allocation ~rocedure 

and actual habitat suitability. The following sections discuss the usefulness and 

reliabilify of the mmod developed in this thesis. 

Does this Model Enhance Decision Making? 

There are a number performance obieaives for a OSS that are presented 

by Densham und Rushton (1 987) as a measure of a modelrs usellness in decision 

making. These points are listed below and subsequontly reviewed with respect 

to the decision model developed in this thesis. 
A DSS should provide support for decision making, but with emphasis on 

semi-structured and unstructured decisions. 

A DSS should provide decision-making support for managers at al1 iwels, 

assisting in infegration b e ~ e e n  the levelr whenever appropriate. 

A DSS should support al1 phases of the decision-making process. 

A DSS should support interdependent and independent decisions. 
The DSS %hould have a powerful and flexible database syskm." 
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The DSS should be a synhesizing agent, "channeling resources and 

experiise that are inaccessible using haditional methodologies." 

A DSS should be easily used by decision makers and managers. 

The resource allocation decision rnodel developed in this thesis provides a 

solution set hot  is spatially explicit and which supp~rn managers by allowing 

hem to visualire the results of decisions. Moreover, the use of the GIS enables 

plannen to handle a much larger spatial set and to investigate alternatives that 

might not have been considered, such as sites at higher elwations. 

The use of this model at al1 levels of management and al1 phases of the 

decision process cannot be addressed, as it was only tested for its usehilness in 

deriving a solution set, which i s  only one component of the decision process. 

However, the visual and predictive strengths will make it appealing to oher 

leds  of management, providing the process is well explained. 

The model can support independent and inter-dependent decision making. 

For instance, decisions may be made about which one location is the best for 

one campsite, or the entire solution set may be used to create an ovemll park 

facility plan where al1 sites shown as suitable are developed as day use areas, 

campsites and other recreation facilities. The Final solution map a b  indicates 

which habitat is most valuable to wildlife and is thus useful for prediaing habitat 

use by wildlife, for monitoring deficiencies in wildlife populations and for 

mitigating environmental impacts. Overlap of human use with areas of significant 

importance to wildlife, other than wolves, suggests that the wildlife suitability 

coverage might be enhanced by incorporating multiple species into the model. 

A suitable combination might be wolves, g n d y  k r s  and lynx. This corn bination 

of forest carnivores is  hypothesized to a d  os an umbrella for approximakly 98% 

of terrestrial species (Paquet pers. comm. 1996). 
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The decision support model allows for the inclusion of new information as 

it becomes available: different criteria may be added to the matrices and the 

relative weights rnay be changed. As a result, it may be concluded that the 

model is highly flexible. However, it was also concluded that the GIS rnodel 

does not handle effectively srnall scale site allocation problerns (Le. 0.5 km2 

sites) and that it becomes comp~tationall~ intensive as more information is added 

to the rnodel. Without very advanced hardware, model developrnent 

permutations can be prohibitively slow. 

The paired comparison process used in this thesis is an innovative 

approach that was successfd for eliciting landscape preferences for wolves 

and humans. The pairwise comparison process synthesized a variety of 

preferences for direct use in a GIS, which is a technique not immediately 

available using traditional mehodologies such as statistical analysis. 

FinaIIy, he decision process developed in this thesis is well documented 

and may be easily replicated. Nonetheless, the process was complex and 

requires the presence of a GIS expert as a focilitator at the round table. 

Does this Model Account for Wildlife Needs? 

From an ecological perspective, a decision support system should also 

provide reliable, valid solutions (Reitsma 1 989). EcoIogicaI validity can be 

rneasured using the indices explorad in this thesis, although further research and 

development is  recommended to identify more ecological indices that mesh with 

GIS. The model should also be repeatuble and should make users accountable 

for their actions (Peterson et al. 1997). A model is repeatable if the process is 

well documented and the procedure easily undentood. Having detailed 

documentation will make decision makers accountable for heir decisions. 
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Although the MOLA model was found to be statistically different in patch 

size and dishibution h m  the MCE suitability model, under conflict the mode1 is  

selecting highly suitabk wolf habiiat. This sugguts that the model is ecologically 

valid in thut it is accurately accounting for wolf habitat needs. If implemented 

properly the model should improve upon decisions that curnntly do not account 

for wildlife. Wih modifications, such as h e  inclusion of multiple species, larger 

scale maps and an understanding of the sensitivity of predictor variables, the 

model will be able to account for ecosystem needs. in no way should this 

suggest fhat al1 land should be allocated io dihrent obiactives using this iype of 

model. ~ c o l o ~ i c a l  viability of wildlife and ecosystems depends on the 

presewation of large tracts of untouched wildemess. 

The question remains: i s  Ihe compromise realized using MOIA too much 

from he wolf's perspective? This muy be addressed by first asking if al1 sites 

shown to be non-suitable for wolves will be used to meet human ends. This will 

not be the case for the campsite problem investigated herein. In this scenario, 

only one area will be selected, leaving the rest of the habitat contiguous and 

virtually non-fragmenteda If the model were to be used to develop a park-wide 

human infrastructure, instead of allocating land to one campsite, then habitat 

fragmenta~on would become a concern between patches allocated to wolf 

use. 

General Conclusions Regcirding the DSS Model 

One Iimitotion caused by h e  narrow scope of this study is hat the model 

does not consider essential political or community level inferests. The IDRISI 

decision support module clearly allowr for the use and synthesis of qualitative 

and quantitative data. For example, statistically de& habitat su itability indices 
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were used for wolves in combination with qualitative indices dewribing human 

use. 

The successful application of the IDRISI DSS resis on the expertise of the 

GIS expert in its application, the commitment of the members to resolving the 

pmblem, a common understanding of the terminology used in resource 

management, an understanding of the limitations imposeci by error and most 

importantly, chat the round table participants believe in the process. Providing 

the previous expectations are met, this model will enhance the ability of 

resource managers to make more effective, obiedive and ecologically round 

decisions. 

Another potential limitation is that there was no investigation of the 

response of the model to different scales or problem xenarios. As a result, no 

comrnents may be made about the generalizabiliiy of this model. It is  

recommended that the model be fested accordingly. 

Furthemore, this study found that the use of resource experts is essential 

to developing detailed habitat preference coverages. There was evidence 

hot, when available, the use of empirical data instead of qualitative information 

enhances the logical consistency of the model. Moreover, empirical data will 

enhance the reliability of  the model, by allowing the expert to identify and 

specifically definc, in detail, the key factors for each obiective. It may be 

concluded ha t  generalists should be considered for use in a consensus forum as 

representatives of public interests. 

To aid the elicitation and logical consistency process one could use a 

hierarchical diagmm of factors and relative weightings as first daveloped by 

each expert, present the diagram to the experts, and then ask them to re- 

evaluate the matrix based on that ovemll trend. The use of a graphical 
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depiction may help the experts visualize the relationships they have identifieci and 

help experts identify their own inconsistencies. Altematively, a hierarchy of the 

factors might be constructed by each expert, prior to beginning the cornparison 

matrix, and ihis would serve as a guide to weighting each factor. Because a 

lack of consistency between the expert weighting schemes exists, a round table 

of experts for each obiective should be assembled. This round table could be 

used to arrive at a consensus for factors weights and help to create a more 

reliable model with less variability in the solution set. 

Conclusions on Ground Tnithing and Model Uncertainty 

Ground-truthing in mountainous terrain was difh'cult. In this study area a 

large percentage of the landscape is  alpine and rock. Many of these sites 

were not suitable for passage because of safety considerations as well as 

monetary and Hme constraints. The lack of reul-time differential correction made 

navigation to exad sample points challenging. In addition, information was lost 

when outside the range of the base station. The ability to acquire a GPS 

location rnay be precluded by vegetation density and heavy cloud cover. AIso, 

these variables do not affect the process consistently. For these reasons, 

elaboraie sampling regimes are not recommended. Because of the previous 

problems a di~pro~ortionate rondom sampling scheme was adopted which 

introduced some bias towards vegetated valley slopes. There are definite 

drawbacks with respect to the lirnited areal coverage and disproporh'onate 

sampling that occurred with this methodology. ~f one has sufficient funding, a 

stmti fied random sam plhg procedure is  recommended. However, the ~roblems 

of sampling in mountainous terrain are universal, as demonstratecl by Keane et a/. 

(1 997). 
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For this decision model, vegetation error might have been minimized by 

using an alternative, larger xole map. Good study design and rigorous 

documentation should help limit oher position error, but will not remove it 

altogether. The aggregation and reclassification of data should be minimized 

and well documentad. Although the error in this model may appear 

ovemhelming, one must consider the alternatives to using GIS. Manually 

deriving a wildlils model is a cumbersorne process that is unlikely to take place in 

a useful time frame. Moreover, dealing with the complexiiy of multiple layers and 

large land areas is  conceptually difficult. A GIS excels in systematically 

coordinating these time consuming computational assessments. Moreover, to 

some extent, the presence of error in GIS-based wildlife habitat suitability 

models is  unavoidable. Goodchild (1 996) explaineci that the users of GIS 

expect the contents of a database to nfollow scientific measurements, and that 

these conflict in several ways with the objective of cartographic genemlization." 

Until technology has advanced to the point where generalizations are not used 

in cartography, users and decision maken must accept the associated 

limitations. To conclude, having acknowledged the presence of error, decision 

makers are obliged to ground truth al1 solutions before taking management 

action. 

Major Coniributions and Fuhire Research Needs 

This research represents one of the first applications of formal GIS 

decision support software for resolving conflict over land allocation between 

wildlife and humans. The use of repertory grid techniques using KSSO is an 

innovative approach to eliciting wolf preferences. This application has isolated 
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many strengths and limitations of the IDRISI software and the use of multiple- 

objective decision models for environmental management. 

More research is needed regarding the following: the sensitivity of 

predictor variables, the sensitivity of the final solution model to changes in 

criteria weights and numben, an investigation of alternative GIS-based 

ecological indices and the use of multiple species in the model. A study should 

be made of other factor coverages that were not availabe ut the time th is  

model was built. In addition, an exploration should be undertaken dernonstrating 

how the model responds io changes in scale and problem xenarios. 

The decision model developed in this fhesis begins to address the need to 

make better resource allocation decisions: it recognizes the needs of wildlife 

and humons, provides a repeatable, defensible pmcess for making decisions, 

and brings together the socio-economic and ecological perspectives into one 

model. The ~reference databases developed in this thesis are in themselves 

useful to management. In aggregate, h i s  body of research fonns ihe basis from 

which more detaild decision models may be constructed and, if wisely oppliecl, 

can improve resource allocation decision making by recognizing the needs of 

wolves and other wildlife. This model has set the stage for.continued growfh 

and exploration of new ways to help make be~er  decisions and to promote 

wildlife and ecological conservation outside of protedecl wilderness. 

Final Remarks 

This thesis has provided managers with a repeatable, flexible procosr hot  

con improve decision making and con help ensure ecosystems receive a vote. 

However, "as the environmental econornist Kenneth E. Boulding once stated 

( 1  974): 'The world moves into the future as a result of decisions, not as a result 
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of ' (Stevens and Thompson 1996). With respect to the usefulness of the 

GIS decision model developed in this thesis, "unnlss the correct choices are 

picked and implemented al1 the planning done will result in nohing more than 

more paper to be recycledn and the use of "GIS will just needlessly increase the 

cost of the decision process (Stevens and Thompson 1996). 
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Dry Grassland 
Wet Meadow 
Aspen Poplar 
Douglas Fir 
Dry Pine 
Mesic Pine 
Dry Spruce 
Mesic Spruce 
Wet Spruce 
Open Spruce 
Avalanche 
Dryas 
Rock and [ce 
Water 
Tundra Cornplex 
Distu rbed 

AppendUc 1 : Reclassification Schemes 

Vegetution Classes 

Drainage Classes 
1 O- 1 excessive drainage 
2 1 -2 well drained 
3 2-3 good drainage 

4 3-4 moderate drainage 
5 4-5 poor drainage 
6 >5 very poor drainage 
(if 1-3 is the class used 2 to set into a category] 

Redassification of ELC Vegetation Types 
Landscape Attribute Identifier 

South-southwest is  predominantly pine 
North-northeast is predominantly spruce 
Elevation >5800-6000 ft is alpine fir 
Douglas fir, larch, limber pine and whitebark pine have low areal 
coverage 



Appendix 1 : Reclauification Schemes (Continued) 

Soi1 identifier for Vegetation 
Chemozomes- High gmsslands 
Lwisols - High trees 
Podzols - Mod trees 
Gleysols - High shrubs 
Regosois - low to modemte shrubs 
Brunisols - Moderate trees 
Clyosols - moderate shrub/moderate wetland grasses 
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